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A One-needle Family Knitter. 
The exceedingly simple machine, illustrated below, will 

be examined with interest by all, and especially those ac
customed to the complicated machines heretofore presented. 
Its prominent features are its fewness of parts and the superi
ority of its work, not without reason thought to be destined to 
revolutionize all previous methods for producing knitted 
goods. Most of our subscribers will remember our illustra
tion of the original patent some twenty months since, which 
attracted considerable attention from its simplicity, and was 
copied from our pages into several European journals; but 
the company owning the patents, having been steadily im
proving their first machines, and 
having secured new patent, the 
machine differs essentially from 
the original device. 

As a type of American ingll-' 
nuity for American �omes, a 
complete knitting machine: with 
but 27 pieces employed in its en
tire construction,will be, perhaps, 
as appropriate an illustration as 
could grace.;he first page of our 
new volume. 

This simple, cheap, put sub
stantial machine py means of a 
single eYll-'pointed needle, in con
nection with a looping hook, and 
work-supporting comb traversing 
(automatically, or at the design 
of the operator) in front of the 
needle, certainly produces the 
handsomest work we have ever 
seen from machinery or hand, in 
which opinion we are sustained 
by competent experts, as well 
as by the medals unanimously 
awarded it at the Paris Exposi
tion, the last American Institute 
Fair in this city, and, indeed, 
wherever it has been in competi
tion. 

The driving wheel, A, adapted 
by its crank for hand, or by a 
band wheel and treadle, as in a 
sewing machine, for foot power, 
as desired, drives the friction pul
ley, B, on the shaft, C, and, by it, 
the grooved cam-disk, D. This 
latter ingenious device for oper
ating the comb, E, backward and 
forward before the needle, con-
sists of a small double grooved 
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ceives its reciprocating motion from a crank pin on the disk 
working through it in a slot, and also the looping hook, J, 
operated by means of a cam-slot cut in the disk immediately 
about the crank pin, which slot receives a pin projecting from 
the looper shank, J. The needle bar is easily turned up, as 
shown by the dotted elevation of the same, for threading, etc., 
and when so reversed, as it can be, without breaking the yarn, 
the work in progress cannot be disturbed by the interfe
rence of a child, or others, during the absence of the opera
tor. The tension screw, K, is seen on the side of the needle 
bar. With the needle disconnected from the work, and the 
grooves of the segment of the cam-disk, D, in line with the 

THE HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE. 
disk engaging in the toothed rack of the comb, and, as seen in remainder of the grooves, preventing lateral motion of the 
the cut, has a section of its periphery movable and pivoted at comb, the machine is transformed into a "self-spooler" by 
one end. This arrangement causes the comb to advance one setting the bobbin, L, on the spindle end of the shaft, C-pro
t ooth each revolution of the :iisk, according as the section is jecting for that purpose-which rapidly winds its yarn from 
swung to the right or left by the small dog, F, placed under the the swifts without interfering with the progress of the work 
movable end of the swinging segment-and which dog is auto- on the comb, entirely obviating the use of a spooling machine 
matically operated by its striking against the indexes, G, as and bobbin stand. 
either arrive at the cam-disk, D-thus instantly reversing the The· above describes all of the various parts. The needle 
direction of the rack. It will at once be seen that this short, bar, I, receiving its motion from the crank pin in its slotted 
movable portion of the periphery of the disk, causes, by its pitch, arm, advances with each revolution of the disk, D, and the nee
a comparatively quick advance of the comb-the complement' dIe, passing through the stitch immediately in front, under 
of its grooved circumference holding the comb perfectly im- the tooth of the comb, removes that loop from its tooth, the 
movable the remainder of the revolution while the loop is be- revolution of the cam· slot brings the looper-hook forward in 
ing formed-thus rendering the stitch certain, without that season to take up a new loop from the eye of the needle, and, 
liability of "dropped" stiches, whick has, heretofore, prevented on its backward movement, deposits it on the tooth which 
the general adoption of domestic knitting machines. held its predecessor. Now, the disk-cam, D, which has held 

Another great advantage of this invention consists in sup- the comb stationary while the new loop has been formed, 
porting the work from the teeth of a steel comb, E, avoiding the reaches the gaining or cam part of its circnmferenee, causing 
complications and accidents to 'which knitting machines with the comb to traverse one tooth for the repetition of the stitch 
from seventy-five to one hundred and twenty-five needles, are forming. It is seen that upon the arrival of that part of the 
necessarily subject, although with these the generality pro- comb on which is stationed either index, that they strike the 
duce but a straight circular tube, susceptible of no change or dog, F, instantly reversing the direction of the comb. The 
variation, save by stopping the machine and inserting or re- work hangs from the teeth of the comb in front of the ma
moving needles each time it is desired to vary the diameter chine in the plain view of the operator, and, unlike all other 
even a single stitch. knitting machines, uses no weights to drag down �he work, 

The indexes, G, which are instantly moved any number of the use of the small wire rod, under the comb teeth, obviating 
stitches desired, beside reversing the action of the comb, their necessity. 
point to the nnmber on the comb, give, at a glance, the It is easily apparent that by the use of a traversing comb 
stitches in width of the work in hand, while the counter, H, of any length, straight, curved, or circular, that one needle 
which is pushed forward one tooth each time the comb trav- can perform the work previously requiring as many needles 
erses across, presents the rows of stitches in length that the as the comb has teeth, that the "widening" and " narrow
work has progressed-thus entirely saving the old dmdgery ing" is adjusted stitch by stitch, or as many as desirable, in
of counting each stitch, necessitated in hand work or other stantly, by sliding the indexes along the comb-that it" sets 
knitting machines, and reducing the labor of knitting a stock- up" its own work, not requiring the loops to be "cast on" 
ing or other article, 'to the simple method of changing the in- by hand-that the stitch is the same as that taken by hand 
dexes, whenever the counter, H, has enumerated a certain num- from one needle to another-that each edge will be a "flel
ber of stitches in length. Centered immediately above the vedge" like cloth, no matter how irregular in outline, and 
disk, D, is the needle bar, I, which carries the needle and re- that the top of the work, as, for instance, a stocking, will not 
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be a raw edge, but "finished," as it comes from the machine. 
Many other advantages over the most expensive "knitters," 
may be enumerated. For instance, it is evident that the work 
and all the machinery are in full view of the operator, and 
readily understood by a child-that the knitter can be run by 
hand or foot, like the sewing machine-that any size yarn or 
cord can be used-that, by reason of its small friction gear 
and the large driver, it is almost noiseless, while an extremely 
high speed can be reached, which, with the rapidity of 
" widening" and "narrowing," places this machine in the 
front rank of" fast" knitters, and that the tension governing 
the size of loop is altered in a second. 

It also knits the buttonholes to 
use an Irishism), in a garment; 
knits in different colors or sizes 
of yarn without tying together; 
knits any fabric from an afghan 
to a pair of gloves; knits a stock
ing complete with a "hand heel" 
(which stockings do not require 
the toes and heels to be knit in 
by hand, but will knit them 
" double" if desired); and pro
duces work equal to hand-knit 
in every respect, not liable to 
return to a uniform tubular 
shape after the first washing. 

These machines are now being 
manufactured by the "Hinkley 
Knitting Machine Company," 
under the United States patent�. 
The patents obtained in Great 
Britain, Belgium, France, New 
Brunswick, etc., are for sale. 

Parties desiring agencies, ter 
ritory, machines, or other in 
formation, will address the New 
Y 0rk office of the" Hinkley Knit
ting Machine Company," No. 176 
Broadway, New York city. 

----------� .. �----------
Deterndnations oC Free Ox. 

ygen. 
At a meeting of the Manches

ter Literary and Philosophical 
Society, Mr. Peter Hart described 
his method of making rapid de
terminations of free oxygen. The 
apparatus required consists, in 
addition to an ordinary pneu
matic trough, of two tubes, each 
t inch in diameter and 16 inches 
long, closed at one end. One of 

the tubes is graduated into 50ths of a cubic inch, and the 
other is coated internally with phosphorus. This is effected 
by dropping into the tube a few pieces of phosphorus; it is 
then to be closed by a sound cork, and the phosphorus 
(melted by immersing the tube in hot water) may be spread 
in a thin coating over the interior by turning it round as it 
cools. On cooling, the cork is to be withdrawn, the tube filled 
with water, and a piece of india-rubber tube tied securely over 
the mouth. This completes the apparatus. The modus oper
andi is as follows: Both tubes are filled with water, and al
lowed to remain in the trough, a portion of the air to be ex 
amined is passed into the measuring tube, which is now al
lowed to remain for five minutes in the trough to allow it to 
attain the same temperatnre as the water. It is lifted until 
the water is at the same level within and without, and may 
then be closed by the finger, and withdrawn from the trough. 
T.he volume is easily noted. This done, it is connected by the 
india-rubber joint with the phosphorus tube; into which the 
air is allowed to flow. The whole may now be placed for 
half an hour in the trough, when the gas may be poured 
back into the measuring tube, the level once more taken, and 
the volume read off in the same way as before. Tho lo�s is 
oxygen. In the cut, a is the measuring tube, b the india-rub
ber junction, and c the phosphorus tube. No claim is made 

Lb lJ 0 
for strict scientific accuracy in connection with this apparatus; 
its sole merit consists in its offering an easy and rapid means 
of approximately determining the free oxygen in an atmos
phere. In the workfhg of sulphuric acid chambers it has been 
found extremely valuable, and possibly may be found so for 
other technical inquiries.-Mechanic8' Magazine. 

._. 
AN exposition of textile fabrics is to be held at Cincin

nati, commencing August 3d and closing on the 7th. It is 
to be under the auspices of the Woolen Manufacturers' Asso
ciation of the Northwest. 
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..&.pplied· MechanlclS in Relation to Natural Power. 

The last of the course of "Cantor Lectures" on "Applied 
Mechanics" was delivered by John Anderson, Esq., C. E., 
Superintendent of Machinery to the War Department, before 
the Society of Arts on Monday evening. In the earlier ages 
of the world, said Mr. Anderson, when man as yet accomplish
ed his ends by the exercise of his own physical powers, every 
fresh insight into the application of natural power must have 
appeared a wonderful discovery. Circular motions-those 
simple contrivances for receiving and distributing power, the 
revolving spindle and wheel, were wonderful discoveries, and 
they had exercised a far higher effect on our country than 
many with more sounding titles. 

Passing on to consider the mode of reckoning power or 
force, the lecturer said all force was reckoned by units, one 
Dound moving through a space of one foot being equal to a 
'mit of work; or one pound lifted 100 feet to one hundred 
<lnits. The convenience of this mode of measurement could 
not be over estimated. By it the force developed in a railway 
train, the wind or water lifted from a well, could all be meas
ured and reduced to units of work. For practical measure
ment a larger unit was, however, necessary, and this was 
called horse power. A horse would pull 150 pounds through 
220 feet in a minute, and this amount of work was equal to 
33, 000 units. A man's power, as reckoned in the government 
works, was only about onQ tenth of that of a horse, being 
about 15 poun:ls, or 3,300 units. Natural power could only 
be partially taken hold of and applied by man, and the quan
tity thus taken hold of varied. 

It has been supposed in the early days of applied mechan
ics that man could increase power: nothing, however, could 
have been a greater mistake. As an illustration, the lecturer 
stated that when Mr. W. Fairbairn introdu<!ed the system of 
taking motion from the periphery of the fly wheel of an en
gine, men at once said he would lose power, and that it would 
be far better to have taken.it from the axle. The success of 
Mr. Fairbairn's exp7)riment had, however, been long demon
strated, and nobody would now question the truth of the sys
tem he adopted. 

Man's first efforts in the application of natural power were 
lost.in antiquity; they were made in Central or Western Asia 
ere yet the Aryan race had been divided and dispersed to peo
ple remoter regions of the world; and it was deeply interest
ing to note that names of implements and things belonging 
to peace and industry belonged to the main stock of the Aryan 
language, while those relating to war were introduced by the 
different branches after their division. Many ages must have 
lapsed before man had penetrated far into the secrets of natur
al power. It seemed a modern age which was adorned quite 
comparatively by the names of Euclid and Archimedes; yet 
it was long after this that we found so simple a contrivance 
introduced as a machine for raising water. tireat, however, 
as was the contrast between the condition of applieu mechan
ics in their days and ours, the conlrast miRht be still greater 
between that of the present and succeeding ages. 

All natural power is derived from the sun, the only excep
tion being that of the great tidal wave that rolls round the 
world. Heat and force are synonymous terms. The heat re
quired to raise one pound of water one degree is equal to 772 
units of work. This fact gave engineers a data by which to 
measure the achievements of their machines, and its discovery 
had caused them great dissatisfaction. 

Passing on to consider water power, Mr. Anderson said the 
circulation of water was due to the heat of the sun. It had 
been calculated that thirteen thousand cubic miles of water 
w('re evaporated every year a ld carried back again. Part of 
this, man was able to arrest and apply in its downward conrse, 
but all the pow8r yielded was derived from the water, and 
net from any contrivance which man used in connection with 
it; and although the subject of water power had been com
paratively exhausted he could not as yet utilize more than 75 
per cent of the power of the water. This, however, was a 
great result as compared with that afforded by the steam en
gine. from which only about 10 per cent was obtained. It 
was very important that this shoulil be remembered, for of 
late years it had become the custom to disparage water power 
to the advantage of the steam engine. The great discovery 
of modern times in connection with water power was a method 
adopted in Switzerland of nsing, so to speak, the ghost of the 
water-carrying to a distauce of 4, 5, and 6 miles the power 
of the water without taking the water itself. This was 
effected by a most ingenious contrivance. At the water and 
by its power a large pulley was whisked round at the rate of 
sixty miles per hour. A small steel wire cord, not thickllr 
than a pencil, was carried from this to wherever the mill was 
erected, over valleys, and sometimes miles from the water, 
and along it the power passed to the place where it was 
wanted. 

A great improvement in connection with this invention had 
been the application to the pulley of a gutta-percha groove, 
which prevented the steel .cord from slipping. Describing 
the power developed by steam or heated air engines, the 
lecturer showed that the nature of the power was precisely 
the same as that of the water. Both were derived ,from that 

J dtnfific �tutricau� 
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cause so much might appear to have been done, but still to 
persevere, and to believe that every fresh invention only 
cleared the ground for further discovery.-London Building 
New8. 
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FACTS ABOUT GAS FOR THE PEOPLE • 

HOW TO READ THE METER. 

There is no valid reason why consumers of gas should, not 
• - - be able to read the meter for themselves, and know exa.ctly How to Select a Saddle Horse. . the amount of gas that is consumed. The meter is placed in R. H. Dyer, a well-known English veterinary surgeon- every dwelling, giving equal privilege to the consumer as 

gives the following directions about saddle horses: well as the gas company, to learn by its self-registering in-
"It has been asserted that an oblique shOUlder is indispen- dex the amount of gas consnmed. If this knowledge was gen

sable in a riding horse. and anything approaching to straight- eral, it would remove silly prejudice, that great" bone of con
ness is considered objectionable. These remarks may be well tention" between those who pay for the gas and those who 
received, but they do not convey all that is necessary to know. receive the pay, for it is a faithfnl arbiter and gives no favor 
It may be asked how or in what manner, speaking mechani- to one more than another. 
cally of course, an oblique shoulder is superior to a straight The meters (both wet and dry) in ordinary use will be 
one. In order to explain this fully and satisfactorily, the found to have three indexes, the hand on the first or right 
reader's attention must be directed for a moment to a steelyard hand index moves to the right as the figures read, and each 
-a contrivance made of iron, which is capable of testing the index begins at a cipher (0) at the top and reads, 1 10 2 to 3 
weight of hay, straw, and other commodities. The small and so to the cipher again, which is 10. When the hand on 
weight, used as a balancing power, is placed at some given the right index has moved to 1 it indicates that 100 cubic feet 
point, so as to indicate the value of that which is weighed. of gas have been used or passed the meter; when it points to 
If placed at the extreme point of the" yard" it will exert as 5 it means 500 feet, and after completing the circuit at (0) it is 
much influence, although weighing but four ounces, as 56' 1000 feet. Each of the indexes are ten-fold multipliers of the 
pouuds of hay or other matter would at the other end. This one preceding. Single figures are used for want of room, but 
weight becomes less and less as it approaches the opposite end the multiplier is generally placed above the index; thus the 
of the steelyard, so that when placed at one end it, as it were, right hand is "one thousand," the next to the left or middle 
weighs nothing, and when placed at the opposite end it will index is "ten thousand," and the last or left hand index is 
be found !l<lual to 56 pounds in weight. The same may be "one hundred thousand." Therefore on the first or right hand 
shown by placing a.§tone (14-lb.) weight upon a walking stick. index, 1 on the dial stands for 100; in the reiddle index 1 
If the stone weight be held upon the stick, close to the hand, stands for 1000; and 1 on the left hand index stands for 
which holds it horizontally, of course it is easily held; let it be 10,000, and so in this ratio with the succeeding figures respect
carried or moved gradually toward the point of the stick, and ively. 
it will soon occur to the operator that he must throw it down, To read the meter, begin with th� left index and write 
as it is impossible for him to hold it many moments in that down the figure last passed by the pointer; then write down 
position. Another example, for the sake of illnstration, may the figures last passed on the second index, and proceed in 
be mentioned. Take an ordinary kitchen poker, hold it by the like manner with the third or right hand index. Now add 
knob (horizontally, of course) for some minutes, and then hold two ciphers (00) and it will give the amount of gas registered 
it in the center, and it will be learned that in the former in cubic feet. Suppose the first index was 2, the second index 
mode it will be retained scarcely more than five minutes, 5, and the third index 6, making 256, now add two ciphers 
while in the latter it may be retained and held an indefinite and you will have 25, 600, being the aT:10unt of gas used at 
time. Now we will endeavor to apply these remarks to a that time. 
horse and his rider. At the end of the month (or at any other time) read the 

" A horse with a straight shoulder, supposed to be up to 14 meter again and the figure,; will read-say 26,500 after ad
or 15 stone with fox hounds, is often placed in difficulties. ding the ciphers; now deduct the first sum from the last and 
For example-presnming- that the rider's weight should be you will have the difference 900, which indicates the number 
placEld immediately over the hinderl)lost dorsal bones, and a of feet nsed since the first reading. 
portion of the lumbar bones. that weight will be in such a po- A few minutes practice at reading meters, generally called 
sition as to admit of all his movements to be carried on with "taking the meter," will make any one quite familiar with 
ease to himself and his rider; but if the rider is compelled to the matter, and will give the gas consnmer a wonderful de
sit close to the neck, as he would have to do upon a straight gree of satisfaction, and often bring about a much better feel, 
shouldered horse, then his weight would materially intcrfere ing toward the gas company who supply the gas. Among 
with the motion of the front limbs. There would be a corres- other things it will show you 
ponding influence upon his movements that we found in the 

HOW TO DETECT ESCAPING GAS. position of the weight of the steelyard. Doubtless, 14 stone If your gas bills seem too hig�l, or you have the evidence of placed near to the neck will have as much influence as 18 or escaping gas by sense of smell, but not positively so; take a 20 stone has when placed in the center of the back, and this reading of the meter when no burners are in !lse, and after an will be apparent in ordinary motion. How much more then, hour or so repeat the reading, and if gas is escaping it will be will it be apparent in leaping? If we take this for granted, shown. To detect the locality of the leak is often a more difwe may readily believe how difficult it is for an animal to ficult matter. The first thing is to see that no burners havc carry a fourteen-stone man over a large fence. Unless his been left turned on by accident, which is often tho caso where hind quarters are proportionably strong, he is likely to fail in the cock has no 8top, and is caused by the cock being turned carrying him safely over the jump. Again, if a horse with a partially round again so as to open the vent. Imperfect stop defective or straight shoulder is ridden down a steep hill, the cocks are for this reason dangerous, and should be at once 1'eentire weight is thrown upon the front limbs and neck, which moved. must, of necessity, impede their action, in addition to whi<lh The next thing to do in order to detect a leak is to try the the rider is rendered uncomfortable and occasionally subject joints of the gas fittings. The sense of smell will frequently to falls. Further, in taking a deep drop, if the animal is over- be sufficient by bringing the face near the suspected joint; weighted at the shoulders, he generally drops upon his knees, a lighted taper or match held near the joint is a more certain :Jr falls altogether in coming to the ground, unless the rider plan. If gas is escaping it will take fire at the leak, or if too has the power of keeping himself well back, which he cannot little to burn steadily it will momentarily catch and extin
possibly do in the same manner he would if he were sitting in guish in little puffs. 
<1 proper position, with sufficient obliquity of shonlder. It is Sometimes the gas escapes from the joints or imperfect generally believed if a horse possesses strong hind quarters it piping between the ceiling and fioor, or behind the walls or is a compensation for a defective forehand. This is an error. casings. A horse has propelling power, so to speak, in the front as well If beneath the floor the sense of smell will generally detect as in the hindmost limbs. I do not say that a powerful hind the section of the floor under which the leak is; as it escapes quarter will not, in some measure, make up for deficiency be- owing to its levity upwards through the crevices of the floor, fJre, but not to the extent imagined by some persons. It may and penetrates the carpet if there be one. If bracket or side be accepted as truth that every quarter of an iuch nearer to burners are used, and the escaping gas is behind the walls or the cervical vertebra a rider is obliged to sit is an insuperable casings, the crevices in the casings, or the opening where the objection. The only way to get over this difficulty as regards pipe enters the room, will let the escaping gas enter the the position of the rider is to have recourse to the obsolete room sufficiently at these points to indicate somewhat nearly crupper. Although it is old-fashioned, it tends to prove that the location of the leak. our forefathers had good and sufficient reasons for using it. In such cases the proper way is never to apply a light to 
Many other illustrations might be adduced to prove the truth the crevices or casings, but to turn off the gas at th3 meter 
of these observations were it necessary. This reminds me of and send for a gasfitter, otheqvise an explosion may occur ina conversation which took place sometime since with an emi- volving- serious consequences. In ordinary leaks of gas fixnent horse painter. He showed me his portfolios of celebrated tures and pipes, whether at the joints or at the attachment of 
horses, and in speaking of a straight-shouldered avimal, he the burner, the fitting or burner should be unscrewed and employed the hackneyed phrase, "the scapula has not room white lead or common bar soap rubbed in the threads, and 
to play." I interrogated him as to his meaning, but he could then screwed home agaiu.' This can often be done without 
afford no explanation. After explaining to him my views any aid from a gas fitter.-American Ga8.Light Journal. pretty much in the same language as I have used here, he .. _-4 __ ----
acknowledged it was novel to him, and, looking at it mechan
ically, it must be correct. 

great source of power, the sun. With wind and water power ...... 
SIMPLE METHOD OF ASCERTAINING DEATH.-Dr. Carriere, 

of St. Jean du Gard, in reply to the offer of the Marquis 
d'Orches, of a premium of twenty thousand francs, for a prac
tical method of determining death, furnished the following, 
which he says he has practiced for forty years: Place the 
hand with the fingers closely pressed one against the other, 
close to a lighted lamp or candle; if alive, the tissues will be 
observed to be of a transparent, of a rosy hue, and the capill
ary circulation of life in full play ; if, on the contrary, the 
hand of a dead person be placed in the same relation to light, 
none of the phenomena are observed-we see but a hand as 
of marble, without Circulation, without life.-Jour. de Med. et 
de Ohirurg, 

it was the present power of the suu, but with coal it was WHATEVER may be of service in preventing the ravages 
different. That was developed ;ong ages ago and carefully committed by the Derme8te8 l(J!J'dariu8 on preserved specimens 
stored up in the bowels of the earth, a rich patrimony of the in entomological or other collections of natural history is de
present age. The supply of wind and water power was un- serving of attention. A correspondent who has had consider
bounded, and would last while" the sun and moon endured;" able experience of the destructive powers of that beetle, says 
that of coal was limited, and it was the special province of that camphor and corrosive sublimate are only partial deter
the engineer to husband and preserve it. gents, and that carbolic acid acts perfectly. He advises the 

Having considered at some length the progress made in t1:e application of the carbolic as follows: "Place the crystals 
employment of natural power by the use of steanJ and air of carbolic acid throughout the cabinets, and the evaporation 
engines, the lecturer concluded by asking his hearers not to of the erystals will keep them thoroughly saturated with ear
hll discouraged in their attempts at furthQr improvement be- i bolic acid gas and kill all living insects therein." 
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SKILL, INVENTION. AND PRJpERTY IN PATENTS AND 
BOOKS. 

ty and patient industry of" the Flowery Land" had given up 
as hopelessly intractable and worthless. So shall we continue. 
under a beneficent policy of encouragement and support, to 
develop new and larger possibilities of industrial achieve-

hold property no robbery, bllt justly entitled to deference and 
snpport from the wise and the good. 

By HORACE GREELEY. 

Capital is the unconsumed and unwasted remainder of the ment, and, in expanding and diversifying our own national 
fruits or proceeds of industry. He who spends as fast as he industry, benignantly stimulate, and ultimately renovate, 
earns accumulates no capital: the first man who ever pro. that of all mankind. 
duced or fashioned any substancc for use beyona his instant The rights of thope who create intellectual property are 
nped was the first capitalist. less clearly defined-perhaps less capable of unerring defin-

The material wealth which has been amassed by mankind ition-than those of the producers or transformers of material 
throughout thousands of years is of incalculable amount and substances; yet they seem to me not less real, beneficent, and 
value. Apart from that held by individuals, the churches and defensible. Let us suppose that four brothers commence re
other public edifices, canals, roads, railways, bridges, litera- sponsible life with equal patrimonies, equal capacity, and like 
ture, paintings, sculpture, etc., though their cost was enor- habits of industry, temperance, and frugality. Twenty years 
mous, are worth fa" more than that. Immense is our indebt- afterward, one of them, who has devoted his energies to farm
edness to the genius, industry, and thrift, of past ages for the in g, has a fine estate, a commodious dwelling, a handsome 
wealth they have bequeathed us, and signal our obligation to herd of cattle, a good collection of implements, a library, and 
transmit these blessings, not merely unimpaired but en- all the material elements of independence and comfort. A 
hanced, to those who will come after us. second has addresed himself to the construction of locomo-

And, however great our obligation to the departed for the tives, and has done as we;} thereby as his farming brother. 
palpable, material wealth they bequeathed us, they have laid A third has given himself up to the study of mechanics and 
us under still greater obligation by their magnificent legacy engineering, and has, after many disappointments, perfected 
of experience and skill. Having this, we might in time, were a new steam engine, whereby the power required to move a 
they all swept away, recreate most of our worldly possessions; train or boat of so many tuns at a given rate per hour is re
deprived of it, we could scarcely, and with great difficulty, duced at least twenty-five per cent. The fourth has addicted 
preserve our bare lives. The teeming millions of China are himself to literature, art, and poetry, and has produced a book 
constantly near the brink of starvation, which many of them which one hundred thousand of our people annually read, 
daily overpass; less, I apprehend, because of the density of d�tiving {>leasure and instruction therefrom which they 
their population than of the rudeness and inefficiency of their would rath..er pay him for than forego. I ask why this invent
labor-saving devices. On the other hand, so prodigious has or, and this author, have not as fairly earned, and are not as 
been the progress of invention in Europe that the steam en· justly entitled to the price that others prefer to give rather 
gines of Great Britain alone have been estimated as equiva- than forego the advantage or pleasure derived from their 
lent in force, if not in productive capacity, to six hundred mil- products, as are their brethren, the farmer and the lowmotive
lions of men. Cheap beyond comparison as is the labor of builder, to a like remuneration for the use of theiJr products? 
Eastern Asia, the machinery of Great Britain competes with it If, as Thie:rs forcibly says, "The indestructible foundation of 
in its own markets, rivals it, undersells its products at the very the right of property is labor," then, surely, the right of prop· 
doors of the producers, d!vests them of employment, and erty in Elias Howe to that combination of the needle with 
dooms theIll.'to die··of famine. In my early boyhood, Chinese the shuttle which gave practical existence and value to the 
cotton fabrics known as nankins, etc., were extensively worn, sewing machine, of Alfred Tennyson to "The Princess," 
even by the poor, in New England; but that trade was des- "Maud," "In Memoriam," and "The Lotus Eaters," is as 
troyed by British and American power-looms nearly half a perfect as any right of property can be. For the craftsman 
century ago; and now the peasanty of China and India are merely fashions, adapts, or r ecasts materil!>ls coexistent wjth 
largely clad in th'il products of those looms. Cotton grown in the earth, and which may be regarded as in some sense once 
India is extenSively shipped to England, there spun and woven, the common property of mankind ; while the inventor, the 
returned in the shape of fabrics to India, and there worn all poet, builds into the void space, makes chaos luminous, and 
but exclusively by those among whom it was grown, who adds potentially, and, as it were, by original creation, to the 
would gladly have spun and woven it for sixpence sterling enduring wealth of mankind. I cannot perceive how or why 
per day's work, Yf't who paid the cost of two journeys around his right of property in his product is not at least as perfect 
the Cape of Good Hope, that of the British manufacture, the and pervading as that of the maker of a locomotive the 
interest on its value during its long absence, and the profits grower of grain. 

' 

of several mercantile transfers, and yet were supplied with it I have considered what has been urged in favor of a restric
in the market of India at lower cash prices than her own tion of this right of property to the material thing wrought 
looms could afford. upon-to the particular locomotive built by the inventor, the 

rrhose countries only which cherish and delight in labor- author's manuscript copy of his poem-and it seems to me 
saving devices have added aught of moment to the world's palpably absurd. For what the inventor has labored twenty 
inestimable aggregate thereof. Europe could not now afford years to perfect is not the single, particular locomotive on 
for a billion of dollars to lose the inventions and improve- which he expended his handiwork, lmt aU locomotives to be 
ments in machinery for which she is indebted to America, thereafter built-his efforts were incited and upheld by a de· 
and the great mass of which, in all human probability, would sire to make all locomotives henceforth less costly or more ef
never have been, had the policy of buying from Europe every fi.cient. This he has achieved, or nothing; herein he has 
article of manufacture, which marked and fitted the era of succeeded, or not at all. Once completed, the machine where
our colonial dependence, been persevered in to this day. on he labored so long may accidentally take fire and burn to 

Our oldest manufactures are naturally our cheapest and ashes, yet no one, surely, would thence infer that his labor 
best. Europe cannot rival our axes, adzes, and other edge had been in vain. 
tools; nor can she surpass, either in quality or chea{>ness, the 1 do not regret that foreign authors are extensively read 
spades and shovels extensively made by one Massachusetts here; I do not deny that some of them are eminently deserv
family throughout the last fifty years. Cut nails are an Amer- ing of their American popularity; but I protest against the 
ican idea; and no other nation yet makes them so cheaply or legislation, or lack of legislation, on the part of our rulers, 
half so abnndantly. We have begun, after many years try- whereby foreign works are habitually-nay, necessarily
ing, to make wrought nails also by machinery, and will natu- proffered cheaper to our people than those of our own authors. 
rally keep the lead in this department also. I have heard This is unjust to both alike-to those whom it de{>rives of 
that the screw auger, whereby the cost of boring holes in tim- readers, and those whom it gives more than their fair pl'Opor
bers was reduced more than half, is a Connecticut invention, tion of readers, but denies compensation for their work. Wal
and never patented, though its value to mechanics defies com- ter Scott barely escaped dying a bankrupt, when one cent per 
putation. The planing machine, the innumerable reapers and volume from his American readers would have saved him 
mowers, the sewing machine, and ever so many kindred tro- from pecuniary embarrassment, smoothed his downhill of 
phies of Yankee genius for invention, have enriched not our life, and perhaps enabled him to live longer and write more 
country only but the civilized world. And as the cotton gin and better. I wish we had rendered him naked justice. 
would surely not have been invented had not the cotton cul- As to the abolition of the Patent system, which has of late 
ture preceded and required it, so the arts, in the prosecution been influentially advocated, I shall be more easily reconciled 
of which other American inventions were called into being, to it when I learn that it is to be swiftly followed by a repudi
had to be previously known and practiced among us, or the ation of all rights of property whatever-or, more strictly, of 
world must have waited indefinitely for the triumphs they in- all legal guaranties and defenses of such rights. Whenever 
cited. We are, I rejoice to learn, on the eve of a similar the laws of my country shall refuao to protect the inventor, they 
stride in the production of all forms of wrought or malleable should, in simple consistency, bid the land-owner. the bond
iron, through a Pennsylvania in vention whereby the expensive holder, the merchant," Take care of yourself, and of all that 
process known as puddling is to be superseded or immensely you call your own." Assuredly, no man's right to the wild 
reduced in cost: and II thousand other beneficent applications lands conceded to his ancestor by a European monarch who 
of inventive genius to the cheapening of processes, the in- never saw, and knew not how,even to bound them accurately, 
crease of products, are on the point of practical realization. can be better than that of Eli Whitney was to his cotton !!'in 
No man can truthfully suggest an article which, having for- or that of Daguerre to photography. When these shali b� 
merly been wholly imported, has since, through protection, successfully denied, be sure that no rights of property can be 
been so naturalized on our soil that it is now produced here secure. 
nearly to the extent of satisfying our own wants, yet which " Then, why not make patents and copyright absolute and 
now costs our people more than it did when we procured it perpetual?" is often asked. I answer, there are no absolute 
from abroad. And the area whereon such achievements are rightl! of property. The land you bought of the Government 
possible is by no means fully occupied. We shall yet make yesterday may be taken from you for the bed of some high
our own crockery and finer kinds of pottery, which we still way or railroad to-morrow, and you have no redress. All 
mainly import, and shall grow as well as manufacture the rights of property are held subordinate to the dictates of 
silks for which we are still mainly indebted te the insects of National well-being; and the Government will batter down 
China and the looms of France, we having in California a or burn to ashes your house, if it shall have become (through 
more genial climate for the silk-worm than' Europe or Asia can no fauIt on your part) a harbor or defense of public enemies, 
boast; while we are already reeling and spinning, on Ameri- and make you no compensation therefor. I only insist that 
can �ac�inery inv.ented

. 
for the purpose, vast quantities of intellectual property shall be :recognized by law as standing 

raw �Ilk Imported I;t an Imperfect or damaged condition (an. on a common foundation with other property and equally ac
ISwermg to the" swmgle-tow" of flax) which all the ingenui-I corded the protection of the State and the r"�pr.ct of all who 

-_. 
Rules Cor Bathing. 

1. Baths should not be taken within at least one hour before 
eating, nor within two hours after; and not within two hours 
before, and three hours after, is still better. 

The reason for this is, that in bathing, the blood is brought 
to the surface in large quantities and circulates freely in the 
capillaries of the skin, being drawn away from internal organs 
and generally diffused through the whole body, and the more 
freely this external circulation and warmth is kept up, the 
more refreshing and invigorating the bath becomes, and the 
greater the benefit derived from it ; wherea�, when the 
stomach has recently been supplied with food, the blood is 
diverted from the external circulation to the digestive organs 
to supply the secretions and juices necessary to carry on the 
digestive process. 

From these facts, it will be evident that if food be taken 
into the stomach too soon after a bath the blood is directed to 
the stomach before a full reaction has taken place, thus in
terfering with its beneficial effects; while on the other hand, 
if the bath be taken too soon after a meal, the blood is 
diverted from the digestive organs before digestion is com
pleted, and thus a very important function of the body is 
interfered with. 

In cases of active congestion or inflammation, in fevers, or 
in severe pain and distress, it may be necessary to make water 
applications irrespective of this rule. 

2. The head and face should be thoroughly bathed at the 
commencement of every bath. This will prevent the rushing 
of blood to the head and ward off unpleasant sensations. 

3. A bath should never be taken when the body is exhaust
ed, or too greatly fatigned by exercise, as a person in such a 
condition would not be likely to secure the proper reaction 
and warmth. Moderate exercise before a bath is usually 
beneficial, as it accelerates the circulation and secure,s a com
fortable degree 0\ warmth, which is always desirable before 
taking a bath. There is no danger from taking a general 
bath while in a perspiration, providing no fatigue accompan
ies it; for the sitz and foot baths, however, it is better that 
the body be warm, but not perspiring. 

4. All general baths should be taken briskly, and the 
bather himself, if able, should rub vigorously that he may 
quicken his circulation and respiration, and thus secure the 
warmth and glo\ving reaction that is so essential after every 
bath; this should be observed not only while in the bath but 
in rubbing dry after it. 

5. For drying the body after a general bath, a strong linen 
or cotton sheet is much better than towels; this should be 
for an adult at least two yards square, so as to envelop the 
whole body like a cloak, and with it he should be rubbed er 
:rub himself till thoroughly dry-by using the sheet for wip
ing, the body is protected from the air, the escape of heat is 
prevented, and there is much less liability to feel chilly 
afterward-towels will suffice, however, for all local applica
tions. 

6. At the completion of the bath, the bather should im
mediately dress, and, if able, exercise in the open air, or 
engage in some active employment. If not able to exercise, 
it is well to cover up warm in bed for an hour or so, and sleep, 
if possible. 

7. Very nervous persons or those whose digestion is much 
impaired, or circulation is imperfect and feeble, 01' tempera
ture is below the normal standard, should be careful not to 
use cold water to any great extent in bathing; it may have a 
temporary beneficial effect, but in the end their sufferings will 
be likely to be increased. 

8. Feeble invalids, consumptives, persons subject to hemor
dIage of the lungs or the stomach, those who have just passed 
the crisis in fevers or other acute diseases, those suffering 
from profuse discharges, such as suppurations, diarrhea, 
cholera, etc., and also females during the menstrual period 
should avoid the use of cold water, as well as the excessive 
use of it in any form. 

9. Always use a thermometer to determine the temperature 
of baths for invalids. 

10. An invalid should not bathe in a room with the tem
perature below 70°, and for most persons 80° or 85° would 
be better, provided there is good ventilation.-E. P. Miller, 
M.D. 

-_ .. 
Substitute Cor Copper in the Daniells Battery. 
Few persons, in experimenting upon voltaic combinations, 

ever consider economy in their construction, and experiments 
which tend to cheapen their first cost should be made public. 

An expensive part of the Daniells battery is the copper 
plate, the cost of which can be reduced two thirds, in the fol
lowing manner: 

Procure sheets of the ordinary sheet tin of commerce 
brighten and plunge into a very weak copper plating solu: 
tion, in connection with a voltaic battery of very low quan
tity. In fifteen to eighteen hours a tenacious film of copper 
will have been deposited upon the tin, and the plate can then 
be bent in shape suitable for a Daniells battery.-Telegraph. 

-- . 

. COPAL VARNISH, according to PrMessor Bottger's prescrip-
tIon, should be made by first dissolving one part, by weight, 
of camphor, in tw�ve parts of ether; when the camphor is 
dissolved, four parts of the best copal resin, previously re
duced to an impalpable powder, are added to the ethereal cam
phor solution, placed in a well-stoppered bottle. As soon as 
the copal appears to be partly dissolved, and has become 
swollen, four parts of strong alcohol, or methylated spirits, 
and t part 0: oil of turpentine is added, and, after shaking the 
mixture, and letting it stand for a few hours longer, a thot'
oughly good copal varnish is obtruned. 
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ROCKWELL'S OVERDRAW AND CQlIPRESSION BIT. 

Anything that tends to render the horse more docile, or 
what is still more important, tends to instruct the public in 
common sense and humane treatment of that noble animal is 
worthy the consideration of all intelligent men. The inventor 

of the improvement we are about to describe, A. H. Rockwell, 
Harpersville, Broome Co., N. Y., is well known to the public 
through his work on horse training and personal skill in in
structing the horse. The improvement is designed to take 

the place of the Yankee bridle with its double ring bit, pat
ented by the same inventor December 4, 1866 ; the double 
ring bit was patented November 12, 1867, and the further 
improvements described in this sketch are now pending. 

It is considered by the inventor to be a greater advance on 
the Yankee bridle than that was over the ordinary bridle in 
breaking and instructing the horse. 

The principle of this improvement will be understood 
by reference to Fig. A. The mode of applying the bridle and 
bit to the training of ho�es will be understood by referring 
to the other engravings and their explanations. 

Fig. A represents a skeleton bridle, with the improvements 
attached. The chief advantage which this bridle has over 
other bridles known is owing to the remarkable results 
which follow the application of the overdraw and compression 
bit in their various uses. 

The overdraw is formed of two round straps, with a buckle 
ann billet as represented by a a at the left of the figure, ter
minat

,
ing in the two loops at the other ends, a a, at the right 

J dtutifit �utttitau. 
of the figure. Each of the straps, when buckled, to be two 
feet and two inches in length. A tight sliding loop, b, con· 
nects the straps. This loop should be stitched between 
the two straps so as to work snugly. A sliding knob is snug
ly attached to each strap, above the loop. The compression 
bit is a joint bit in the usual form, except that it is double 
jointed, with the two sliding bars, c and d. The figure rep
resents two modes of attaching these sliding bars, which are 
hereafter explained. 

The bridle is formed of a crown piece and throat latch of 
one piece of leather, lined over the head with patent leather. 
Two loops are placed on top of the crown piece, three inches 
apart, e e>, the fore piece to be of the usual length ; rosettes 
may be added to suit fancy ; throat latch of usual length ; 
the loops of the overdraw and the knobs are put through the 
loops on the crown piece, from front to back, the rest of the 
overdraw coming down over the face and being attached 
to the bit. It is attached in various ways, according to 
the end desired to be attained ; but for the ordinary 
purposes of a riding or driving bridle, it is buckled to 
the ring of the bit. The remainder of the bridle consists of 
an ordinary driving line buckled to the ring of the bit, and 
an ordinary check rein, buckled to the ring of the bit and 

the sliding bar jointly (see c), passing through the loop of the 

overdraw, a, as through a gag runner ; on the driving line, 

two inches farther back than the length of the 

check-rein, there is fastened a strap about four 

inches in length when doubled (f f) arranged 

the samd' as the flat part of a check-rein, capable of 

being adjusted, which strap is connected with a 
ring on the end of the 
check-rein. 

FOR A SADDLE HORSE.
This is put on as just de
scribed, with the addition 
of a martingale when the 
horse carries his head too 
high and his nose out too 
much. The illustration, 
figure B, exhibits a horse 
bridled ready for mount
ing, and figure C shows 
the horse mounted and 
lines drawn up. These two 
illustrations have the over
draw buckled to the slid
ing bars, as shown by the · 
letter d, Fig. A. This is 
proper where the horse 
pulls too hard or refuses 
to rein ; but ordinarily it 
should be attached as 
shownby Figs. D and E. 

FOR A DRIVING HORSE. 
-There is no change from 
the ibridle as applied to a 
saddle horse (when an open 
bridle is desired), except in 
the mode of attaching the 

check-rein to the driving line, as the adjustable knobs on the 
overdraw hold the bit in the mouth and avoid the necessity 
for a cheek piece. 

The driving line being usually rounded, a strap is made 
to lap around-drawn so tightly that it cannot slip-at the 
place where the check-rein is attached to the main driv
ing line, as heretofore described. The overdraw may be at-

tached to a common driving bridle if desired. In this case, 
the knobs will not be necessary, as the cheek piece answers 
the purpose for which they are intended. The advantages 
are manifold. While sitting in a carriage, the driver may, 
by drawing up the lines, have all the benefits of a check in 
adding style (see Fig. D) without any of its cruelty, as he can, 
by letting up on the lines while the animal is traveling, en
tirely relieve him from its pressure. He can also water the 
horse at a trough (see Fig. E) without removing from his 
seat. The horse's back is not galled, he travels freer, rests 
better when not in motion, mounts a hill much easier, and is 
held up descending a hill with more security ; his head is 
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kept up while standing, i f  desired, by fastening the lines to 
the whip, dashboard, or a hook in the buggy-top. Horses 
driven with this overdraw and bit will travel more miles in a 
day and last longer than by the use of any other contrivance 
known. If the horse is a hard puller, the overdraw is attached 
to the sliding bitrs independent of the bit rings, as in Figs. 
B and C. This creates a pressure upon the cheek which soon 
causes him to be more pliable. If he is a side-reiner, attach 
the end of the overdraw on the side toward which he turns 
his head to the detached sliding bar, leaving the other at
tached to the ring, exactly as shown in Fig. A. By sliding the 
front loop on the overdraw, up or down, the effectiveness of 
these appliances, is increased or lessened when operating 
upon the sliding bar detached from the check-rein and bit 
ring. If a horse carries his head lower than his mate, and it is 
wished to cause him to raise it, the overdraw is applied to 
the common bridle, in lieu of the usual gag runner ; if a trot· 
ting horse throws his head down while speeding, use the 
overdraw, and check high. If the driver wishes to drive with
out a check-rein, and wants the advantage of the compression 
bit, he makes what is called a half-overdraw, by fastening a 
short overdraw to the head piece, instead of passing it through 
the loops ; then, by sliding the front loop up or down, he 
can regulate its force. Governing the mouth is the main 
thing. This attachment will do it by the use of a reasonable 

degree of j udgment . We have room to explain here only 
a small portion of the benefits to be derived from the use of 
these improvements. A careful study of their applications 
will, by a fair exercise of patience and common sense, prove 
invaluable to those interested in the improvement and in 
struction of the horse. 

Patents for additional improvements are now pending 

through this office. Mr. Hockwell is now on a tour or in
struction in the New England States, but orders addl essed to 
him, at Harpersville, N. Y., as above, will receive attention. 

.. _  .. 
WE learn that a considerable quantity of land near Fond 

du Lac, Wisconsin, has,been devoted this year to the cultiva
tion of the sugar beet, and that a company . is in process of 
formation to engage in the manufacture of beet sugar in that 
town. 

- - .. 
AN enterprising Chinese firm has established a publishing 

house and type foundery at Shanghai. 
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IMPROVED HORSESHOE CLINCHER. 

In clinching the nails in ordinary horse shoeing four tools 
are commonly ueed ; viz., a pair of nippers to cut the nail to 
the proper length for a good clinch, a rasp, an iron to 
hold the nail from being driven back, and a hammer by 
which the nail is bent over and clinched. Most horses will 

endure the hammer
ing upon the bottom 
of the foot in insert
ing the nail, but are 
uneasy and at times 
fractious from the 
greater or less pain 
suffered when the 
side of the hoof is 
struck in clinching. 

A method which 
should obviate this 
trouble particularly 
in shoeing unquiet 
horses, mules, and 
colts; has long been 
desired by black
smiths and others, 
who have come to 
the rational conclu
sion, that any un
necessary pain in
flicted upon the 
horse is to cause in 
him fear and mis
trust, and foster any 
germs of mischief 
that naturally exist 
in his disposition. 

The inventor of 
the horseshoe clinch
er, of which we this 
week give an en
graving, is confident 
that the instrument 
he has devised ex
actly meets the 
want, we have al-
luded to. It is a 

combined nippers, ra�p and clincher, all of which parts 
are shown in the engraving, and the use of which will be ob
vious without description, except the j aws, A and B, used for 
clinching. In use, after the nail has been driven by a ham
mer in the ordinary way, the j aw, A, is placed upon the head 
of the nail, and the other j aw is brought up to engage with 
the end of the nail remote from the head, when a few motions 
of the handle which works the jaw, B, quietly and securely 
clinches the nail without any · pain to the horse or inconve
nience to the smith. 

TIllS tool will be likely to not only attract the attention of 
farmers, but those who in traveling across our western plains 
and other out of the way places, frequently find it necessary 
to have at hand the means of fastening a shoe or replacing a 
lost one. 

Patented through the Scientific American Patent Agency, 
June 8, 1869, by Nicholas Repp, whom address for inform· 
ation at Waterloo, Iowa. 

----------•• �4��------__ 

ADJUSTABLE SPIRIT LEVEL PLUMB AND INCLINOME
TER. 

This instrument, invented by L. L. Davis, takes the place 
of the old-fashioned spirit level and plumb, which has been 
used by all classes of mechanics for many years. The ad
vantage of this level and plumb is in the accuracy and sim
plicity by which it works, having a graduated scale showing 
the different angles, being conveniently a�d neatly arranged 
for getting elevation of any hight, the graduated scale show-

ing the exact elevation or number of degrees per foot, simply 
by turning the center or bubble case with the pointer attach
ed, tue bubble glass being well and substantially protected, 
not liable to breakage or d�rangement as is the case with the 
ordinary levels ; and in cuse the bubble glass should become 
out of true or nut of line with the base of the level it can be 
accurately adjusted again by the screw at either end of the 
bubble case, which screws, in connection with beveled studs, 

also act as stops. If 
the bubble case should 
accidentally be brok ��;;���������=:J en, the bubble case 
and ring can be read

ly rem07cd by taking off the graduated dial ; first, turn out 
the three small screws which hold it in place, the ring can 
then be detached from the bubble case by removing the 
!!Crew which holds the two together, and the bubble case will 
then be exposed. 

These levels arc of the best material and workmanship, 
and are thoroughly adjusted and tested in every respect. 
They have been pronounced to be perfectly accurate, and are 
offered to the public with the assurance that they meet the 
wantp of all classes of mechanics. 

AdaI'''"" � .• � _ _ _ _ _ _ � � . . . . POt,. J & Co., 252 Broadwar, 
New York city. 
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IMPROVEMENT IN WINDOW SASHES. 

Onr engraving illustrates a very simple device designed to 
take the place of weights, cords, and pulleys, for window 
sashes. 

The right side of the sash is tongued to fit into a rebate in 
the frame. On the left hand side a rebate is cut into both 
the frame and sash in which plays an adj ustable tongue, A. 
This adj ustable tongue, also plays on a horizontal pin, B, in
Serted in the sash so that it slides up and down with the sash. 

'the adjustable tongue is pressed outward by an elliptical 
spring as shown in the engraving. where a portion of the 
sash is broken away to afford a view of this portion of the de
vice. The lateral thrust of the adjustable tongue caused by 
the action at the spring generates sufficient friction to hold 
the sash in any position. The adj ustable tongue is slightly 
concave at the point where it comes in contact with the 
spring to give the latter free action, and the sash has a recess 
which keeps the spring in its proper relative position to the 
other parts. 

When the sash is to be removed, the pin, B, is withdrawn 
when the adjustable tongue may be seized and withdrawn by 
sliding t.he bottom sash to the top, or the top sash to the bot
tom of the window frame. The sash may then be taken out. 
The top Bash is further provided with a permanent tongue at 
the top which is shown at the point where a portion of the 
frame is broken away. This tongue and all the others being 
properly fitted, answer the purposes of weather strips. 

When the sashes are very large and the spring is required 
to be more thaI1.Ol·dinu1'ily strong, an angular thumb
piece, C, is pivoted to the sash, which when depressed 
takes off a portion of the power of the �ring, and 
thus lessening the friction to any extent required, 
leaves only the weight of the sash to be overcome in 
raising it. On small windows this attachment is 
needless. 

'1'he1'o are several advantuge� which this method possesses 
over those hitherto employed for raising and lowering sashes.  
It is not liable to the 'anuoyances frequently caused by the 
breakin O' of cords where weights are used. No additional 
strips a�� used to exclude currents of cold air ; and much less 
trouble is experienced in removing a sash for cleaning or 
other purposes. . '1'he sash cannot drop suddenly, remaining 
firmly suspended at any hight to which it is elevated. A sash 
lock, D, of the simple button form shown in the engraving, 
or nearly any other form applicable to sashes in general may 
be used. 

Patented May 25, 1868. For further information address 
Gross, Yingling, & Co., Tiffin, Ohio. 

.. � .  
Bridging the Connecticut. 

The Board of Engineers, consisting of General C. B. Stuart 
General George B. McClellan, and General Q. A. Gillmore, ap· 
pointed to select a plan for a bridge across the Connecticut 
River at Middletown, for the " Air-line" railroad between New 
York and Boston, and to designate the point at which it shall 
be built, recently met at the office of the Chief Engineer of the 
Air Line, No. 64 Broadway. The session was not a public 
one. The Board occupied the entire d ay in examining and 
discussing plans for the proposed bridge, and adjourned with
out taking final action, in order to visit the ,yorkshops where 
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structures of the kind are made, and to examine some of the 
large iron draws now in use. 

The bridge is to be of wrought iron, and will be 1 ,248 feet 
long, with a draw of two openings of 160 feet each. '['he 
whole draw is to be 303 feet long, and is to open and shut in 
one minute and thirty seconds. The track is to be about 42 
feet above ordinary water mark. The hight of the tl'llSS is to 
be 20 feet. The bridge is to have a strength equal to two 
tuns to the running foot, beside its own weight, and is to be 
capable of sustaining a train of locomotives passing Cilver it at 
the rate of sixty miles an hour. It will be the strongest 
bridge on the continent. The name of the new railroad of 
which· this bridge is a part, is the New Haven, Middletown, 
and Willimantic Railroad, which together with the New York 
and New Haven Railroad, and the Boston, Hartford , and Erie 
Railroad which it connects, will constitute what is known as 
the " Air-line " Railroad, running in a pretty straight line 
from this city to Boston. By this route a distance of nearly 
thirty miles will be saved and the time of transit will be 
shortened by an hour and a quarter. The road will be 
opened within a year ; the bridge is to be completed in eight 
or nine months. 

About forty different plans for the proposed bridge have 
been submitted to the board of Engineers, and of these eight 
or nine have been found to be worthy of serious considera
tion. The result of the deliberations of the Board will soon 
be made public. 

----------�4��� •• ------------
Strawberry Worms. 

For nearly two years, we have been acquainted with a little 

greenish leaf-roller, shown above,--the strawberry leaf-roller 
(Anchylopera jragarim, N. Sp.)--measuring about one third 
of an inch, which in certain parts of North Illinois and In
diana, h as been ruining the strawberry fields in a most whole
sale manner ; and which also occurs in Canada. It crumples 
and folds the ' eaves, feeding on their pulpy subBtance, and 
causing them to appear dry and seared, and most usually 
Jines the inside of the fold with silk. There are two broods 
of this leaf-roller during the year, and the worms of the first 
brood, which appear during the month of June, change to the 
pupa state within the rolled-up leaf, and become minute red
dish brown moths during the fore part of July. After pair
ing in the usual manner, the females deposit their eggs on 
the plants, from which eggs in due time, hatches a second 
brood of worms. These last come to their growth toward 
the end of September, and, changing to pupre, pass the winter 
in that state. 

Mr. W. E. Lukens, of Sterling,Whiteside Co., Ill., remarks : 
" Where these insects are thick I would never think of rais
ing strawberries. It is strange I have not noticed any of them 
work upon this side the river ; while on the south side for a 
mile up and down they are nlining the crops of berries. Re
moving the plants does not take with them the moth or the 
eggs, so far as has been observed. A gentleman by the name 
of Kimball, at Prophetstown, had his crop a few years ago 
entirely destroyed by this insect, though it amounted in all 
to two or three acres. I hear of a great many men in other 
places having their crops burnt up with the sun, and have no 
doubt that it was this leaf roller, and not the sun, that was 
the reul author of the damage As for myself, I have on this 
account entirely quit the business of growing' strawberries." 

The only modes of fighting this new and very destructive 
foe of the strawberry--which however seems to be confined 
to northerly regions-are, 1st, to plough up either in the 
spring or in the fall, such patches as are badly infested by it, 
by which means the pupre will probably be destroyed ;  and 
2d, not to procure any plants from an infested iegion, so as to 
run the risk of introducing the plague upon your own farm 

The strawberry false worm (Emphytus rnacmatus, Norton) 
is a worm quite difierent in appearance and belonging 
to the order of four-winged flies (Hymenoptera), and not to 
that of the scaly-winged moths and butterflies (Lepidoptera), 
as does the preceding species. It is a soft, dirty-yellow 22-
footed worm, that fe�ds externally on the leaf of the straw
berry, and is illustrated in all its stages in the � hove :: 3ure. 

The pareDt flies may be seen hanging to and fiy' ng around 
strawberry vines about the beginning of Ma y. 'L:oey ar� cull 
and inactive in the cool of the morning arid eV'Jning, and at 
these hours are seldom noticed. They are of a pit,hy black 
color with two rows of large transverse, dull whitish spots 
upon the abdomen. The female, with the s:1w-like instru
ment peculiar to the insects of the great fam ily (Tentltred. 
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inidlJJ), to which she belongs, deposits her eggs, by a most cu
rious and interesting process, in the stems of the plant, cling
ing the while to the hairy' substance with which these stems 
are covered. The eggs are white, opaque, and 0 '03 of an inch 
long, and may be readily perceived upon splitting the stalk, 
though the outside orifice at which they were introduced is 
scarcely visible. They soon increase somewhat in bulk, caus
ing a swelling of the stalk, and hatch in two weeks-more or 
less according to the temperature-and trom the middle of 
May to the beginning of June the worms attract attention by 
the innumerable small holes which they make in the leaves. 
The colors of these worms are dirty yellow and gray green, 
and when not feeding, they rest on the under side of the leaf, 
curled up in a spiral manner, the tail occupying the center, 
and fall to the ground at the slightest disturbance. After 
cha.nging their skin four times they become full grown, when 
they measure about ! of an inch. 

At this season they descend into the ground, and form a 
very weak cocoon of earth, the inside being made smooth by 
a sort of gum. In this they soon change to pupre, from which 
lire produced a second brood of flies by the end of June and 
beginning of July. Under the influence of July weather, 
the whole progress of egg-depositing, etc. ,  is rapidly repeated, 
and the second brood of worms descend into the earth, dur
ing the fore part of August, and form their cocoons, in which 
they remain in the caterpillar state, through the fall, winter, 
and early spring months, until the middle of April following, 
when they become pupre and flies again as related. This fly 
has received the name of Emphytus maculatus by Norton, in 
allusion, doubtless, to the whitish transverse lines on the ab
domen. 

With the facts here given, it will be no difficult matter for 
any one interested to make war in his own way. The worm's 
habit of falling to the ground enables us to destroy them 
with a solution of cresylic acid soap, or any other decoction, 
without necessarily sprinkling ,the vines; while, knowing 
that they are in tlie earth during the fall and early spring, 
when there is no fruit, the ground may be stirred and poultry 
turned in to good advantage.-Entomologist. 

-----.. _ ... -----
Association Cor the Advancement oC Science and Art-

The Bathometer. 
The regular meeting of the Association for the Advance

ment of Science and Art was held at room No. 18, Cooper In
stitute, New York. 

Dr. S. I.  Prime, the chairman, said that the Associatioll had 
been in existence now several years, and had a membership of 
200 or 300 members. It had done much toward increasing 
the general knowledge on scientific subjects, and to quicken 
the pursuit of scientific truth. The lectures of Dr. Lemercier 
and Agassiz had been delivered under the auspices of the 
Society. He earnestly invitild all strangers who were present 
to join the Association. Dr. Prime spoke in terms of eulogy 
of the successful efforts of American inventors, and introduced 
Mr. Sidney E. Morse, formerly editor of the New York 
Observer, and his son, G. Livingston Morse. The latter ex
hibited and explained their bathometer, or apparatus for 
measuring the greatest depths of the ocean without the use of a 
line, and, jt is claimed, in less than a tenth part of the time re
quired when a line is used. The instrument admits of a com
bination in one sounding of three or more distinct methods of 
ascertaining and measuring these depths. The discovery of the 
Messrs. Morse was that of the means of making a buoy which 
will retain its buoyancy under the enormous pressure of the 
deep sea. They took � hollow glass sphere between three 
and four inches in diameter, the glass only a tenth of an inch 
thick, and the sphere so light that it floated in water with 
half its bulk above the surface, and subjecting this fragile 
body in the cistern of an hydraulic press to a pressure of seven 
tuns on the square inch, which is the pressure at the depth of 
about 30,000 feet in the ocean. they found that the sphere was 
neither chrushed or permeated by the liquid. A tin or 
wooden tube, four inches or more in diameter and of any 
required length, is filled with these glass spheres and ballast
ed so that it will float upright in the water. An elongated 
sinker also of aty required length and weight, is then sus
pended from the bottom of the tube, and so attached there 
that it becomes detached when the weight touches, or if de· 
sired, when it is 100 feet, or any required distance from the 
bottom, leaving the tube with its spheres to ascend to the 
surface. As this instrument moves with uniform velocity 
both in its descent and ascent, the time of its disappearence 
from the surface indicates the depth to which it has descended. 
But the inventors do not confine themselves to this mode of 
determining the depth. They inclose in their tube, and send 
down and bring back with it their proper bathometer, which 
is simply a bottle of water with a bag of mercury and water 
suspended from its neck, the water in the bottle being oon
nected with the mercury in the bag by a glass tube, of very 
fine bore, passing from the bottom of the bag through an 
India-rubber stopper in the neck of the bottle into its interior. 
When this bottle and bag are placed at the bottom of the sea, 
the pressure of the external water, communicated through the 
bag and through the mercury in the bag and glass tube to 
the water in the bottle, compresses that water, and mercury 
is forced from the bag into the bottle to supply the void 
caused by the compression. The amount of the ntercury; 
forced i nto the bottle is the measure of the compression of the 
water, and the compression of the water is the measure of the 
hight of the compressing column, i. e., of the depth of the 
floa. To facilitate the measuring of the mercury, there is 
inserted in the bottle opposite the neck, a graduated tube of 
even bore closed at its outer end, so that on inverting the 
bottle the mercury falls into this meter-tube, and the hight 
of the mercury indicales the depth to which the bottle has 
descended; 

All attempts to measure the deep sea with a line and sink
er attached as in ordinary soundings, have proved failures , 
and scientific men ' of the highest reputation, who have de
voted much time to the investigation of the problem, have 
pronounced it impossible ever to send and recover a line with 
a sinker from the greatest depths of the ocean. Even in mod
erate depths the measurement by a line is very uncertain 
and unreliable in consequence of the effect of currents, and of 
the drifting of the boat from whhJh the soundings are ma<1e. 
The bathometer of the Messrs. Morse, it is asserted, will de
scend to, and return from, the greatest depths with certainty, 
and 'with a rapidity which hardly admits of a limit. In a re
cent experiment the instrument rose from the bottom at the 
rate of twenty feet in a second, or of a mile in less than four 
minutes and a half. They believe that a sounding in 2,000 
fathoms water will ultimately be made easily in less than fif
teen minutes. The time occupied in a sounding of this depth 
by those employed by the United States Government in 
sounding between Ireland and Newfoundland, preparatory to 
lying the Atlantic cable, was ordinarily six or seven hours. 

. _  .. 
American Society oC Civil Engineers. 

This society held its annual meeting on the 16th ult., at its 
rooms, No. 63 William street. 
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and had the method patented, but never received any benefit 
from the patent, all the banks having used it without pay. 
He perfected the system of making collodion for the photo
graphers, and assisted Mr. Harrison in getting a true system 
for grinding the lenses for camera tubes. 

He is said to have originated the well-known Babbitt anti
friction metal, and to have been the father of the steel melt
ing business in this country, but these claims rest upon a 
doubtful basis. It is certain, however, that he originated a 
vast number of machines and processes ; but he was widely 
known among manufacturers as an extensive manufacturer of 
plumbago. crucibles. His establishment at Jersey City is the 
largest of its kind in the world, and its productions received a 
medal at the Paris Exposition in 1867. He was singularly 
self-reliant., and was untiring in all that he undertook to do. 
For many years past he was intently engaged in the con
struction of a musical instrument that he called the " or ches
trion," which he was permitted to see perfected. 

Mr. Dixon had a very retentive memory, and during his 
leisure hours had stored his mind with a vast amount of prac
tical knowledge which he knew how to impart in an attrac
tive manner. 

We recognise Mr. Dixon as a steady friend of the SCIEN

TIFIC AMERICAN from its commencement, and an occasional 
contributor to its columns. 

(!!:crrt.spondtntt. 
Tne Editor8 a�e no re8Ponsibie for- tne Op.nionB .",pressed bv ,heir Cor 

respondents. 

Among those present were Mr. John B. Jervis, the oldest 
engineer in the country ; Colouel J. W. Adams, engineer of 
the Bro?klyn Water Works ; Mr. E. S. Chesbrough, COIl
structor of the Chicago Lake and River 'Tunnels; Mr. Thomas 
Fuller, architect -of the State Capitol; Mr. 'rhomas Prosser, 
representative of Krupp's Works in Prussia; Mr. John A. Botanical Gardens Needed. 

Roebling, engineer of the East RiYer Bridge ; Mr. R. N. MESSRS. EDITORS :-That museums are successful institu· 
Browne, chief engineer of the Lake Shore Railroad ; Mr. S. tions no one will deny. All the capitals of Europe possess 
Whipple, the well-known constructor of iron bridges ; Gene- public establishments of this kind, containing collections of 
ral G. S. Gree.ne, chief engineer of t.he Croton Department, natural history, of fine arts. and of antiquities, which are of 
and Israel Smith, engineer of the New Jersey Railroad. great value and interest to the scientific student, the artist, 

and the architect. Hon. J. W. McAlpine, President of the Society, called the 
meeting to order, and said that he was glad to be able to re- In this country the existing collections belong to private 
port that the Society is increasing both in numbers and re- societies or to individuals, with the exception of some few 
spectability. lIe spoke of the importance of an exchange of attached to colleges or State establishments. The most con
ideas .between members of the profession, and hop.ed that siderable of these dwindle, however, into insignificance when 
hereafter more papers would be presented for the considera- compared in richness of contents to the splendid museums of 

London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, and other cities of the old tion of the Society. A fund was being formed for the publi-
world. c 1tion of such papers as might be deemed worthy of preservllr . 

The Central Park Commissioners of this city, have lately tion and dissemination. He then introduced to the Society 
Mr. John B. Jervis, who gave an outline of the course of determined to erect a museum at the Park complementary to 
studies requisite for the engineer, in which the importance of the nucleus of a menagerie which exists there already. I 
a knowledge of mathematics and mechanical philosophy was approve of the plan, although I doubt if the amount of 
especially dwelt upon. The careful study of structures erect- money to be expended will enable them to make many acqui
ed by eminent engineers and of the special purposes they were sitions of really intrinsic value, beyond the purchase ot a class 
intended to serve was inculcated. Mr. Jervis also spoke of of objects (such as attracted the curiosity of the gaping multi
the necessity of the engineer making his structure stable, tude at Barnum's), which will really teach them nothing. 

Now, Messrs. Editors, I take the liberty of making a sugespecially when exposed to such deteriorative influences as . gestion: Would it not be better that the money to be expendsurf and running water. Whether iron, stone, or wood must ed for a museum in this city, which may be the laughing be used, would be determined by the relative cost of these arti- stock of foreigners, should be employed in the construction of eles and the facili.ty with which they could be obtained. Rail- a model botanical garden, with accessory green and hot ways now offered the largest amount of work for engineers ; houses, and an aquarium large enough for the cultivation of but as the country increased in popUlation, structures of the giant water lilly, the Victoria Regina '/ greater and still greater extent and difficulty of construction Scarcely a city in Europe of five thousand inhabitants, is would be req aired. There appeared to be no stopping place without a botanical garden which is the pride of its inhabifor the engineer. He referred to the present defective condi- tants. In such a garden the young physician learns to know tion of our railways, which he attributed to engineers being the living plants which produce the roots, barks, seeds, and employed simply to lay out the line of the road, and to the flowers which he prescribes in various shapes to his patients ; details being supplied by mechanics. A great deal had been the drugg'ist studies how to recognize the genuine from the said about steel rails. There are, however, other and more counterfeit among the vegetable substances in which he deals ; important improvements to be considered. How is it that the the horticulturist and the gardener are taught how to graft, great New York Central, that makes sufficient profit to pay how to bud, and how to produce variat.ion and hybridation 
dividends of eighty per cent, does not raise its road bed above among the choicer varieties of plants ; the agriculturist the flood ? It was disgraceful that this road should be com- chooses for himself among many varieties of produce, such as �:l�:� !::��

.
p its traffic occasionally l)ecause its road bed was are really the most prolific, without having to depend upon 

buncombe advertisements. 
Mr. Thomas C. Clark then read a paper on " The Strength The student also here finds recreation of the healthiest of Iron Bridges and the Minimum Weight they should be re- sort in the study of botany, which is one of the most attractquired to support," and suggested that a Qommittee should be ive branches of natural science, and the ladies can stroll and appointed to investigate and report on the matter. loiter with delight amid parterres of highly-scented plants, Mr. Martin Cor read an interesting paper on " The Con- and may teach their children not to handle or to trifle with struction of Bridge Foundations." such vegetable species as are labeled "dangerous," " acrid," 
Mr. J. M. i!larke followed in a paper on laying out railwf1Y " poisonous," " stinging," " fmtid," etc. 

turnouts by the simple inspection of tables prepared for the A botanical garden is the grand 1·endezvo1l8 of innocence and 
purpose. taste, and it is more agreeable to gaze on beds of pretty flow-Mr. Arthur Beckwith read a paper on the composition of ers nodding their heads to every passing breeze, than to 
ancient cements. wat.ch the evolutions of lascivious apes, to see boa constrictors The meeting soon alterward adjourned. devonring their innocent living prey, to learn how to eat -----..... - ..  from hungry lions, tigers, or hyenas, or to breathe the 

Death ot' a 'well-kno"Wn Inventor. efliuvia always attendant on captive animals. 
We regret to notice the death of Joseph Dixon, of Jersey The suggestion I here make is not simply destined for New 

City, one of  the most ingenious men of  our time. Mr.  Dixon York, but ought to be acted on in every city throughout the 
was born in Marblehead, Mass., January 19, 1799. He made a land. America ought to rank foremost as regards her horti
machine to cut files before he attained his majority, learn0d culturf1l, pomological, and agricultural productions. 
the printer's trade, afterward that of wood engraving, then Competition and rivalry between cities at the public 
lithography, and afterward studied medicine, and in that con- shows would soon bring about the desired result, and lmd to 
nection became interested in chemistry, becoming finally one a taste for pursuits conducive to health of mind and of body. 
of the most accomplished and comprehensive chemists in the With a good scientific gardener as a manager, s l�ch an es
country. He was a thorough optician, and had no equal in tablishment would soon be not only self-supportL! g, but ought 
his knowledge of photography. He took up the experiments to realize a large income by sales, which would allow of fu.r
of Daguerre in 1839, and was probably the first person to take ther extensions and of new acquisitions. Seeds and plants of 
a portrait by the camera. He showed Prof. Morse how to all kinds can be obtained from botanical gardens in Europe 
take portraits by means of a refiector, so that the subjects for kindred establishments at a nominal cost, and <exchanges 
should not appear reversed. Morse tried to get the plan pat- are always freely and :11berally made by them. 
ented in Europe. Mr. Dixon built the first locomotive, with Should you think, Messrs. Editors, the subject of sufficient 
wooden wheels, but with the same double crank now used. interest for further elucidation, I should be very happy to fur
He originated the process of photo-lithography, and published nish the SCIENTIFIC AMERICA.N with a sketch of the best plan 
it years before it was believed to be useful. By his process of of laying out and organizing a botanical garden, as has been 
transferring, the old bank notes were easily coull.terfeited, done in some of the European cities. BOTANICUS . 
and it was to guard against the abuse of his own process that New York city. 
he brought out the SYRtem of printing i'n '<:,oloil"s on the billf', [We concur with our l'orresp011dent in the importancE' of tl S -
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tablishing at the Central Park a first-class botru1ical garden, 
and we have no doubt that iIi. the progress of time such will be 
the result, but we cannot concur in the suggestion 'that a zoo, 
logical garden should not also be established. All the chief 
European cities have both, and we expect that New York will 
Bome day be favored with something like the Jardin de8 
PZantes, of Paris, wliich not only combines horticulture and 
zoology, but has also valuable museums of botany, geology, 
and anatomy, and a school where the natural sciences are 
taught with a high degree of pel'fection. With regard to a 
plan for a garden our correspondent' had better see the Cen
tral Park Commissioners. 

.. _ .  
InCorDlatlon Wanted. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-An immense number of intelligent 
persons in our country are now directing their attention to the 
production of valuable inventions; some for fame, but, it is 
reasonably to be supposed, the large majority for profit. Now 
what is wanted to know, especially by the latter class, is, 
What is needed ? Inventors often waste much valuable t;me 
at churns and washing machines, who right produce a much
needed, valuable improvement. 

Will you., Messrs. Editors, say what is called for urgently, 
and will your many readers, professional men, mechanics, or 
" any other man," do the same through the SOIlllNTIFIO 
AMERICAN ? E. G. B. 

Washington, D. C. 
[This subj ect opens up a very broad field of inquiry, and 

affects almost every branch of our growing industries. We 
cannot specify any one article that is especially needed, but it 
is safe to say that more economical machines and processes 
are wanted in almost every department of manufacturing; 
The high price of labor at the present time renders ,it ' nec
essary that this labor should be supplemented by improved 
machines and processes to enable'our manufacturers to produce 
articles more cheaply than is possj.ble at the present time. 
The field for jmprovlIDlent is u:troa:IIy more general than specific, 
but with a view to meet the inquiry of our correspondent, we 
invite suggestions from others. Our columns are always 
open to make known the wants of manufact111ers in the direc
tion indicated.-EDS. 

.. _ .. 
The Poppy in Texas, 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-The frequent mention of the poppy in 
the recent numbers of your paper, and of the possibility of its 
successful cultivation in America, reminds me of the acres of 
this flower that I have seen growing wild in Texas, In por
tions of Texas, at this season of the year, you will see whole 
acres covered with the white poppy in bloom, standing as 
thick as you ever saw wheat growing in a wheat field. 
About West Liberty, Columbus, and other towns, it grows 
spontaneously on every uncultivated spot. I was informed 
that very good opium had been made from this wild white 

, poppy in Texas. If any one wishes to cultivate the poppy 
for opium, or the Palma OhriKti for castor oil, Western Texas 
is the country for him to go to find the proper soil and to buy 
land cheap. JAMES BYARS. 

Covington, Tenn. 
. ... . 

COR.8 ISB: PUMPING ENGINES. 

BY Ii,. P. M. BIBKINBINE, ENGINEER. 

The American character for independent thinking and act
ing is illustrated in ' the varietrof pumping engines used in 
the water works throughout the country ; their teing no 
particular form or style that may be said to have precedence 
or 1Jhat may be considered, as the best, so far as any peculiar 
form of apparatus would indicate. 

In England the Cornish ;ngine is the one almost univer
sally adopted where any considerable amount of water'is to 
be raised, either for supplying towns or draining mines. 

In this country there are but five cities where they are 
uBe� exclusively ; namely, Erie and Easton, Pa. ;  Loui sville, 
Ky.; Cleveland, 0.; and Jersey City, N. J.; there are also a 
few used in draining mines. We have several large pumping 
engines in use, which may be considered as modifications of 
the Cornish engine. 

The Philadelphia Water Works have four Cornish engines 
(two overhead beam and two Bull engines) in use, and a side
lever Cornish engine is now in course of consb'uction. The 
city ha3 also in operation six engines of other form, and has 
contra:. ted for two more (not Cornish). 

Chi cago has just completed two large pumping engines of 
another form. 

St. Louis is having four new engines' constructed, for the 
low lift two Bull Cornish, but for the high lift, where the 
most � ork is to be done, two engines of different c�nstrnc
tion. 

Baffalo, N; Y., has two Bull Cornish engines, but the last 
engine pi aced in the works was of a different tiJrm, and it is 
now proposed to materially alter the Cornish engine. 

From the above it is evident that in this country the Corn
ish engine is not a favorite ; many of those constructed being 
failures. The Union Canal Company have one in use in con
nection with several high-pressure ,fly-wheel engines, in 
pumping water to supply the Summit level of their cana( 
which has been found to work so unsatisfactorily that it is 
never used when the work can possibly be done with the 
other engines. 

At the zinc mines, near Bethlehem, Pa., there is one Corn
ish and several other engines used in drailling the mines, and 

, this company, whose engmeer has had a large and succpsstul 
experience in constructing ' Cornish engines, is now having a 
powerful engine built, which is not of this class. 

This is in direct opposition to the usage of England ; there
fore, either English engineers adhere jo the Cornish ,engine 

7 
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from prejudice-it being old, and they know of no better- Works are in good condition ; the average monthly duty has 
while we have progressed and found other and improved frequently been over 550,000 foot-pounds. The average cost 
forms, or the construction and management of Cornish en- of raising one million gallons one foot high, for the past five 
gines is not generally understood by the mechanics and engi- years, is at Schuylkill Works, 15'21 cents ; Delaware Works, 
!leers Of this country. 24'80 cents ; Twenty-fourth Ward Works, 9'72 cents ; G er-

The exhaustive works of Wiekstead and Pole fully describe , mantown Works, 21'50 cents. 
the construction and operation of these engines, and demon- This includes salaries of engineers and firemen, coal, oil, 
strate theoretically, and by the actual working of engines in tallow, gas or oil for lighting, packing, small stores, reo 
operation, that there is no other form which gives as high pairs, etc. 
duty ; that is, raises as much water with II. given amouJ;lt of By making a calculation from this basis of the cost of rais-
coal. ing an average of five million gallons per day, one hundred 

The J:ecords of the running of a large number of these and fifty feet high, the relative value of the different form s  of 
eJ1gines in Great Britain, extending through a long period of pumping engines will be made more apparent, thus : Schuyl
time, show that they work with surprising economy. Thpse kil]. Works, $41,637'37 per annum ; Delaware Works, $67,
running in this country, which are properly constructed and 890'00 per aunum ; Twenty.fourth Ward Works, $26,608 '50 
nlaced where their management is understood, give very per annum ; GermantowiJ. Works, $58,856'25 per annum. 
favorable results. If all the water raised at the Schuylkill Works was pumped 

Some of the patented pumps have duties claimed for them by the Cornish engine, it would show economy even greater 
greater than the Cornish engine accomplishes, but as this than the 'rwenty-fourtk W ard Works, and were it not for 
claim is made by those pecuniarly interested in their success, the large amount of repairs required by the Cornish engines 
'and as it cannot be sustained, either by a ,theoretical exainin- at the Twenty-fourth Ward Works, they would exhibit more 
ation of the patented peculiarities or by th� actual working comparative economy than they do. 
of the m.achines, we may be excused from entering into a From the above it is evident that the 'Cornish engine is the 
discussion of ,their merits. most economical. An experience of nearly seven years all 

Engineers acquainted with pumping machinery generally chief engineer of the Philtldelphia Water Works, and an ex. 
acc.()rd to the Cornilih'engine superiority of duty, and theory tensive connection with other water works, has satisfied the 
and practice both demonstrate that no other form of engine writer, that where any consl.derable amount of watel' ill to be 
cand:>e worked so ecoliomieally, raised the Cornish engine is not only the most economical in 

The question then occurs, " Why are they not more gener- all items of running expenses, but also the mpst reliable, and 
ally recommended and used in this coulltry, and why do those that no other form of engine should be recommended.  
who are experienced often adopt other forms when new en- - - � 

gines are required y" Fossil GUDlS or C opals. 

It is impossible to give the reasons which have led to the Professor W� H. Gunning contributes to the i Philailelphia 
difference in practice between American and English engi- Ooachmalcer's JournaZ an article on the above subj ect. Hil 
neers. In some instances (which we believe are but few) the says : " Amber an<i copal are so entirely of the past that 
royalties which patElntees of pumps receive have undoubtedly Nature, it would seem, has forgotten how to make them. 
influenced those having the selection of engines. 'Ignorance They come down to us from out of the by-gone ages, although 
and want ot experience is probably another cause, as is no place has been. found for them on the page of the geolo
also the difficulty in finding machinists skilled in desi�ng gist. Commerce has made them known to the world ; and 
and constructing Cornish engines. Another reason may science has at last interpreted their origin. 
arise from the impatience which is characteristic of Ameri- " Every one has seen gum bleeding from a cherry-tree. 
cans, who are sometimes unwilling to wait until a substantial This gum is a hydro-carbon, inodorous and soluble in" water . 
pumping engine can 'Qe built and set up-considering time as Imagine the gum, hard as the wood that bleeds i t, soluble 
the most important ' element, and frequently neglectirl.g effi- only in alcohol, and that only when oxidized, and you have 
ciency and durability. , amber or copal. In some olden time, trees long extinct-the 

The first cost may also be used as an objection to these en- P.i7IJU8 8ucmnifer-were standing on the shores of the Baltic. 
gines. We have so much to do in developing the immense re- Another species, with a more formidable name-the ElaJocarpu8 

sources of the country and comparatively so little capital to copaZifer-was growing over the desert of Africa and in South 
do it with, and labor is so high and dear, that this difficulty America. If now we approach the Baltic, and dig down to 
meets engineers at every undertaking. The above may be the old tree-bearing soil, we find clumps of amber gum bled 
some of the reasons why Cornish engines are not more gen- from the 8uooinifer. Specimens are found now and then on 
erally used. our continent, at Cape Sable and Gay Head. Gum from the 

In the water works of ;Philadelphia, th ere is a number of copaZifer is called copaI. ' Copal does not differ essentially from 
different forms of pumping engines in use, which may be con- amber. It is more abundant and more accessible. The begin. 
sidered as fair specimens, the ,following comparisons of the ning was far back in the golden age of Africa, before the 
average work for t�'e past flvetJ"E:'arJ! may ,form a basis of the wind and the sand had made a desolation of her great plain. 
relative merits of the different, ' forms of engines. These ac- How impenetrable the gloom and mystery which veil this 
counts have been kept ' unifGl'lllly and represent the-total land of the sun ! Here is a desert, parched and blasted, the 
amount of coal and other supplies purchased, as well as all same to-day as' when the, caravans tracked it, with the stars 
amounts paid for labor, repairs; etc. for chart and compass, in the days of the Pharaohs. Men 

Philadelphia receives its supply of water from six different have thought of it as a primal blight, a brand of some great 
pumping stations, curse on the new-created world. And yet that IJlain, so deso

, 1st. FAIRMOUNT. The pumps at this station are driven by late now, was covered once with a majestic forest. 'rhe trees 
water power. have perished, and their sap alone remains to tell that they 

2d, SOHUYLKILL WORKS have four pumping engines. One were. Under a burning sun these trees were bleeding gum ! 
overhead beam Cornish engine ; one bell-crank condensing en- insects came to sip it, lit, mired ; the nectar flowed around 
gine with fiy wheel, steam cylinder vertical, pump double act- them and entombed them ; the trees perished, but time has 
ing, nearly horizontal. One overhead ' beam condensing en- wrought' their blood into gems, and here are the insects to-day 
gina with fiy-weeel, stelLm cylinder vertical, double-acting embalmed in their crystal tombs forever. A hundred thousand 
pump (vertical) placed directly under steam cylinder connect- deaths could not disturb even the dust upon their wings. 
ed to piston through lower cylinder head. An engine similar " Our fathers used to puzzle over these insects in amber. 
to this has been removed and a side lever Cornish engine is The amber itself was a mystery, and then the insect-how did 
being erected to take its place. it ever get there. We no longer wonder how the insect got 

3d, DELAWARE WORKs have two pumping engines one there, but how long it haS been there. Negroes find the co
overhead beam condensing engin ) with fly wheel, steam cyl- pal down even eighty feet in the desert sand. We infer that 
inder vertical, pump double-acting, horizontal, connected to in places the soil from which the copal tree grew was buried 
piston, (which is connected through lower cylinder head) by undar eighty feet of sand and clay. We have no data by 
bell crank and connecting rods, and one high pressure en'gine. which we can fix the time demanded for im::h a change, but 
steam cylinder horizontal, oonneQted to horizontal pump we know enough to assure us that it must be reckoned in 
(double-acting) by vertical beam. thousands of years. The revolutions of nature, from forest to 

4th, TWENTY-FOURTH WAR» WORKS have two Cornish desert, are never achieved in a day. 
Bull engines. New works are being constructed for the dis- " In general the greatness of a change is a measure of the 

. li d b h h time. In general, we say. Where man cemes in as a disturb. tl'lct now supp e y t ese engines, w , ere pumping engines 
of a different kind are to be used. ' ' 

' ing force, desolation or abundance follows quickly in hi .. path. 
5th, GERMANTOWN WORKs.-These have two high pressure The plains of Babylonia, so fertile in the days of the great 

engines, steam cylinder and double-acting pumps, horizontal. Babylon, the borders of Lake Galilee, 80 beautiful when the 
connected through fiy wheel shaft by cr�nks placed at dead Saviour was wont to seek them, are now desolate. 
points. " The crimes of men " have dried up realms to deserts." 

6th, ROXBOROUGH WORKs;-These are j ust completed and Nature has done the same, but she is never a swift architect 
contain a large overhead beam Cornish engine. of ruin. To have wrought the extinction of a race of treel!l 

There is quite a variety of forms of boilers in use at the from Africa, lIsnd buried the soil which bore them under eighty 
different works, in one of them four kinds ; they may all be feet of sand, must have required many ages. The fly or moth, 
considered as of fair average efficiency. which looks as if it had just lit in its crystal coffin, may have 

The works are generally in good repair, except the Twenty- been there a .hundred thousand years. We are very sure it 
fourth Ward Works, there being no reservoir for this district- was there, just as you see it to-day, long before there was any 
and the engines are driven much btlyond their safe-work- man upon the earth. 
ing speed, and, as a consequence, arE) rarely if ever ' in gOod " A race· of trees perished , from the earth, and left no wood 
condition. or bark to tell that they lived, no seed or scion to perpetuate 

The average duty for the 'PlLst five years in foot -pounds their kind, but their sap, their spirit-a mere aroma which 
(that is pounds of water .raised one foot high with a pound of exhaled from their wounds-this remains, a thing of beauty, 
anthracite coal), is Schuylkill Works, 396".961 :t6'o1i�p' bu'ilds " 

while everything that was earthly has crumbled to dust." 
------- �  , 

Delaware Works, 210,570 foot.pounds ; Twenty-fourth Ward GOOD WHOLESOME BREAD.-Professor Stoh4ann advises to 
Works, 470,092 foot-pounds ; Germantown Works, 214,728 mix to t parts of rye meal, t part of bean; or p�a meal, and � 
foot-pounds. per cent, by weight, of the mixture, of ordinary �ommon salt. 
, '"At tlie Schuylkill Works more than one half of the work is It appears that bread thus made is of excellent quality, takinz 
done by the Oorui.llh engine: When the Twenty�fourth Wa.rd its cOnstituents into �D.8idBil'ation, and easily dig-estible 
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IlIlprovelllent In Hoisting Apparatus. 

This invention is an improvement on the common hoisting 
machine by which it is rendered self-sustaining, beside having 
the advantages over contrivances of this nature heretofore 
made of being free from extra friction while hoisting, and 
still under control of the check line when lowering_ This is 
accomplished in tho following manner reference being made 
to the drawings, Figs_ 1 and 2_ 

A, represents a suitable frame of wood to which the other 
parts of the machine are fastened_ B represents fixed bear
ings in which are pivoted the 
levers, C, carrying the hoisting 
drum, D, and pinion shaft, E ; these 
levers being so placed in the fixed 
bearings, B, that a portion of the 
load sustained by the drum, D, 
shall act upon the brake, I. F is 
the large gear attached to t.he 
drum. G is a pinion meshing into 
F. H is the rope wheel on the pe
riphery of which is the brake 
flange as usual. I is an iron brake 
shoe bolted to the frame, A, which 
is extended for the purpose. 

This shoe is provided with a 
good friction surface, by being 
faced with rawhide or leather. J 
is an L-shaped lever pivoted at K, 
to the suspending lever, C, and 
carrying at its longer end a rope 
pulley, L. M is the endless rope 
passing from the wheel, H, at an 
angle ovpr the pulley, L ; N is the 
check line leading from the lever, 
J, over a smaU pulley at 0 ;  P is 
the fUlcrum to the lever, J ;  Q is 
the draft rope. 

In operation a load being sus
pended from Q, the act of hoisting 
by the rope, M, will cause a lat
eral motion of the same toward 
the lever, J, which, bearing upon 
the fulcrum, 0, will raise the 
wheel, H, from contact with the 
brake surface on I, allowing the 
load to be lifted until the pull 
ceases, when it is instantly held 
in place. To lower, the check line 
is pulled so as to free the brake 
flange wholly, or in part as de-
sired. 

This machine is now tested in 
practice and found to answer the 
ends sought. It is a valuable im
provement, since it furnishes a 
more safe and convenient arrange
ment in the laborious process of 
hoisting, permits the:use of a plat
form when required, loading or 
unloading at any floor, and for 
power hoists, provides at once for the slipping off, stretching 
or breaking of belt. 

For State rights to manufacture (except N. E.), or for 
further particulars, address F. P. Canfield, 71 Sudbury street, 
Boston, Mass. 

... _ .. 
Beet-root Sugar In Callf"ornla. 

The Mining and &ientijic Pre88 says, the question of pro
ducing beet-root sugar in this State is gradually increasing in 
interest, and we are pleased to note that an important experi
ment has been made by Mr Justus Beplar, of San Mateo coun
ty, to ascertain definitely the capacities of the soil and climate 
of California for this valuable product. Mr. Beplar has pro
duced a sample of sugar pronounced to be equal to the best 
brands of imported cane sugar. It is well granulated, pure, 
and presents a thoroughly marketable appearance. This ex
periment is considered one of much importance and signifi
(lance. Some idea of the value to which this interest may at
min on this coast may be inferred from the fact that the sales 
of sugar by our local refineries for the quarter ending March 
31, amounted to an aggregate value of $748,598 ; or within a 
fraction of three millions a year. It is now pretty well settled 
that the Sacramento beet-root sugar factory will go into oper
ation during the current year, and the company will be pre-
pared to purchase all the beets which may be produced in the 
present season. There can be little doubt that within a few 
years beet-root sugar will form an important item in the al
ready long .list of California productions. 

. _  .. 
Signal DrUI--Fleld Telegraphs. 

At the recent examination of the West Point graduating 
class, one of the most interesting features of the occasion was, 
what is called a signal and telegraph drill-signaling by 
means of flags, and building a field telegraph. Although 
very few persons, but those immediately concerned in the 
drill, were able to comprehend much about the thing, it at
tracted considerable attention, and was looked upon with a 
great deal of interest by the officers of the post. The signal
ing was probably the most attractive feature of the whole 
affair. A certain number of the second class were detailed 
with the flags, which were of the ordinary size, nailed to poles 
about four leet long. Several of the signalers went up to the 
hights of Fort Putnam, and across the river, and signaled to 
others on the parade ground, with the flags, and for several 
minutes orders were communicated from point to point, and 
conversations held by the aid of the simple movements made 
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b y  the moving of the flags. The orders were communicated ulation b y  means o f  a stop·cock placed i n  the course o f  B .  In 
and repeated with a rapidity which was actually astonishing. order to obtain the maximum exhaustion with the pump, the 
The building of the field telegraph, whi<lh was done by the length of D should be about thirty-three feet, but a fall of 
first class, was also a great feature of the drill. Lines were twenty feet I find to be more than sufficient for ordinary wa
run from Fort Putnam down in the direction of Cozzens' West ter. As this form of Bunsen's pump can be constructed by 
Hotel and back to the post, and messages were sent over the any intelligent plumber for a few shillings, no chemist need 
wires without the slightest hindrance, although on the plains be deterred, either on account of expense or trouble, from fit
the lines were laid at the rate of three miles an hour. The ting his laboratory with the new apparatus. 
batteries that were used in the drill differ very much from I have had the pump in operation in my laboratory for 
the ordinary batteries common to most telegraph companies, . about two months, and gladly bear testimony to the great 

FiJ · 1 .  practical value of Professor Bunsen's admirable arrange
ment. 

The FIrst Iron Founders In St. Louis. 
The proximity of St. Louis to the vast ore-yielding 

fields of Missouri so closely identifies it with the iron 
interest as to make anything connected with the subj ect 
of special importance to the city ; and it is not a matter 
at aU surprising that the citizens watch with the deep 
est interest any enterprise looking ttl the development 
of the great wealth garnered up by nature in those im
mense storehouses of iron ore, the Iron Mountain and 
Pilot Knob. With this idea we propose, says the St. 
Louis RepulJlican, to give some few notes on the history 
of iron founding in St. Louis. 

The history of founding iron in St. Louis dates back 
far as as 1824, though it was then done in a rude way. 
In the year 1817 a man named Louis Newell landed in 
St. Louis, then, as many know, a small village com
pared with its present proportions. Newell commenced 
the business of blacksmithing, giving special attentioa 
to the making of edge tools. His fame soon spread 
abroad as a great ax-maker. At this time St. Louis 
was an important center of the fur trade of the West ; 

E'iJ. 2 

C A NFIELDS, IMPROV ED PATENT ELEVATOR. 
one of their principal advantages over the ordinary kind be
ing the impunity with which they can be thrown into and car
ried in the wagons. Everybody who knows anything about 
telegraphing is aware that ordinary batteries, after being 
tossed about over a rough road for a short time, refuse to 
work ; but all the rough usage which the batteries received 
during the drill that day, appeared in nowise to impair their ef
ficiency. They consist simply of a peculiar apparatus to be 
attached to the wires, and contain sulphate of copper in crys
tals, a piece of zinc, and a sponge.. When they are used, the 
copper, zinc, Thnd sponge are wetted, and, it is said, after once 
being put in readiness for action, that they will work steadily 
for at least a month. During- the drill, hard-rubber was used 
about the poles as insulators, instead of glass. 

... _ .. 
Laboratory Pump. 

Mr. J. Emerson Reynolds writes to the editor of the Chem
ical News a description of a simple form of a Bunsen's valuable 
filter pump, which has been fitted up in his laboratory by 
Mr. Stephen Yeates, of Dublin. 

The accompanying diagram shows the essential parts of the 
pump. A is a tube of tin, 
about eight inches long, and 
of nearly one inch internal 
diameter; within three inches 
of one end, the tube, B, is sol
dered. The diameter of this 
tube should be about three 
eighths of an inch. The end 
of the wide tube most distant 
from B is now contracted so 
as to form a portion of a cone, 
and D then soldered in. A 
small tube, C, is now selected, 
one extremity of which en
ters, but must not at all close, 
the cone formed by the junc
tiOn of A and D ;  and at this 
point its .orifice is contracted 
so as not not to exceed one 

eighth of an inch in diameter. It is then soldered, a8 shown, 
into the upper end of A. The whole arrangement is fi tted to 
a board by the straps, S S. 

The tube, C. is connected with the vessel to be exhausted 
of air. B i� the delivery pipe for water, obtained from a cis 
tern or from the street main j the supply should admit of reg 

the demand for wolf traps, beaver traps, and squaw axes 
was -rery considerable, and Newell �oon made a specialty 
of the manufactnre of these implements, the production of 
a good quality of which brought him at once wealth and a 
wider fame. About that time, too, the old French cart began 
to be superseded by the Yankee wagon, all the cast-iron hub 
boxes for which had to be brought from Pittsburgh, as in
deed all other iron castings. 

Then it was that the idea of founding first entered the brain 
of the first St. Louis founder. Newell saw that if he could 
make the hub boxes he could make a wagon out and-out, thus 
saving a heavy expense in their manufacture and adding 
greater facility to their production ; a desideratum much to 
be desired by the farmers and settlclrs around St. Louis. So 
Newell went to racking his brain for a plan to overcome the 
inconvenience of having to import wagon boxes. 

He was not a practical iron founder ; but his genius and 
indomitable courage made up for the want. Having com
pleted a pattern, he went to work with a common blacksmith's 
forge to make' wagon boxes ; he melted his iron and molded 
them with the most perfect success. This was the first melt
ing of iron west of the Mississippi river. For four years 
Newell proceeded with this slow process to turn out boxes for 
the wagons he made. 

In 1828, Mr. Samuel Gaty-then a mere boy-left his home 
in Kentucky, and pitched his tent in St. Louis. In connec
tion with two other men, named Richards and Marth, he 
rented a piece of ground from Colonel Martin Thomas, and 
put up a small foundery on what is now the corner of Second 
and Cherry streets, and the trio went to work. Young Gaty 
had all the capital ($250), and acted as molder and financier ; 
Richards was furnace man and Martin pattern maker. Un
der this arrangement matters progressed satisfactorily, and 
they made money. Colonel Thomas, looking upon Richards 
all the man. of the concern, and seeing the profit in the busi
ness, made overtures to buy out Gaty's interest ; and the lat
ter looking a little deeper into matters than the Colonel could 
see, sold out to him. The sequel proved the sagacity of Gaty, 
for the two men, Richards and Martin, without business 
management, and being given to dissipation, soon let the 
concern run down. Colonel Thomas then declare.d he had 
bought out the wrong man. Gaty went back to Louisville. 

.. _ .. 
ETHER Spray is used successfully in Lyons, France, to ren

der painless the operation of uprooting hair, when necessary, 
in cases of cutaneous disease. 
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PROPERTY IN PATENTS AND COPYRIGHTS. 

Horace Greeley, the veteran editor of the Trilrune. is pub
lishing in that journal a series of interesting articles upon 
Political Economy, which are designed to set forth the value 
of protection to American industry. The third article of the 
series is devoted to the discussion of Capital, Skill, Invention, 
and Intellectual Property, some extracts from which we re
print in this number of the SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Mr. 
Greeley discusses, with his usual clearness !rnd force, the in
fluence of labor-llaving machinery upon the civilization and 
progress of the world, and shows the immense value and 
benefits which have resulted from inventions, contributing, at 
the same time, his protest against the efforts of those who 
would seek to abolish, or dispa�ge, the system of protecting 
the property right of inventorll and authors to their discove
ries and works. The discussion of this subject by Mr. Greeley 
is timely, especially when viewed in connection with the re
cent effort in the British Commons, to secure the abolishment 
of the Patent System of Great Britain. 

In reference to the rights of authors, we have never had 
but one opinion. We have, as we think, very justly arraigned 
the Canadian Government for its persistent refusal to allow 
patents to American inventors, and we consider it no less un
just, on the part of our Governmen1i, to deny to foreign au
thors the right to copyright their books, and we trust that 
this illiberal policy, which serves only to enrich a few large 
publishers at the expense of the brain-workers of Europe will 
soon give way to a sense of justice too long withheld. 

. _ -
CHEAP IRON FENCES, 

Among the numberless uses to which iron is put, the man
ufacture of railings and fences for courtyards has attained 
very large proportions. Such fences are rapidly superseding 
all others for inclosing public parks and courtyards of first
class buildings in large cities. 

There remains, however, a want for an iron fence of a muoh 
cheaper character, suitable for farms. The rate at which we 
are cutting and exporting timber in this country and the con
sequent increase in the price of lumber, render the supply of 
fencing material, very expensive to farmers in many parts of 
the country. 

Where fencing timber is scarce and farms are stony, farmers 
manage to " kill two birds with one stone," by removing the 
stones which cumber their lands, and building with them a 
wall about their fields ; but there are many large tracts of 
fertile land, without either stone or timber. Such is the char
acter of our western prairie land. The time is coming when 
these lands must be cut up into small farms, and the cultiva
tion of grain must be replaced in great measure by stock 
raising. When this time arrives, fences will be needed. It 
is safe to say that even now a large market would be found 
for a cheap and efficient iron fence, which could be built for 
about the same cost that It board fence now entails, while its 
durability would be greater, and its need for repair less. 

Upon lands where neither stone nor timber can be obtained 
hedges have been tried, but there are many objections to 
them. It is a matter of difficulty to get them started into 
vigorous growth ; they require more attention and labor when 
grown, to prevent spreading and unsightliness, than will keep 
either a stone or board fence in good repair ; they are likely 
to be winter-killed, and they exhaust and occupy a consider-
able proportion of land. 

. 

An attempt was made a few years since to meet the want 
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by wire fences, but unless the wires were woven into mutual
ly supporting meshes, making the fence too expensive, they 
could not relied upon to restrain anything but the larger cat
tle of the farm ; and even these soon learned that the wires 
could be easily broken. Wire fence for farms has for the 
most part gone the way of plank-roads to return no more, un 
less some inventor shall make the phcenix rise from its ashes 
in a form much better adapted for real service than it existed 
before its demise. 

Another class of inventions which have had better although 
not complete success is that of portable wooden fences. Some 
of these were really meritorious, as they required a much 
less quantity of lumber than the old style of fence, while the 
labor consumed in their construction was scarcely more. They 
were, however, though lighter and more graceful, not so strong 
as the fences they were designed to supersede, and thus they 
failed to fully meet the requirements of the case. 

Now it seems to us, that it would require no great amount 
of genius to adapt the principle of corrugation of sheet met
als, in combination with the angle iron now regularly manu
factured and sold, to the production df a fence so light that 
it should be sufficiently cheap for farm use, and yet so strong 
and durable as to outlast any timber fence of equal cost. 

Fences of this kind, painted with coal tar, would resist oxid
ation for a long time, and there is no doubt that they could 
be made sufficiently rigid and inelastic to restrain sheep, pigs, 
etc.;.which the old wire fence was incompetent to do. 

. _  .. 
ARCHITECT URAL ENGINEERING. 

The sister arts of engineering and architecture are com
monly considered as being distinct, and in one sense they are 
distinct ; but there is a class of building which, while it gives 
scope to all skill in design which the finished architect pos
seSiles, also involves considerable knowledge of civil and me
chanical engineering. 

We allude to the designing of buildings, and works for 
manufacturing purposes. In many kinds of manufacturing, 
long established and· systematized, there exists a regu
lar method of building so far as interior arrangement 
is concerned, never modified except in unimportant de
tails. The exteriors of such buildings vary greatly in the de
gree of beauty and appropriateness of their designs ; but a 
large number are totally destitute of either, being simply 
stiff and ungraceful masses of masonry, which if not without 
form, are certainly destitute of comeliness. Others would be 
good designs were it not for their inappropriateness. 

But it is not of exterior designs that we were about to speak. 
There is a field in which the highest success can only be 
reached by uniting the special requisites of skill in mechani
cal and civil engineering with the skill of the architect. In 
many industrial establishments strict adherence to one type of 
building is neither requisite nor desirable. Circumstances con
nected with the location,the materials available for the erection 
of buildings, the character of the site, and other particulars 
not necessary to be enumerated, must, in some cases, and may, 
in any case, render more or less change necessary. 

As an illustration of this fact, we have in mind a case, 
where a large industrial building, requiring very heavy walls 
to support the machinery, was erected on the side of a clay 
hill. The work was about two thirds completed when it was 
found that the building and its foundations were gradually 
but surely sliding down hill. Of course, nothing was left but 
to tear down, and either begin over again upon a better foun
dation, or change the site of the building. Here was a grave 
errol' Committed by an architect, of no mean reputation, sim
ply by not taking into proper account the effect likely to be 
produced upon the clay basis by such a great weight as was 
necessary. 

Our readers will doubtless recall some instances of terrible 
disasters arising from want of proper strength in manufactur
ing buildings, of which the fall of the Pemberton Mill, at 
Lawrence, Mass., was a most notable and lamentable example. 
We have, in our observations of different industrial works, 
often wondered that more such disasters did not befall, rather 
than so few. It is common to meet with errors in building 
arising from obvious ignorance of the practical working of 
machines, and their effects upon buildings in which they are 
placed, together with a total disregard of the effect likely to 
be produced by rhythmic movements and their attendant vi
brations. We have seen power printing presses placed in po
sitions, on top floors,where the ultimate destruction of a build
ing, by their effects, would only be a work of time ; and drop 
presses placed upon foundations so weak tbat they could not, 
by any possibility, be expected, by an expert, to remain in 
lfitu more than a week at the outside. 

We believe that there is now, and has been for some time, 
a requirement for a special profession of architectural engi
neering. 

Because a man can build handsome churches,design a splen
did front for a bank building, or erect an elegant villa, it does 
not follow that he is competent to build or superintend the 
building of a grist mill, or even a saw mill . 

To properly design and complete works of the latter char
acter requi.res a knowledge of the machinery to be used, the 
nature of the work they are designed to perform, the points 
of ' the structure likely to be subject ed to strain, and 
knowledge of the resources whereby such points may be ade
quately strengthened. 

We are aware that there there are some ar chitects who have 
devoted themselves to this speciality, and ha ve acquired skill 
in it, but they are too few to meet the req uirements of the 
public, and, consequently, much of the work, which only such 
experts can properly perform, goes into the han ds of men who, 
however skillful in other departments, are cert ainly incompe
tent to win enviable fame "in this. 

9 
DEATH OF A DISTINGUISHED EDITOR 

Henry J. Raymond, the editor of the New York limes, diod 
suddenly at his residence, in this city, on the morning of June 
18th, in his 50th year. Mr. Raymond began life a poor boy, 
and, by his indefatigable purpose to achieve success, he se· 
cured ' a liberal education at the University of Vermont, grad. 
uating with honor in 1840. Upon quitting college he at once 
came to this city, and began the study of law; and maintained 
himself by teaching. Mr. Raymond early evinced a strong 
tendency to journalism, and attracted the attention of Horace 
Greeley, who invited him to a position on the Tribune, then 
in its infancy. Of the value of Mr. Raymond's services, Mr. 
Greeley thus speaks in his recently published work entitled 
the " Recollections of a Busy Life :" 

I had not much for him to do till the Tribune was started ; 
then I had enough ; and I never found another persOn, barely 
of age and just from his studies, who evinced so signal and 
such versatile ability in journalism as he did. Abler and 
stronger men I may have met ; a cleverer, readier, more gen
erally efficient journalist, I never saw. He remained with me 
nearly eight years, if my memory serves me, and is the only 
assistant with whom I ever felt required to remonstrate for 
doing more work than any human brain and frame could be 
expected to endure. His salary was, of course, gradually in
creased from time to time ; but his services were more valu
able in proportion to their cost than those of any one else who 
ever aided me on the Tribune. 

Mr. Raymond became well known as a public man, having 
held several prominent positions, but his abilities were best 
known as a journalist. In company with Mr. George Jones 
as publisher, he started the New York Time8 in 1851, and hlii!l 
since displayed great tact and ability as the editor-in-chief o! 
that ablejournal. Mr. Raymond was seized with an apoplee
tic fit, and died a victim to his untiring industry. He was a 
generous-hearted man, and will be mourned sincerely by a 
host of chosen and intimate friends and associates, who were 
best able to appreciate his many excellent qualities. 

. _ .  
THE CLAIMS OF GENIUS. 

There is a peculiar cant current among artists and the 
crowd of hangers-on which arc always to be found frequent
ing the haunts of artists, about the claims of genius upon the 
public. Artists, they say, are not and cannot be men of busi. 
ness. They live on a higher plane than butchers, and grocers, 
and haberdashers. Artists' pursuits are ennobling in their 
nature. They call off the mind from the groveling details of 
business. The true artist lives for his art, and ought not to 
look upon it as a mere means of obtaining a livelihood. 
That would immediately degrade art to a mere catchpenny 
business. 

The obvious deduction from all this is, that the baker and 
butcher who refuse to trust the artist, with his last week's 
bill unpaid, are cruel in their heartless unrecognition of 
genius. 'fhe world owes such men a living because theil' 
mere existence in it is a boon to mankind whether they work 
like other men or not. Now, so far as we are able to discover, 
the higher plane which sustains this sort of cant is out of 
sight. Though artists may live upon this plane, we are able 
to say from knowledge, that they eat the same food and drink 
sometimes a great deal of the same drink as other people, and 
so far as the plane of elevation is concerned, as long as 
plain people fail to see it, it must go for little in the work-a
day world. 

The idea of genius which originates all this cant, is that of 
spontaneous inspiration, coming unsought, after long inter
vals of idleness. It once prevailed in regard to literary work. 
The old ideal of literary genius, was that of a man lazy in his 
work, loose in his habits, yet living above ordinary mortals 
in a realm of thought; always clear, but at times inspired . 
The modern newspaper has pretty much done away with 
these absurd notions of literary genius. It demands and gets 
the work it needs done on time, and it must be .confessed gets 
it done sufficiently well. Inventive genius has claimed far 
less of inspiration than art or literature, though it might as 
reasonably have done so as either of them. In this field, how
ever, the lesson was early learned, that he who demands any
thing of the world, must not only be recognized as being able 
at some moment of ecstasy to give something in return, but 
must at all times actually give quid pro quo. It has thus been 
thoroughly taught that genius in this department means 
ability to work, evidenced by work done, and it has come to 
be recognized as not only being ability but wilt to do work. 

The old idea of lazy or desultory genius is fast becoming 
obsolete. That it still clings to the fine arts is a great misfor
tune. The true genius is always a steady, plodding, arlent 
worker, for the most part finishing what he begins according 
to a definite plan conceived before the beginning. Such a 
geniu'S is always successful, unless some great calamity of 
sickness, ur blindness, or other physical or mental incapacity 
overtakes him. His success is to be attributed to his industry 
more than to any other quality, and will, in general, be found 
proportional to it . 

It may be argued that many eminent men, whose names 
will be long remembered as benefactors to their race, were 
desultory in their habits and in many cases even dissipated. 
There may have been exceptional cases of this kind, but tha:t 
they can be justly adduced as examples of the highest and 
broadest success we deny. Success is something more than 
the securing a name which will descend to posterity ; some
thing more, even, tltan conferring large benefits upon hu
manity at large. He who confers these benefits should be 
himself benefited, and the rule has been in the past, and is 
more than ever now, that he who works persistently at any 
useful occupation, whether it be high art or low art, litera
ture, or whatever else it may be, will himself be rewarded by 
something far more substantial than posthumous fame.  

A man must not only show himself capable of doing, he 
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must d o  and keep doing, t o  be successful. The world i s  get
ting too narrow for lazy races or lazy individuals. This con
tinent was once peopled by indolent and barbarous tribes 
which refused to help in the grand work of civilization. 
'1'he result is  they are crushed beneath its wheels. Their 
fate will ultimately be the fate of all races who place them
selves across the path of advancing improvement. 

This world i� yet to see the day when idleness will be es
teemed a crime, when work will be equally distributed and 
remunerated, when false distinctions which have prevailed in 
regard to kind� of work shall be annihilated, and the best 
shoemaker shall take honors with the best painter or the best 
physician. In that day, we shall hear no more cant about 
" higher planes ;" man will have attained his level . 

-----... _ .. 
TESTING STEAM ENGINES. 

Our able cotemporary, Engineering, whose editor is himself 
a Yankee, in an a�ticle on •. Testing Steam Engines," pub
lished in its issue of May 21, makes a statement which will 
strike the minds of Yankee engineers at large as being rather 
funny. It says : " Although the ordinary method of express-· 
jng the performance of a steam engine by stating the number 
of pounds of coal per horse power per hour consumed in work
ing it, no doubt possesses some points of practical conven
ience, yet as a means of comparing accurately the perform
ances of different engines it is absolutely valueless." 

We assure our English cotemporary that we have in th�s 
country got somewhat further than this. '1'hat the above
named method is with us not an ordinary method, and that 
we feel surprised to find that missionary ground still remains 
in a land that has done so much with steam ; that, so to speak, 
exists on steam. 

We in America have got so far that we do not commit the 
fault of considering " the boiler and engine as one instead of 
t wo entirely independent parts," which llngineering asserts to 
ba the ordinary m%hod. . 

It is true we und<lrstand that when we use more than the 
l'roper amount of fuel to do a given amount of work, and 
find that the fault is not in the inferior quality of the fuel, we 
assume there is something wrong, and that the fault lies 
somewhere between the fuel and the work. Now we have 
have learned some time since, that there are two distinct vital 
organs which constitute the animal we are dealing with, and 
that the disease may be in one of these organs while the other 
is perfectly sound. But we see outward evidence of' organic 
derangement in the prominent symptoms of morbid appetite. 
It eats too much, and with engines we do not believe it " bet
ter to pay two butchers than one doctor," however well the 
maxim may apply to the human engine. So we make it put 
out its tongue, feel its pulse, sound its lungs, and so forth, 
till a correct diagnosis has been made, and then apply the 
proper remedy if the disease is in its nature curable. 

The remarks in the article to which we have made allusion, 
serve as an introduction to a description of a method for test
ing steam engines, based upon the amount of heat which re
mains utilized in the exhaust steam. It is stated to be the 
invention of Messrs. Farey and Donkin, well-known English 
engineers. 

'l'lllS method has for its obj ect the ascertaining of the com
parative efficiencies of steam engines, and is worthy of atten
tion, not so much in our opinion for its asserted superiority, 
but because anything that can add to our present stock of 
tests serves as a check upon errors in  the methods in vogue, 
and as a new standpoint for investigation. 

"The principles upon which the system is founded," says our 
cotemporary, " may be very simply stated. A steam engine 
is but a form of heat engine, receiving its supply of heat from 
the boiler, �nd converting a greater or less portion of this 
heat into useful work. The more efficient the engine the 
greater will be the proportionate amount of heat thus trans
formed into work, and the less, consequently, will be the 
proportionate quantity carried off by the exhaust steam. We 
thus see that we measure the quantity of heat carried off by 
the waste steam of any engine, during, say, a minute, and di
vide this quantity by the number of horse power developed 
by the engine during that minute, we get a certain number 
or constant which will enable the performance of that engine 
to be compared accurately with that of any other engine 
tested in a similar way. '1'he more efficient the engine, the 
lower, of COjlrse, its ' constant ' will be, and vice versa. 

" We must next consider the means by which the quantity of 
heat carried oft· by the exhaust steam can be measured, and 
we may here remark that nothing could be more simple, and 
at the same time more accurate. than the apparatus which 
Messrs. Farey and B. Donkin, Jr., have devised and employed 
ior this purpose. In its simplest ltnd most generally useful 
form, it consists merely of a wooden trough or box,'into 
which the whole of the water from the hot well is l ed, this 
trough having several partitions across it, over and under 
which the water flows, so as to obtain at last a steady current, 
which, at one end. of the trough, falls over a weir or a "  tumb
ling bay." 'l'ho hight 01' head of water above the weir cau be 
readily determined by the ordinary hook gage, and th; s and 
the breadth of' the weir being known, the quantity of water 
discharged in a given time can be readily and accurately cal
culated by the use of Beardmore's Tables, or equiyalent for
mulm. In practice it would. be unnecessary to make these 
calculations more than once for any given apparatus, it being, 
of course, more convp,nient to mark on the gage the discharge 
per minute corresponding to each given amount of head. To 
ascertain the temperature at which the cond ensing water 
enters the condeuser and finally escapes, a good thermometpr 
is, of course, all that is required . The number of degrees 
that the water is raised in temperature during its passage 
through th(1 eondenser, and the number of pounds of water 
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thus heated during a given time, being known, we can, by 
merely multiplying these two quantities together, determine 
the number of pound-degrees of heat or thermal units carried 
off from the engine during that time by the exhaust steam. 
Dividing this number of pound-degrees by the number of 
horse power developed by the engine during the trial, we get 
the ' constant' already mentioned. 

"All, then, that is necessary to test an engine on Messrs. Fa
rey and Donkin's system, is a wooden box with a tumbling 
bay, a good thermometer, and indicators for determining the 
power developed_ It is by no means necessary that the trial 
should be a lengthened one, for it will be found that as long 
as a constant pressure of steam is maintained, and the engine 
is employed to do a uniform amount of work, the amount of 
heat carried off by the condensing water will also remain con
stant from hour to hour, and there is, therefore, no reason 
why the experiment should be extended for an inconvenient 
time. '1'his is a very important point in favor of the system 
of testing of which we are speaking, as in all mills or facto
ries an engine can be kept doing tolerably uniform work for 
a couple of hours or so wj.thout inconvenience, whereas, if the 
trial had to be extended over a lengthened period (as would 
be e8sential if the quantity of water evaporated by the boilers 
and the amount of coal consumed were obtained in the ordin
ary way) much inconvenience and expense would be in most 
cases incurred. 

" We must now speak of another important point connected: 
with thiisystem of testing engines. Mr. Farey and Mr. B. 
Donkin, Jr., have found, from experiments, that the ' con
stant ' of any given engine does not vary to any practical ex
tent with moderate variations of power ; and thus when the 
' constant ' has once been obtained, the power developed at 
any given time by an engine fitted with the apparatus we 
have described, can be ascertained very closely without the 
use of the indicator. For instance, let us suppose that it has 
been ascertained that the ' constant' of any given engine is 
480, or in other words, that the exhaust steam of that engine 
carries off 480 pound-degrees of heat per minute for every in
dicated horse power. Then if, on obs�ving the apparatus, 
it was found that 14,400 units of heat were passing away per 
minute, the engine would then be developing l.t-1t&-Q = 30 
horse power, or if 16,800 units were being given off per 
minute, 1.lHUt = 35 horse-power would be developed, and so 
on. We thus see that the apparatus affords a very ready 
mee n 3  of estimating the power requisite to drive various ma
chines, shafting, etc., and we are inclined to believe that if it 
was generally applied to these purposes some curious revela
tions would be the result. 

" In cases where it is desired to maintain a continuous regis
tration of the work done by an engine, Messrs. Farey and Don
kin employ the simple arrangement of photographic appara
tus described and illustrated in the letter from Mr. Farey to 
which we have already referred. According to this plan, two 
rays of light from a gas burner-'-the one passing through a 
hole in a screen carri�d by a float, and the other through a 
break in the mercurial column of a thermometer-are, after 
traversing lenses, made to fall upon a sheet of sensitized pa
per carried by a slowly revolving druni, which derives its 
mot\on from the engine. Each ray of course traces a line 
upon the sensitized. paper, and by the distance of these lines 
above or below a fixed datum line traced by a third ray of 
light, the quantity and temperature of the water passing over 
the weir at any given time are registered. Applied in this 
way, the apparatus is calculated to do good service to large 
mill owners and water-works companies who desire to obtain 
a continuous record of the performances of their engines. 

" We have spoken of this system of testing as applied to sta
tionary condensing engines only ; but it is also applicable to 
high-pressure engines, and, under certain circumstances, to 
marine engines." 

.. _ .  
Illlproved Photographic Paper. 

The British Journal of Photograpl!y publishes the following 
by W. H. Davis : " My method for preparing the surface-for 
I believe it will do for many other surfaces than paper-is the 
following for direct printing : Take from four to six gl"ains of 
gelatine, soak it in an ounce of water for an hour, then melt 
it gently over a fire, hot plate, or water bath, using a clean 
earthen pipkin. When fully dissolved, add to it, while yet 
warm, and stirring it gently during the mixing, from four to 
six drachms of a solution of white lac in methylated spirit, 
if for white or pale surfaces ; but orange lac will do if the 
surface be of a darker color. '1'hi� is made in the proportion 
of six ounces of spirit to one ounce of lac, Illld digesting it 
till fully dissolved. The mixture of the gelatine and gum 
lac in spirits produces a creamy-looking emulsion, to which is 
added four grains of chloride of sodium, or a like equivalent 
of chlorides of ammonium or barium, and, when fully dis
solved, filter through fine muslin into a clean pipkin, and it 
is ready for use_ 

" I  generally apply the solution warm with a tiat cam'el's 
hair brush, crossing it till it lies evenly. When the paper 
is dry it is ready for Rensitizing, which may be either done 
by flotation 011 the orJinary printing bath, or by brushing on 
the silver solution. I prefer to use the ammonia-nitrate solu
tion brushed on ; but there are specimens by both methods 
before you. I use forty grains of silver to the ounce of water. 
Some of the ammonia-nitrate prints contain also a large pro
portIOn of citrate of silver in addition to the usual ammonia-
nitrate. 

. 

" As you will �ee, the tones of many of the untoned prints 
are quite as fine in color as arc those toned with gold, and I 
attribute this entirely to t.he variations in the salting and in 
the strength of the size and lac solution, and to the minute 
variation of the silver bath by the addition of various salts 
in the course of sensitizing. 
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" The question will probably b e  asked-Will this method 

allow of printing by development ? I can only say that I 
believe it will. There is nothing in the materials to prevent 
it ; but I have not had time to go into that branch of the 
matter." 

-----.... _ ... ------
Misadventure in Experilllent--Prof'essor SUlilllan. 

The true nobility of character and calm heroism evinced by 
Professor Bunsen, while suffering from the effects of the late 
dietress:ng accident-an account of which we recei1tly p ub
lished-must have excited feelings of admiration for the man, 
apart trom the high respect justly due to him as an eminent 
scientist. Many similar instances could be given of other 
men distinguished in the walks of science, one of which, hap
pily unattended by seriou8 damage, is thus related of Profes
sor Silliman by the Worcester Spy : " In one of his lectures, 
Mr. Silliman was explaining the properties of hydrogen, and 
was proceeding to illustrate its combustible properties by an 
experiment. After stating that, on a lighted candle being ap
plied to it, it would burn quietly with a bluish flame, he raised 
by its knob a glass receiver wlllch he supposed was filled 
with the gas and applied the candle. There was a violent ex
plosion ; the glass flew in splinters about the lecture room ; 
the ladies present screamed with terror, and the students rose 
from their seats, startled by the shock, and uncertain whether 
some of the other powerful agents in the laboratory might 
not be called into destructive activity in a moment. The cool 
bearing of the venerable professor as he stood in an easy atti
tude, still holding the knob of the jar in his hand, quieted 
the apprehensions of the audience; and, as soon as the commo
tion began to subside, the clear, even tones of his voice were 
heard saying : ' This illustrates something that I was going 
to speak of by-and-by. A little oxygen was accidentally mixed 
with the hydrogen, and caused the explosion. It has burned 
my hand a little ; but that is no matter. We will now try an 
other jar, which I presume we shall find pure.' " 

---------.. �.� .. �-------
Practical Application of' Sensitive Flallles. 

An apparatus has been invented by Barrett for making 
practical use of sensitive flames. It consists of two perpen
dicular copper rods, one of which, on its upper end, holds a 
metallic ribbon, which is composed of thin leaves of gold, sil
ver, or platinum, welded together. Such a ribbon expands 
unequally under the influence of heat ; it bends toward one 
side, and, in doing so, comes in contact with a fine platinum 
wire attached to a galvanic battery. As soon as the poles of 
the battery are closed, a bell begins to ring. The working of 
the apparatus is as follows : 

" A sensitive flame is lighted, about ten inches from the 
metallic ribbon. This burns quietly so long as there is no 
noise, but a shrill whistle, or any unusual disturbance, will 
cause it to diminrsh one half in length, and to spread out 
wide in the middle, like the wings of a bird. It thus heats 
t b e  metalllc ribbon, which expands unequally, and occasions 
the contact of the poles of the battery, which rings a bell." 

Such a light as this in a banking- house would betray to the 
watchman the noise of robbery,;md the inventor proposes to 
use it as a species of burglar alarm. As sound can be trans
mitted in water four times as rapidly as in the air, it is also 
suggested to employ this method on shipboard to make known 
the approach of a vessel in time of a fog. 

There is probably the germ of curious applications of sensi
tive flames in Barrett's inventi',>ll, and it would not be surpris
� to � cl ili � in � to � a �� � � �  
proach of the enemy, or of its application to a new species of 
telegraphy. 

. �  .. 
A New DecoratIve Material. 

The slowness of painting operations in buildings, the ob
struction caused by workmen, and the disagreeable smell from 
fresh paint, are great inconveniences inherent to the present 
mode of painting and decorating. To remedy this, M. Jean 
Marie Lasche, of No. 23, Boulevard de Strasbourg, Paris, has 
j ust patented an invention, the obj ect of which is chiefly to 
dispense with painting operations in the house or room to be 
decorated . and to prepare the painting at a factory or shop, so 
that it can be applied to walls or other surfaces by ord. nary 
hangers or layers, without giving rise to disagreeable smells. 
The invention consists in producing the painting upon tin 
foil: M. LascM takes thin tin foil, which possesses great 
flexibility, and spreads it upon glass, taking care to damp the 
glass ill order to facilitate the spreading and retention of the 
foil. The foil thus spread constitutes a very smooth surface, 
on which the · inventor paints or colors in oil, either plain 01 
ornamental, as on �alls or wainscots. It is allowed to dry, 
and is then varnished. This portable painting, when removed 
from the glass with its lining of tin, is ready to be applied in 
a house or otherwise. This new covering or hanging is 
wound on rollers like paper hangings, but it differs from 
them, inasmuch as the coloring or painting is OR tin and in 
oil ; the back or tin lining constitutes a waterproof surfrce, 
and the tin, owing to its great flexibility, can be adapted to 
t he configuration of all mold_ngs or irregularities. Before 
applying the tin hanging or covering, a waterproof mixture 
is spread on the wall or surface to be decorated, and the hang
ing is then cut and applied, being made to follow th e irregu
larities of the moldings and ornaments. This tin covering 
may also replace gilding, the gold being applied on the tin 
foil with the ordinary preparation. It is dried and cut, and 
after having had a waterproof mixture spread on the orna
ments or surface to be decorated, the pieces of tin gilding are 
applied to them. The advantage of this tin gilding over Of
dinary gilding on metals is that it does not 'oxidize, while or
dinary gilding on metals soon becomes spotted or tarnished. 
This invention thus constitutes, as it were, a new process of 
decorative painting, which dispenses with all labor at the 
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place of application, except simple hanging or laying. We can be of real service which sacriflces the greater to the NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

have by us some samples of this new material, which are ex- lesser." 
ceedingly appropriate and effective.-Mechanic8' Magazine. This is what Dr. Wisehead reasoned to himself, when he A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURE 01<' PORT-

spoke to Weaker Brother, M.D., about the wine and beef tea, LAND CEMENT. By Henry Reid, C. E., to which is added 
.. - • a Translation of M. A. I.ipowitz's Work, describing a 

THE PRESENT STATUS OF mEDICAL SCIENCE. shrewdly covering up his wisdom by the " little tonic reme- New Method adopted in Germany, of Manufacturing that 
_____ __ �__ dy," lest he should risk his standing with the " County Med- Cement. By W. F. Reid. Philadelphia : Henry Carey 

The present status of medical science presents some singu- . ieal Society," and thus deprive himself of the opportunity of Baird, 406 Walnut street. 8vo. Price, by mail, free of 
lar aspects. While the majority of the people, perhaps, re-. I another consultation. postage, $7'00. 

tain their faith in drugs, the d'octors-at least, those of the I, The London Quarterly further remarks : " It may be easily The largc and increasing nse of Portland cement not only renders a work of thjs kind necessary to manufacturers and dealers, but to architects, 
allopathic school-are daily losing faith in them, and relying seen that a prime moving spur to a great deal of the practice, engineers, builders, contractors on public works, and whoever desires a 
more upon good nursing, proper dietetic regimen, and rest, I from which our medical guides are now drawing back, was a valuable work of reference upon this important article of trade, its com 
for the cure of disease. certain awful ' idol of the market place,' called Inflammation. position, different modes of manufacture, its uses, methods of application 

Homeopathy, with its infinitesimal doses, has greater faith With fiery limbs spread aloft, wielding weapons labeled Tu- :�Ct�;:c�eI!e��etsu:���:a�;;��:i�;x:!;dbi��::��:li::;'���;�:��:!�:,ea��� 
in its drugs ; but, whether this faith arises from the really mor, Rubor, Calor, Dolor, Effusion, Suppuration, Fibrinous as a consequence, its manufacture and use are likely t o  assume in the 
greater success in the use of the remedies than is attained Exudation, Phlegmon, Fever, etc., it has made all fall down future much larger proportions than has hitherto been the case. Thework 
by the allopathic system, or whether that success is falsely before it : and the more it has been sacrificed to the fiercer begins with the A, B, C of the subject. The selection of a site for a manu 

it has seemed. It has been a veritable Kalee. Of late,mel). of 
factory, giving proportions of the materials required, and full (let ails and 

attributed to the effect of drugs, given in so small quan�iI:cs descriptions, with plates illustrating ·the apparatas, distribution of help , 
that their influence upon disease is imperceptible, and thard- sciend;' have been picking at the skin of this hideous obj ect processes, etc. These subjects occupy eleven chapters. The author then 
fore, harmless, is a question, we believe, not fully decide]. oj 1-1. i l l, and have seen reason to pronounce some of its weap- \ treatsof the importance of rigid testing, and gives the different methods 
And it cannot be decided so long as many professed homeopa- ons of cflense mere win!l-bags and tinsel Though they can- in vogue, with the advantages and disadvantages pertaining to each . 

• . . . . .  This chapter is an excellent and. valuable portion of the work for archi� 
thists do not conform to the practice they profess, and persist not say L ut tLat there IS a sort of hfe III It, yet Its destruc- tects and engineers, but is followed by one upon cxperiments determining 
in substituting the allopathic dose for the homeopathic tiveness co : s :Hs mainly in the pitfalls encountered by those the CO .i structive value or Portland cement and its uses, which alone con-
one. running aW .ly  irom the BoD'Y. Laying aside metaphor, it tains information worth the price of the work. Several other chapters 

11 k · d f d' l '  ld tl ' . fl t' 
'" . t '  th h f follow upon the mode of using the cement, its application to marine 

There are quacks in a III s o me lCa practIce, quacks wou 5e a .n :at In amma Ion conSlS S In e p enomena 0 architecture and its suitability for concrete building; an i then Mr. H. Reid 
admitted into full communion, and of good standing. In the a lower degree o ! ; i Ie. '{'he process of nutritive growth in the closes his part of the work by an interesting and woll-prepared essity on 
allopathic practice. the strictly honest physicians, who always various tissues of the body is arrested at an incomplete stage.. the improvement of roads, streets, etc., by the agency of this material .  
llive the remedies they pretena to give, who eschew bread For exampie what should have been the intricate meshes of Thon follows the translation of Lipowitz's work, by W. F. Reid, which 
� . . ' . • . completes the volume. We have nothing but commendation for this book, 
pills, and give the real old-fashioned " kill or cure " dose, are Skll:t, elastIc sensItIve muscle, or mysterIOUS gland, gets no except that it lacks an index. Publishers should recollect that a lar�e 
the men of inferior talent and small r€lputation ; secretly further tha11 being a thickish liquid, which can assume no class of readers use their works not as text·books for study, but a� bOo';;,s 
laughed at by the knowing ones, and publicly praised in con- comely form, can only multiply itself, and appear in the shape of reference for casual information, and that to such a table of contents , 
ImItations. " The treatment has been perfectly correct ma'am," of mucus or pus. 'l'his is suppuration. Again, the swelling however copious, can never take the place of a well-prepared Index . 
says the wisehead, whom the weaker brother has called (tumor) of inflamed parts is a loss of one of the vital proper- A TREATISE ON THE TEETH OF WHEELS, Demonstratin D' the 

Best Forms which can be !!. iven to them for the pur"'poses in to reassure the anxious mother, who has had some misgiv- ties of the small blood vessels, elasticity. Spur them up to <0 
of Machinery, such as Mill Work and Clock Work. Trans-

ings as to whether her old family doctor was not possibly. more life, and the swelling vanishes. And so on. lated from the French of M. Camus, by John Isaac Haw-
treating her sick child erroneously. " The treatment has been " What is now principally feared by the shrewder class is, kins. Third Edition. Philadelphia : Henry Carey Baird, 
perfectly correct. The constitution of your child has been ad- not so much inflammation, as the panic which it causes. They 406 Walnut street. 
mirably prep�red tQ receive the benefit of a course of tonics almost prefer that those who have to deal with it should shut While finished mechanical engineers are perhaps fully aware of the great 
which I shall no,v recommend,'" " What tonics ?" timidly their eyes than open them and act upon their fright. A importance of proper shape in the teeth of wheels, their practice in thlR regard is, in many cases, but little better than that of less accompl ished 
asks the weaker brother of the man of great repute. " A  lit- fashionable physician, who is  also a learned physiologist and men. This is evidenced by the imperfections met with in toothed wheels 
tIe wine and plenty of beef tea are the best for children, with acute observer, was summoned to a case of rheumatic fever of almost universally. If I(ears will only run together with tolerable smootiJ 
perhaps a little, a very little, of any other simple tonic reme- some days' duration. In the consultation, he pointed out that ness, and without too much nOise. the average perfection is reached, and 
dy," says that oracle as he steps into his cal'riao-e, endeavoring there was extensive inflammation of the heart, to the extreme further considerations are too often neglected. But poorly formed gears ,., may, although they cost less in the first instance, soon absorb an amount 
to save, at once, the child and his own standing as a " reg- terror of the jamily doctor. ' Oh dear, dear ! what will you of power in friction which would more than purchase good ones at double 
ular." think of me ? How can I fiJ1give myself for so neglecting my the price of inferior ones. We would not be undel'Btood as saying that so 

" Talk about the inefficiency of homeopathic remedies," poor friend's case ? '  ' Pray do not be distressed,' was the wide a departure from good practice as we have described is the rule but it is certain 'that more or less departure from accurate proportions j� 
says the practitioner of that school. "See, ma'am, I will place comforting answer, ' it is j ust as well you did not find out the looked upon with toleration, even by those who are capable of j udging-
one of these little pellets of stibium upon the tongue of your pericarditis ; you might, perhaps, have treated it.' " correctly, would they take the trouble, of the evil efl'ects of such a depart 
Spanish greyhound, and presently he shall be literally as sick On the whole, we do not think the prospects of the drug ure. There are few manufacturing establishments where such errors of 
as a do!!." Now, stibium, worthy reader, is antimony, and trade, for a brisk business, during the latter half of the twen- form cannot be detected in the. wear and clashing of badly-constructcd ....., toothed wheels. The work before us is that of a man celebrated for his 
this metal and its salts are deadly poisons. The stomach reo tieth century, are altogether flattering. Before the expiration learning and a recipient of the highest academic honors, both in his own 
volts against a very small quantity of it, and it is never used of that period, man will, perhaps, not have practically learned and other Gountries. A rigid reasoner, he assumes nothing, but leads his 
in the allopathic practice except in minute doses. This ex- that diseases may be warded off by a cleau, temperate life ; reader on step by s tep to each conclusion through an admirable course of 

. t ft £ d t . 1 f th f but he will, at least, have learned that diseases, once acquired.. 
mathematical demonstration. To read the book will require some acquaint-

penmen , 0 en per orme 0 conVInce peop e o  e power 0 ance with mathematics and patience on the part of the reader, not accns-
homeopathic remedies, is convincing to people who know cannot be cured by cathartics, emetics, or any of the other tomed to following readily a train of mathematical rea.oning ; but the 
nothing of the nature of the drug'. " ics," and, throwing himself upon nature, will give her the importance of the conclusions finally reached will repay sucll reader' for 

We believe homeopathy is doing a good work, and that it best chance to work he can, and thus secure the only possible the trouble taken. To those well versed in mathematical methods an(l 
will ultimately teach the world the utter powerlessness of chance he has for recovery. language ,  the work presents no difficulties , and is recommended "" being probably the most complete and exhaustive treatise upon the subject 
drugs to cure disea,ses, but its practice is not free from q uacks, We would not, in these remarks, be understood to reflect extant. 
who are,so to speak, " neither fish nor fowl," neither allopath- anything upon the noble art of surgery, whose influence upon ON MECHANICAL SAWS. By S. W. Worssam ,  Jr. Illustrated 
ists nor homeopathists, but simply eclectics, doctoring as they the sister science of medicine has been most salutA ry. It is with eighteen large folding Plates. Philadelphia :  Henry 
think best for the good of the patient ; that is, in nine cases the use of nauseous, poisonous,and powerful drugs,not tonic in Carey Baird, 406 , Walnut street. 
out of ten, not doctoring at all, but humbugging patients into their action, that we deprecate, believing that not one patient This is an essay on saws actuated by steam power, reprinted from the 
the belief that they are doctored. This class of eclectics are in a hundred needs them, while many a life has been lost " Transactions of the Society of Engineers for 1867." Three divisions are made of the subject, namely : ReCip rocating, or mill' saws ; rotary, or cil' .  
the most successful phYSicians in all kinds of practice. through their administration. cular saws ; endless ribbon, 01' band saws. The treatise embraces the 

What is disease is a question never yet satisfactorily an- • - .. origin of mill saws and their Introduction into this conn try ; various forms 
swered. The allopajhists affirm that the homeopathists treat HELL GATE.-We perceive with pleasure that our towns- of saw teeth ; sharpening and setting mill saws and cross cuts. mill saw 

h d h £ k 
vise, gages, files, saw sets, etc., statistics of mil l saws, saw-sharpening ma-only symptoms. But w at 0 t e ormer now of' disease man, Mr. Samuel Lewis, monopolizes a considerable portion chines, attachment of saws to swing frames, with various adden(\a . The 

except symptoms ? Can they point out the subtle cause of of the current number of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN by a treatise is eminently practi,,",l, and offers no difficnlties to any mechanic . 
smallpox ?  show how it operates in the blood, and taints the two-page illustration of his admirable submarine drilling It will prove useful to all who are connected with the manufactUre 01' the 
entire system ? Can they give you the origin of Bright's dis- apparatus. The pictures and descriptive text are very fine, 

use of saws . 
ease, or throw a single obstacle in the way of its progress ? d fl t t d't th d t f th S 

How TO BA'l'HE. A Family Guide for the Use of 'Vater in an re ec grea cre 1 upon e con uc ors o e CIENTIFIC Preserving Health and Treating Disease. Bv E. P. Miller, 
Can they show the primary cause of tubercular deposit, or ex- AMERICAN. Foreign patents for this truly splendid inven- M. D., author of " Vital Force ; How Wasted and How 
plain the mysterious nature of the scrofulous diathesis ? Yet tion have been procured by Munn & Co., patent solicitors, Preserved," etc. Published for the author. New York ' 
these are the men who claim, par excellenee, to treat causes and the inventor is now prepared to clear Hell Gate, or either American News Company. Boston : Lee & Shepard. 
and not symptoms. side of it, or any other important obstructed channel, with We have found this little work entertaining and instructive. It contains 

The following statement in the Radical, for June, is not ex- h I t 'bl d 1 A h b � 'd 
descriptions of some forty or more kin (Is of general and local bathing, with 

t e eas POSSI 0 e ay. s we ave e,ore sal in these other mformation ef a popular character ill re;;'1'\1 to properties of water, 
aggorated. " No branch of science is in a more unstable and columns, if the rocks lying between the Sound and East its solvent power, how to purify it, an(\ many other mat�ers respecting 
chaotic state than the science of medicine. Earnest young river are ever removed it will be by this magnificent mechan- this wonderflll fluid. As a specimen of the general character of the book 

d f h d ·  1 h I d h h we have reproducod in another colUmn rules for ordinarylJathing, extruct: men gra . uate rom t e me Ica BC 00 S, an t en t row up ism, the speedy use of which nothing but the most disreput- ed from the book, which will be found interes �il1g and useful . The world 
the profession with the frank avowal that t1:pey do not under- able coalitions can prevent.-The Brooklyn Argu8. has begun to learn that cleanliness is only another name for health, and 
stand how an honest man can be a physiCian. Grave pro- .. _ � that disease and dirt always keep company. 
fessors close their learned lectures with the naive confession, THE Portland Argus says, Walter Brown has brought INVESTIGATrONS OF FORAfULA!: FOR THE STRENGTH OF THE 
that, although these are the accepted theories of to-day, a few h ome a new paper boat, of the ""Vaters' patent, from a model IROX PARTS OF STEAM MACHINERY. By J. D. Van 
years will undoubtedly sweep them all into the waste-basket of his own. This boat is 31t feet long, 12 inches wide, and Burell, ,Jr., C. E" late of the Engineers, U. S. Navy. New 

York : D. Van Nostrand, 23 Murray street and 27 Warren 
of posterity. Undoubtedly they will ; and with- them will go weighs but 22 pounds. The lightest wooden boat ever built street. 
wlmt Egyptian 'pyramids of pills and powders ! what rivers of similar dimensions weighed 41 pounds. The most singu- This book has lain upon our table for some days, but a" yet we Itave nut 
and Eeas of wine bitters and cherry pectorals, of pain killers lar part of the matter is that the boat is more than four times found time to givc that attention which wou\(] enable us to speak of i t a s  
and panaceas of every conceivable sort, that have brought stronger than one of wood. All of it, save where the sculler it properly deserves. It is written in the abstruse style of matltematical ill 
"Tealth to their vender�, and woe to humanity ! Every day sits, is gas-thrht, so that in the C'vent of a race sufficient gas veRtigations, and was probably designed for those well posted in the lllathc-

<-' CO' matical treatment, of RIWh subjects. The formnlm seem chiefly founded 
markR the birth of some new, ana the burial of some old, nos- may be taken into it to reduce its weig'ht to 8 pounds. 'rhe upon the experiments of Fairbairn, Rankine, Mosely, Muhan, ;au(l other 
trnm-more worthless, even, than ephemeral-while temper- displacement of water by such a craft will be very much less engineers of note, gre,t care being; taken in securing accunoy of the data, 
ance, cleanliness, and exercise-the world-old healers of hu- than that of a wooden boat, and the same exertion will pro- from which the fonnal", are deduced. _____ .. ________ _ _ _  . __ .. __ . _ _  
manity-Iose not one j ot nor tittle of their ancient virtues, pel it proportionately faster. Its strength is also a great ad- , - - --�-- . -- -

-,-���-

though the world comes to a knowledge of, and adherence to vantage. Inventions Patented in England �y Alllel'icRns. 

them by slow and painful steps. It certainly has not learned _ _  • [Compiled from the " Journal of the Commissioners 01' Patents." J 
that temperance means the intelligent use of all that is good, AN IMPROVED BATTERY.-We have recorded so many im PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR SIX ]\WNTIIS. 
and the rej ection of all that is evil ; that cleanliness includes provements (as they are all called) in galvanic batteries, that 1 ,535.-DEYICE FOR �ECURI"Ci CORKS IN l101"l'LE3.--IV . .M. Lit:.ell, Newark 
lmrity of person, purity of surroundings, purity of soul ; and the number and variety becomes bewildering. The last we N. J. May 18, 186V. ' 

1 ,546 . - -SIIOE� }<'Qlt HOI��.J:: �; .,,-� l)  o'rHER ANHL\LS . --Da.vic1 goherp'c, New 
that exercise, in its true sense, means a full and perfect meet with is that suggested by Bottger, who proposes to sub- York city . .May lV, 18�9. 0 

devl)lopment of the body in harmony with all the laws stitute metallic antimony for carbon. An amalgamated zinc ly��5kfO�a;;1[o�If8�["'It" >'on C U RTAIN FIXTURE".-C. C. Parker, Brook-
th9reof." plate is immersed in a strong solution of common salt and 1,563.-DISTILLATION OF SPIRI'ruOUS LIQU01!S, A"" r:'{ ApP.\UATUS TO TIE 

h L k E.�IPOYED 'l'lIEUEFOR.-George .Johnt5on, San l3'rancisco, Cal. May 20, 1869. Says t e ondon QU(JJrtErly Reciew ,' " The fiC nowledgment sulphate of magnesia, The antimony, like the carbon, is 1,539.-PRoo>:ss FOR OBTAINING GELATINE, ETC. ,  F1W>I ANurAL SUB-
seems to become daily wider spr('ad, that ' the man is greater placed in a porous pot, but the liquid used is dilute sulphuric �;'ti1��osr��1· 1f�;li9S��io Lugo, w. ,J . Hooper, alu\ Theodore Hooper, 
than his maladies;' that his general condition ' is of' more im- acid. A combination of this arrangement is said to give a 1 ,567. -BoAT·DE·fACIIING App \RATus .-,Jas. Foster, Jr"  Noah Hand, and 
pOl'tance than his local ailments ; that disease is a change in stronger and more lasting current than a cell of Daniel's Cllarles Sloan, Camden, N. J. May 20, 1869. 

1,577.-MACHINE FOR WORKING :MX'!'ALs.-Charle� B.owen, Shernrooke ! b im, rather than in some part of him ; I\Il.d that no treatment battery.-Mechanic'8 Magazine.. C.n.dll. May 21, ISflfI. 
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1,585.-HoRSESHOE NAILS AND NAIL MACHINEl"ty.-Johll S. Griffing, New 
Havcn , Conn. May 22, 1869. 
1,586.-MAOHINERY FOR CASTING IRON.-J. A. Burden, Troy, N. Y. May 22, 1869. 
1,5D5.-IcE HOUSES AND REFRIGERATORS.-,E. D. Brainard, Albany, N. Y. May 24, 1869. 
1,595.-MACHINERY FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF BRUSHES .. -A. M. White, Thompsonville, Conn. May 22, 1869. 
1,603.-IMITATION, WOOD, IVORY, STONE, ETO.-David Blake, Albany, N.Y. May 25. 1869. 
1 :612.-ToOLS FOR CUTTING GLASS, ETC. I Joseph Beales, W. T. Davis, and 

A. be Wolf, Greenficld, Mass. May 26, 1869. 
1,6i7.-MACRINERY FOR MANUFAOTURINGBOLTS AND Nu'l's ....... O. C. Burdlct, Providence, R. 1. May 28, 1869. 
1,682.-MECHANISM FOR PROPELLING BY MUSCULAR POWER.-W. S. Hall, Qnincy, Mass. May 31, 1869. 

CORRESPONDENTS who e"'peet to receive answer8 to their letter8 mU8t, in 
all cases, sign their name8. We have a right to knoUJ th08e who 8eek in
formation from u� .. be8tde, a8 80metime8 happen8, we may prefer to ad
dreS8 corre8pendents by maU. 

l! PECIAL NO TE.- Thi8 column is designed for the general Intere8t and In
struction of our readers, not for gratu,itou8 replies to questions of a purely 
business or peJ'8onal nature. We will publish such inquiries, however
when paid for a8 adverti8emet8 at $1'00 a line, under the head of U Busi
neS8 and Personal." 

p-All reference to back numbers should be by volume and page. 

W. B., of Ky.-We do not think the process you suggest of 
transferring pencil drawings can be accomplished. There is no solvent that will dissolve wood without decomposing it. A pulp may be made of woody tissue by mechanical means, which is used in the manufacture of paper. The idea of making moldings of saw dust by pressure and combl· nation with some cementiny material is not new. If in the distillation of water,the weight of the condensed distillate and the residue of saline and organiC matter left in the still do not equal the weight of the water experimented with, the fact argues only your inexpertness , or the imper� fection of the apparatus employed . The substance which you describ e as resembling graphite, is the product of attrition between the two metallic surfaces. It is not graphite. Graphite is one of the forms in which carbon exists . As generally found, however, it contains more or less carbonate of iron. Bone or horn is easily dissolved by steam under high pressure. In the ordinary manufacture of handles, etc. , such as you de
scribe, these materials are o?ly softened by hot water or steam, and shaped while hot by tyressurc in molds. Whcn cold they harden again and retain the form of the mold. 

J.  H. T., of Ill.-To find the loss in the delivery of a water 
pipe caused by friction, the following rule is given : Multiply the weight of fiuid discharged in a given time. by the product of the length of the pipe, the circumference of the cross section of the bore, and the square of the velOCity of the flow, all expressed in similar units of measurement divide this product by 32'1808 times the area of the cross section of the bore, and multiply the quoticnt by 0'0035. This will glve an expression, in pounds of water prevented from :fiowing by friction during the time of the experiment. We have not the data for answering your second query, f1,nd doubt if it has ever been made the subject of experiment . 

C. C., of N. Y.-Steel springs can be either tinned or zinced. 
Zincing a steel spring by immerSing it in melted zinc, you will draw the temper of thc spring, bnt the melting point of tin being considerably low
cr, tinning by the usual method will not be likely to injure the temper un· 
less you heat the tin beyond the melting point . The temperature of zinc at the melting point is too high to give a proper spring temper. By the use of a battery we think you might coat springs with zinc without injuring the tcmper. You could not restore the temper of a spring if lost after zincing by any process known to us. 

A. B., of Mass.-The liquid blacking used by manufacturers 
for rubber goods is applied before the goods are vulcanized, and passes through the process with the rubber. We learn that it can not be made available for common use. We are, however, informed that black japan varnish tempered with a little boiled linseed oil may be used for restoring the surface on manufactured goods when it has become dimmed or abraded and that the varnish is perfectly harmless In its effects upon thc 
material. 

H .  P., of N. Y.-You may make quite an efi'ective filter by bind
ing several thicknesses of flannel over the nozzle of your water faucet ; but for a permanent filter, we would advise you to purchase some one of the numerous filters kept for sale. You must either do this or clean out the tank. The latter is best. as the accumulation of organic matter you describe must eventually prove detrimentul to health. 

H. B., of N.  Y.-You can temper small springs in large quan
tities, by first hardening them in water in the usual manIler of hardening steel, then placin� as many as convenient in a vessel containing oil. Heat the oil containing the springs until it takes fire from the top, then set off 
tbe vessel and let it cool. The springs when cooled will be found to have 
the proper temper. 

E. R, of Vt.-The strain of iron in a mold depends primarily 
upon the principles which govern the pressure of liquids, and partly 
from the fact that,at the time the metal is about to assume the crystalline 
form, an expansion takes place analogous to that which takes place in 
water in cooling from 39° Fah . to 32° Fah. 

C. B., of Iowa.-The assignee of a;n original patent has no 
right, under an extended term of the patent, in the absence of a specific 
agrecment to that effect . It is the intention of thc law to allow the ex. telltion of a patent, only for the benefit of the patentee or his hc lrs. 

R. G. W., of---The temperature for incubation is 1040 Fa;h. 

Under this headIng we snail publi8h weekly note8 Of 80me Of the more 19rom· 

inent home and foreign patents. 

CUR03{o.LITHOGRAPHIC POWER PRESS .-August Hoen, Baltimore, Md.This invention comprises several valuable improvements in the chromo 
press, among which are a new method of applying the pressure, a new device for inking and damping, and a new apparatus for registering. 
PAPER ENVELOPES .-G. P. Hachel1berg, Hudson, N. Y.-This invention relates to a new and improved meth.od of forming envelopes for letters and for official and professiona1 inclosures as well as for paper packages or par� eels; and it consists in a fold formed on one or more of the edges of the envelope in such a manner tha t the fold so made may be readily torn off, and 

the envelope thercby hc opened. 
MILKING STOOL.-E. W. Hopkins, Oneonta, N. Y.-This invention relates to improvements in milking stools, designed to provide a simple and efficient means for securing the cow's tail while milking; also an improved arrangement of pail-holding attachment. 
FLOUR COOLER.-Abraham Staifer and Peter Staffer, Salt Creek, Ind.This invention re1ates to an improvement in machines for cooling flour in the process of manufacturing the same, whereby the operation is more t horoughly and speeuily performed than by the old method .  
WUEEL HUTIs .-H. V .  Bclding, Oppenheim, N. Y.-The object of this invention is to provide certain improvements in the construction of hubs for wagon wheels, calculated to reduce the friction, facilitate Oiling, and to 

economize in the cost of construction. 

[JULY 3, 1869. 
CONVEYOR " FLIGHT."-John M. Lemon, Polk CIty, Iowa.-This inven- treated i s  a t  first thoroughly stirred i n  the bOiling water, and then properly tion relates to a new and useful improvement in machinery for moving or strained, so that a pure and wholesome extract may be produced. con veying :fiour or grain in a horizontal dir ection in mills or warehouses. 
BOLT AND NUT-THREADING �{ACHINEs.-John Killefer, West Richfield, Ohio.-This invention consists in an improved arrangement of the boltthreading dies and die holders to facilit ate the changing of the dies for bolts of different sizes. Also, an improved arrangement of the vise for 

holding the bolts or rods to be threaded. Also, an improved arrangement of means for throwing the dies out of action when the bolts have been threaded the right length, and for throwing them into action again when a fresh blank has been supplied. Also, an improved arrangement for operating the nut-threading device from the holt· threading operating mechan. 
ism; and, also, an improved arrangement for gearing and ungearing the nut-threading spindle. 

SPITTOON FOOTSTOOL.-Charles Marcher, New York city .-This invention 
relates to new and useful improvements in foot-stools, whereby they are made to inclose and secure a spittoon. 
OVENs_-D. A. Kennedy, Beloit, Wis.-This invention relates to improve

ments in ovens, designed to provide ' an improved arrangement of the means for operating rotary tables within the said oven. Also, an arrangement of means for maintaining a supply of aqueous vapor in . the oven while baking ; and also a means for imparting aromatic flavors to the bread while baking. 
EARTH CLOSETS AND COMMODEs.-Henry Moule, Fordington, England, and Henry John Girdlestone, London, England.-This invention relates to improvements in apparatus to he used in closets and commodes, in which dry and powdered earths (consisting of clay in a dry, unburned, or burnt state or loam) lime, peat, and other dry vegetable matters in powder, but more especially dry earths are employed for deodorizing the fresh excrementitious matters by covering or dusting them over with such powders and dry earths. 
STEAM BOILERs.-James Eaton, Bridgeport, Ill.-This invention consists in providin/S a steam chamber within the shell of the bOiler, in a manner to be completely enveloped by the water, and an elevated water Chamber communicating with the water space, to be so arranged that the boiler may be kept full of water at all times, the water being maintained at such a hight in the said elevated chamber that no change of position, such as is likely to occur to the boiler, will cause any part of the fire surface or , steam chamber to become increased, and provided with means for conveying the steam to the said chamher. 
PUNCHEs.-John Wright, Middleport, Ohio.-This invention consists In an arrangement of right-and-left threaded operating screw for effecting a quick movement of the punch. It consists in an improved arrangement of ratchet mechanism for operating the screw in either direction .  It 

also consists in certain jmprovements in the method of connecting the punch to the sliding nut by which motion is imparted to the punch. 
SELF-FEEDING AND SELF-ROTATING DRILL.-Samuel Lewis, Williamsburgh, N. Y.-This invention has for its especial object the lifting, rotating, and freeing a drill by as nearly one motion and device as is practicable, but 

which, having in view the large variety of work in the qnarry, under wa
ter, for coal oil wells, stamp mill movements, etc., shall be applicable to a wider range of uses by a simpler series of means, tQ.3I� allY thing heretofore produced for such purposes. 
PLOWS.-S. T. Godfrey, Seaville, N. J.-This invention has for its object to improve the construction of plows so as to make them hetter &dapted for plowing sedge, sea-weed, and other simIlar substances. 
TABLE LEAF SUPPORT.-C. P. Wing, Lyonsville, Ill.-This invention has for its object to furnish a Simple, convenient and secure support for table leaves which shall be so constructed that it may be operated to secure or 

release the leaves, without its being necessary to stoop and.reach under the leaves to operate the support. 
WASHING MACHINE.-F. L. Wickham, Pavilion, lH.-This invention has for its object to furnish an improved washing machine which shaH be simple in construction, effective in operation, and easily operted, dOing its 

work quickly and well. 
BACKS FOR:BRUSHES, HAND MIRRORS, ETC.-W.U. DUdler, Port Richmond, 

N. Y.-This invention has for its object to improve the construction of brnshes, so that the brush may be wet withom:; injuring the veneering 01' 
covcr of its back, and so that the body of the brnsh may be removed when worn out and replaced with a new one . 

ANIMAL TRAP.-Henry Pattison, Duck Creek, IlI.-This invention has for its object to furnish an improved animal trap , simple in construction and effective in operation; catching and caging the animals in such a way as not to 
alarm the animals still uncaught, and which shall also be self-setting. 
ConN PLANTER.-Geo. H. Wood, Cambridge City, Ind.-This invention 

has for its object to furnish a simple, convenient, and accurate corn planter which shall be so constructed and arranged as to plant the corn at uniform distances apart, without the gaining or losing of space, which is unavoidable when the planter is operated by wheels rolling upon the ground. 
PLow.-Josiah Long, Leavenworth, Ind.-This invention has for its object to furnish an improved plow which shall be so constructed as to more thor· ollghly turn and pulverize the soil than plows constructed in the ordinary manner, while at the same time it maybe adjusted to turn a narrow or wide furrow according to the character of the soil to he plowed. 
HAY LOADER.-F. W. Harlow, Hannibal, Mo.-This invention consists in a rake of curved teeth of steel Wire, suspended from the axle of a two-wheel 

carriage, to be attached to and drawn by the side of the wagon to be loaded ; also of a broad elevator supported on the same carriage and operated thereby, which takes the hay from the said rake , carrying it up and delivering it into a trough wherein a transverse carrier works also , supported on and operated hy the said wheels, and which conveys the hay over the rack t o  
he loaded. 

ANIMAL TRAP.-A. C. Flanders. Owatonna, Minn.-This invention relates to that class of animal traps provided with a slip noose and operated hy a spring arm. The present improvement consists in the peculiar construction and arrangement of the spring arm, noose, catch, and bait hook, whereby the parts operate in a peculiar manner and with several important advantages over traps of this class heretofore brought into public usc. 
HAY AND MANURE FORK.-L. D.Pitcher, Pitchervillc, IlI.-This invention relates to a new manner of connecting the tines to the handle of a manure and hay fork, for the purpose of producing a SUbstantial fastening, so that the fork will be adapted for loading and transporting loose hay and straw as securely as if the same was in bundles. The invention consists chiefly in the application of a cross bar with dovetail mortises adapted to receive the inverted V-shaped sheet metal tines, and also in a Il'3W manner of attaching the crossltead to the fiattencd back ends of the tines by means of screws and 

by the ends of the bow. 
BAG FASTENER.-Samuel P. Parmly, New Orleans, La.-This invention relates to a novel and convenient device for closing bags of all kinds, and consists in the combination with a knotted string of a novel star-shaped plate for fastening the same to the bag, and of a peculiarly bent wire, which 

is held to the bag by the said star·shaped plate, and which is to secure the 
outer cnd of the knotted string. 
FILLING FOR THE WALLS OF SAFES, ETC.-Geo. H. Ireland, Somerville, Mass.-This invention relates to a new filling for walls of safes or other burg. 

lar-proof structures, and consists of a novel combination of tubes, plates and spring bars,all arranged so as to make the same almost absolutely burg· lar-proof. The tubes are set close together, so that they will turn, when an attempt to perforate them should be made, and the rods or bars in them are made so that their fractured ends wili close together when they shall have 
been successfully drilled. 

COFFEE AND TEA POT.-Gregor Heiss and Martin Schmidt, Houston, Texas. -This invention relates to a new apparatus for producing extracts from cof· fee, tea.and other substances, and for straining the same, and it consists of a novel construction of the intcrior devices by which the snbstance to be 

ADJUSTABLE-CENTER SQUARE.-M. J. Trowbridge, Cazenovia, N. Y.-This invention relates to a new center square which is to be used for laying out patterns for toothed wheels, or for other purposes, and which is so arranged that the squaring pins will be held steady in any desired position. The vention consists in the peculiar arrangement of the braces for holding the 
reversible tongue and the squaring pins. 

WATER ELEVATOR.-G. W. Dickerson, Prairieton, Ind.-This invention has for its object to furnish an improved water elevator, which shall be so constructed and arranged that the bucket may be at all times completely under the control of the crank. which shall be Simple in construction, no t Uable to get out of order, and conveniently operated. 
VELOCIPEDE.-Fisher A. Spofford and Matthew G. RafHngton, Columbns Ohio.-This invention relates to a new driving mechanism for velOCipedes, and has for its obj ect to provide greater leverage, and,consequently,greater power than could heretoforQ be obtained. The invention consists in the application of toothed segments, which are connected with one single lever in such manner that they will simultaneously be oscillated in opposite directions, so that the one swinging backward will impart nlotion by means of pinion and ratchet pawl to the driving axle. 
MILK COOLER.-J. C. Sherwood, West Cornwall, Conn.-This invention lates to a new apparatus for COOling the milk as it Comes from the cow, preparatory to filling the same into cans. The present invention has for its obj ect to spread the liquid in a thin layer, while It passes over the COOling surface, so 308 to obtain quick and reliable action ; and it consists in the application of an inclined coaling plate provided with a series of perforated transversely·projecting plates, by which the milk, as it passes through their apertures, during its downward passage on the cooling plate, is spread, so as to mOVe in a thin sheet over the said plate, and Will, consequently, have each 

particle thoroughly cooled. 
STEAM GENERATOR.-H. Whittingham, New York clty.-This invention relates to a new sectional steam generator ,which is so constructed that it will provide a very large heating surface, so as to produce steam with great rapidity. and with a considerable saving of fuel. The 1nvention consiHts in forming a boiler of sections of horizontal tubes connected by vertical tubes, the horizontal tubes containing smoke flues, so that the water in them will be heated from the outer as well as inner side. The invention consists, also ,  in forming narrow projecting strips on the slUes of the vertical tubes of each section, whereby, when a number of sections are put side by side, transverse partitions are formed, to confine the products of combustion in certain desired channels. 
VELOCIPEDE.-John C. Wirtz, New York city.-This invention relates to a MW three-wheeled velOCipede, which is especially adapted for ladies' use , and which is so constructed that the motion of the feet, by which the vehicle is propelled, cannot be perceived, and so that the driving mechanism is all concealed and protected from dust and rain. The invention consists in the general Oombination of a protecting shield which has the appearance of a wagon body, with the driving mechanism, which is set "in motion by an oscillating footboard, said footboard being concealed by thc protecting shield, so that the moUon of the feet cannot be perceived. The invention also consists in arranging a convenient steering apparatus, on the front end of the reach, and in covering the same by means of a hood, 80 that it will be 

protected from the inclemencies of the weather. 
MASON'S SAND SCREEN.-Charles Lockwood, Haverstraw, N. Y.-This invention has for its object to furnish an improved mason's screen, which shall be stronger, more durable, simpler in construction, more effective in use, and which can, at the same time, be manufactured at less cost than the 

screens constructed in the ordinary mann cr. 
HEAD-REST ATTACHMENT FOR CHURCH PEws.-John H. Weeden, Water , bury, Conn.-This invention has for its object to furnish an improved device for attachment to church pews, to support the 'head of the wor8hip� per when inclined, and which shall be so constructed and arranged that it may be conveniently detached from the pew when no longcr required 

for use. 
COMBINED CHILD'S CHAIR AND CARRIAGE.-J ames Lee, New York city.This invention has for its object to furnish a combined chair and carriage ,  designed especially for use  in  the nursery a s  a toy, but  which may be made larger for street use if deSired, and which from the various transformations of which it is capable, will prove an unfailing source of amusement to its possessor. 
REVOLVING DOUGH MIXER.-Thomas Holmes, Williamsburgh, N. Y.This invention has for its object to furnish an improved machine for wet� 

ting the flour, or mixing or forming the dough , which shaH be simple in 
construction and effective in operation, and at the same time easily operated. 
SAW GmLlfER.-Abraham Staffer and Peter Stafer, Salt Creck, Ind.-This invention relates to a new and useful improvement in machines for gumming saws, whercby the saw may be gummed without remOving the 

same from the frame .  
CULTIVATOR.-I. A .  Benedict, West Springfield, Pa.-This invention re� 

lates to improvements in cultivating implements for working between the rows of corn, or other plants ; and has for its object to provide a cultivator that will work the ground as mnch as possible between the rows with· out throwing it on to the plantf..:! , espeCially when small . It consists of a 
common shovel plow with broad low wings or sidc plates �ttaclled to each 
side. 
VISE.-Otis Dean, Richmond. Va.-The object of this invCI1tion is to pro vide certain improvements in bench vises, calculated to facilitate adjusting them to any required position, and also to adapt tQ.3 pins and feeding screw 

to be employcd as a part of a drilling press. 
HORSE POWER.-Wm. L'1uver, Peru Mills, Pa,,-The obj ect of this inven� tion is to obtain, at t.hc same time, the maximum of compactnesE, and 

speed. 
GUANO DISTRIBUTOR.-J. D. Coxwell, Gibson, Ga.-The obj cct of this invention is to provide for public use, a light, simple, and co 1yenient hand machine for sowing or distributinz guano. or othel' pulverized fertUizers. 
GRAIN SIEVE.-Lorin D. Carpenter, Buffalo Grove, Iowa.-This invention consists in an arrangement of perforated angle plates of thin sheet metal �nd plain strips, traversing the said plates, and also in an improved arran�e ment for operating the sieves. 
EX'l'ENSION TABLE. -Floyd Hamblin, 'Madrid Springs, N.Y ,-This invention consists in the application to an ordinary table having a permanent top and leaves hinged to each side thereof, of other leaves hinged to legs arranged to slide in and out under the first-mentioned leaves, and to be sUDPorted in the same horizontal plane therewith by circular braccs when all the leaves 

are spread. 
GUN CARRIAGE.-J.R. Kelso, Freedom, Mo.-This invention consists in 

a carriage swiveled at each end upon supports, arranged in ways or on tracks crossing each other at right angles, in such a manner that the said supports are Imoved forward or back in their separate ways, and that the gun may be turned to any required direction. 
BRICK TRUCK.-John M. Mayer, Rondout, N. Y ........ The obj ect of this inv0n� tion is to provide a three-wheeled truck for moving the molded bricl,s while in a soft state, capable at all tillLCS of maintaining the load. in a level con dition to prevent the substanc�:of the bricks from flowing and bec'.)ming thicker on the lower sides, as they will do when not kept in a lcvel position. 
SEEDER.-Robert B. Tunstall, Norfolk, Va.-This invention consists in the arrangement upon a vehicle resembling a common wlleelbarro ',V, without a box, of a seeding wheel having numerous seeding chambers, ra1iating from the center, and having adjusta.ble openings at the periphery for dis charging the seed, which is rotated by gearing with the axle of the ' supporting wheel, which is made heavy and forms the drill or groove for the seed 

A chain and roller are applied for covering and passing the seed. 
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Facts Cor the Ltdies. 

I have used my Wheeler & Wilson over fifteen years. It has done the sewing for two families, and numerous benevolent purposes, without one cent of repairs. I had no personal instructlOns, but simply followed the urinted directions. MRS. R. E HALE. Coldwater, Mich. 
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Scientific Books to order. Macdonald & Co. ,37 Park ;Row,N.Y. 
Engine and horizontal tubular boiler for sale-15 to 25-horse, 
now at work at 80 Greenwich st., New York. 

Patents and patent articles sold, manufactured, and introdU(�ed. 
National Patent Exchange, Bnffalo, N. Y. 

Patentees, manufacturers, and venders of water wheels, mill 
furnishing goods,etc.,who wish their wares noticed in a forthcoming boolt:, on Mills and Milling,will please communicate with Henry Carey Baird, Industrial Publisher, 406 Walnut st., Philadelphia. N. B.-No charge will be made for notice-none inserted unlesi approved by the editor. Baird's New Catalogue of Industrial Books, June 1, 1869, 72 pages, sent free to any 
address. 

Rolling-mill blanks wanted-3-8, 7-16, 1-2, and 9-16-in. rounds, 
cnt to l·ft. lengths. Address Box 6,721 New York Postotllce. 

See advertisement of Doty Manufacturing Co.'s Punching and 
Shearing machinery on last page. 
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For copy Of Claim of any Patent u,8ued within 00 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 
A 8ketch from the model or drawing, relating to 8uch portion Of a machine 
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Official Oopies oJ Drawings of any patent i8sued 8ince 1336, we can supply at 
a rea80nable cost, the price depending upon the amount oJ labor involved and 
the number of view8. 

Full information, as to price oj drawings, in each case, may be had by addres8· 
ing MUNN & CO • •  

Patent Solicitors, No. 37' Park RoW, New York. 

91 ,197.-NUT LOCKo-S. C. Adams, Buffalo, N. Y. 
91,198.-CHECK-BoOK CLIP.-A. B. Auer, Chicago, Ill. 
91,199.-VrsE.-Noyes Baldwin, Buffalo, N. Y. 
91,200.-SLIDE BLOCK FOR MULEY SAW MILLS.-A. P. Barlow, Kalamazoo, Mich . 
91,201.-COMPOUND TOOL FOR REAMING AND SQUARING PIPEs .-Wm. Barry, Chicago, Ill. 

Wanted-A pattern maker, with good reference. Address 91,202.-GRAIN BINDER.-C. L. Beamer, Cambria, N. Y. 
91 ,203.-B.EEHlvE.-Henry Berix, Petersburgh, Ohio. 
91,204.-WAGON WHEEL.-C. W. Bierbach, Milwaukee, Wis. box 75, Ephrata, Lancaster county, Pa. 

Wanted-A thorough practical machinist, familiar with the 91,205.-INJECTOR.-A. J.  Blakslee and G. C. Williams, Du Quoin, Ill. details of first-class work, and qualified to take general oversight of its execution. The right man will find a permanent situation in a well established concern,desirably located. Address with full particulars,Postotllce Box 4,499, New York city. 

91,206.-CoTTON SEED PLANTER.-A. W. Brian, Ouachita county, Ark. 
91,207.-LET-OFF MECHANISM FOR LOOMs.-L. C. Briggs and Albert Howard, Boston, Mass. 
91,208.-LAMP BURNER.-A. W. Browne (assignor to Mary Wanted-Enterprising men, with large and small capital, to A. Van Alen) , Brooklyn, N. Y. introduce and sell a money-making patented article. Sample and circular sent postpaid for 35c. Address Tusch & Co., 97 Park How, Room 29, N. Y. 

Steam engine, Harrison boiler, rotary pump, wrought iron 
steam and wat� pipes, "much below cost, by G. Leverich, Mechanical Engineer, 80 Broadway, New York, room 46. 

91,209.-TINSMITHS' MAcHINE .-Bradford Buckland (assignor to s. Stow Manufacturing Co .) , Plantsville, Conn. 
91,210.-CIDER MILL.-C. L. Carter, Union City, Ind. 
91,211 .-FEED PUMP FOR LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES.-Plumer ChesweU, Manchester, N. H. 
91,212.-CULTIVATOR.-B. M. Close, West Camden, N. Y. 
91,213.-CARBuRE'rER.-W. H. Covel, New York city. 

Superintendent wanted in a well-established machinery busi- 91,214.-KNITTING MACHINE.-Thomas Crane, Fort Atkinson, ness, who can buy an interest. Liberal Salary to a thoroughly competent man. None other need apply. Address " Iron Works," Care Joy, Coe & Co., Tribune Buildings, New York. 
Builders of bridges, railway cars, and other woodworkers will 

notice steptoe, McFarlan & Co.'s advertisement, inside. 

Wis. I 
91,215.-KNITTING MACHINE AND KNITTED FABRIC .-Thos. Crane, Fort Atlt:inson, Wis. 
91,216.-COMPOSITION TO BE USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF 

bt;:i:so<:'�����s���� toN�i��!fr ���1J�fi. t�e�a�tI��rtr�:d�b��n:. Antedated June 4, lb69. 
91,217.-'fHEATER CRAIR.-Wm. Dixon, Boston, Mass. An engineer,about leaving for Europe (where he has first-class 91,218 .-COMPOSITION TO DESTOY THE ApPETITE FOR To-business friends) , to negotiate a very valuable patent, is desirouB of re� BAcco.-Edward Douglass, Gorham, Me. ceiving one or two similar commissions. 1st·class firms only treated with 91,219 .-MACRINE FOR FINISHING LEATHER, PAPER, ETC.-

References A 1 .  For particulars address H.M., Postoffice Box 6,New York. Peter Farrell, Albany, N. Y. 
91,220.-PAPER FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER BAGS.-

A small,useful patent for sale. Address A.Storm,Matteawan,N .Y. w. E. Farrell, Philadelphia, Pa. Antedated June 4, 1869 . 
91,221 .-PADDLE WHEEL.-A. C. Fletcher, New York city. 

Leschot's Patent Diamond-pointed Steam Drills save, on the 91,222.-DooR SPRING.-O. V. Flora (assignor to A. Balding average, fifty per cent of the cost of rock drilling. Manufactured only by and J. C. Moore) , Madison, Ind. 
Severance & Holt, 16 Wall st., New York. 91,223.-COMPOSITION CEMENT FOR SETTING SLATES, MAK-ING GUTTERS, ETc.-John Fullager and Miles Byrne, New York city. 

For Sale-A Patent valuable to manufacturers of farm machine- 91,224.-STEAM ENGINE.-Wm. Fuzzard, Chelsea, Mass. 
ry. Will sell low, or trade for lands. Send address to H. S., Box 651, Cln· 91,225.-BUNG CUTTER.-A. J.  Gibson (assignor to W. C. 
cinnati Post office, Ohio. Davis and J. W. Garrison) , CinCinnati, Ohio. Antedated June 8, 1869. 

91 ,226.-0AR.-R. E. Gleason (assignor to himself and E. W. 
Peck's patent drop, press. For circulars, address the sole man- Parkhurst) , Libertyville, Ill. 

ufaclurers, Milo Peck & Co., New Haven, Ct. 91,227.-HoUSEHOLD IMPLEMENT.-Aaron Guinzburg, Boston, Mass. 
New Machine for Grinding Tools,etc., great saving of files and 91,228.-MoDE OF ATTACHING HUBS TO AXLEs.-John Gunn, Salem township, Ill. • labor by their use. Address American Twist Drm Co., Woonsocket, R. I. 91,229.-FEEDING DEVICE FOR MACHINES FOR COMBING COT-
Gear-cutting engines-new patterns-cut every number up to 

127, and 26 in. diam., made by A. H. Saunders, Nashua, N. H. 
TON, ETC.-C. F. Hadley, Chicopee, Mas8., and Elisha Johnson, Wethers· field, Conn. 

Cider Mills for sale, and rights to manufacture. 
91,230.-WHIFFLETREE HOOK.-J. A. Hammon, Franconia, Minn. Address 91,2131 .-S'fOVE DRUM.-W. P. Hepburn and WHliam Reiner, H. Sells, Vienna, Ont., or Shaw & Wells, Buffalo, N. Y. Clarinda, Iowa. 
. 91,232.-SETTEE.-Sullivan Hill (assignor to himself and E. A. Scientific American-Oid and scarce volumes, numbers, and Hill) , Spencer, Mass. entire sets of the Scientific American for sale. Address Theo. Tusch, Box 91,233.-CHECKER MEN.-J. W. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, N. Y. 

448, or Room 29, No. 37, Park Row, New York city, 91,234.-DoMINO .-J. W. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, N. Y. 
State Rights for sale of a new and valuable improvement on 91,235.-MANUFACTURE OF DOMINOS.-J. W. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, N. Y. the velocipede, in successful operation. L. H. Soule, Binghamton, N. Y 91,236,-Mi\CHINE FOR LOADING LOCOMOTIVE TENDERS.J. N. Jackson, Brookhaven, Miss. Glynn's Anti·incrustator for steam boilers-the only reliable 91,237.-HoRSESHOE CALKs.-Joseph Jorey, North Manches-preventive. Prevents foaming and does not attack the metals of the boUer ter, Conn. 
Liberal terms to agents. M. A. Glynn & Co., 73. Broadway, New York. 91,238.-MACHINE FOR PEELING FRUIT.-Charles Lehman, Hartford, Conn. 

For the best hammer and sledge handles, made of carefully- 91,239.-HoT-AIR ENGINE.-Wilhelm Lehmann, Nuremberg, 
selected, well-seasoned, second·growth hickory, address Hoopes, Bro. & Germany, assignor to himself and Stehn & Wulfing, New York city. 
Darl!ngton, West Chester Spoke Works, West Chester, Pa. . 91,240.-ApPAUATUS FOR PERFORATING PAPER FOR TELE-

Tempered steel spiral springs made to order. 
91 and 93 Cliff st., New York. 

����:�f[t;-ff��i:'�. �:t!�:y�UdSOn City, N. J . ,  assignor to himself and 
John Chatillon, 91,241 .-ApPARATUS FOR PERFORATING PAPER FOR AUTO

A. A. Fesquet, pra�ical 'and analytical chemist. 
of chemical works, etc., 323 Walnut st., Philadelphia. 

MATIC TRANSMITTERs.-George Llttle. Hudson City, N. J., assignor to 
Construction �::�I�li;£��I�;geNiiftli."°rk City, and Marshall Lefferts, assignor to 

91 ,242.-HAY LOADER.-A. W. Lozier, New York city. 
91,243.-HAY RAKER AND LOADER.-A. W. Lozier, New York 

The Tanite Emery Wheel-see advertisement on inside page. city. 
. , . 91,2�4.-CABINET BEDsTEAD.-S. C. Maine, Boston, Mass. 

For solId wrought-Iron beams, etc., see advertisement. Address 91,245.-STOVE DAMPER.-H. Mallory, Milwaukee, Wis. Union Iron Millo, Pittsburgh, Pa., for lithograph, etc. ,91,246.-HARVESTER.-J. P. Manny, Rockford, Ill. 
Machinists boiler makers tinners and workers of sheet metals 191,247.-STEAM GENERATOR.-Carlile Mason, Chicago, Ill. 

read adver;isement of parke;'s Power �resses. 91,248.-MACHINE FOR MANUFAOTURING METAL CANS .-John Mays and E. W. Bliss, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Winans' boiler powder, 11 Wall st., N. Y., removes Incrusta- 91,249.-CARTRIDGE Box.-J. R. McGinnis, Washington, D.C. Antedated June 2, 1869. ' tions without injury or foaming 12 years in use. Beware of imitations. 

APPLICATIONS FOR EXTENSION OF PATENTS. 

91 .250.-PISTON PACKING.-Andrew McMullin, Paterson, N. J. 
91,251.-MECHANICAL MOVEMENT.-Henry Merriman, Bloomington, Ill. 
91,252.-ApPARATUS FOR BENDING TIREs.-John Metzgar, 

SEWING MACHINE CASES.-F. A. Ross, of New York City, for himself. and Rancho Gap, Pa. 91 ,253.-lcE VELOqPEDE.-G. H. Miller and John Jageler, as assignee of William H. Marshall, of his interest in the extended term, has applied for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing August 16, 1869. 
GRASS HARVESTER.-James Haines, of Pekin, Ill. , administrator of the es .. tate of Jonathan Haines, deceased, has petitioned for the extension of the 

above patent. Day of hearing, August 16, 1869. 

Binghamton, N. Y. 
91,254.-STEA�{ GENERATOR.-R. B. Mitohell, Chicago, Ill. 
91,255.-STEAM GENERATOR.-D. M. Nichols, New York city. 
91,256.-FRUIT PICKER.-Thomas Nutting, Georgiaville, R. 1. 
91,257.-'l'HRASHING MACRINE.-Geo. Oerlein, Utica, Minn. 
91,258.-HAMES STRAP.-George Paddington and W. F. Crew, 

BANK LOCK.-Joshua H. Butterworth, Dover, N. J., has applied for an ex· 91,259�be�E�BOTTOM.-Thomas Payne (assignor to Walter tension of the above patent. Day of hearing August 23, 1869. Wilkins and A. D. Plumb) , Grand Rapids, Mich. 
MACHINERY FOR FOLDING AND MEASURING CLOTH.-J .D.Elliott,I.Jeicester, Mass., has· petitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing August 23, 1869. 

91,260.-MAGAZINE COOKING STOVE.-J. S. Perry, Albany, N. Y. 
91,261.-SAFETY ATTACHMENT FOR BREASTPINS.-Charles F. Pierce, Providence, R. 1. METHOD 0>' OPERATING RECIPROCATUlG SAws.-Ozias S.  Woodcock, of 91,262.-GRAIN SIEVE.-Peter Plamandon and N. A. Maher, PariS, Ill., has petitioned for the extension of the abov� patent. Day of Atchison, Kansas . 
91,263.-LAMP.-George Pugh, Cleveland, Ohio. 
91,264.-MACHINE FOR MEASURING AND WINDING CLOTH, ETC.-J. E. Race and Hiram Whitney, Chicago, 111.  
91,265.-UTERINE S U�PORTER.-J . S. Rankin, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

bearing August 23, 1869. 
KNITTING MACHINE.-Clark Tompkins, of Troy, N. Y., and John Johnson, or Boston, Mass., has petitioned for an extension of the t>bove patent, Day 

of hearing, August 30, 1869. 
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91,266.-BEEHIVE.-E. B. Redfield, White's Corners, and E.C Hnbbard, Water Valley, N. Y. 
91 ,267.-MAOHINE FOR MAKING LEADeSHAVINGS.-Joseph Repetti, Philadelphia, Pa. 
91,268.-P APER FILE.--A. S. Richards, Montgomery county Md. 
91,269.-CUTTER HEAD.-Charles Richards and Willard Cur tiss, Cleveland, Ohio. 
91,270.-GRAIN SEPARATOR.-Henry Richmann, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
91,271 .-PROCESS FOR RECUTTING FILES.-Xiste Robert Worcester, Mass. 
91,272.-SYRINGE FOR DESTROYING COTTON-PLANT WORMS. -Antonia Robira, Galveston, Texas. 
91,273.-MEAT CHOPPER.-M. E. Russel, China, Me. 
91,274.-COFFEE POT.-Silas T. Savage, Greenbush, N. Y., as· signor to himself and J. S. Perry, executor and trustee. 
91,275 .-COOKING STOVE.-A. C. Schwanke, La Prairie, Ill. 
91,276.-PERCUSSION CAP HOLDER.-F. J. Seymour,and O. N . Perkins, "h'Ieriden, Conn. 
91,277.-P AGING MACHINE .-C . L. Sholes, Milwaukee, Wis. Antedated June 4, 1869. 
91,278.-METALLIC CARTRIDGE.-Dexter Smith, Springfield, Mass. 
91,279.-PORTABLE FURNACE FOR SHRINKING ON AND REMOVING l.'IRES.-W. Bell Smith, Charleston, S. C. 
91,280.-THILL COUPLING .-VV. C. Spalding and C. P. Southwell, Watertown, Wis. 
91,281 .-MACHINE FOR ROUNDING UP BOOT AND SHOE Sor"Es. -E. M. Stevens, Chelsea, Mass. 
91,282.-GRAIN BINDER.-Ole O. Storle, Norway, assignor to himself, J. G. ]'Unt, Jr., and Mary M. l\fason, Milwaukee, Wis. 
91 ,283.-HoISTING ApPARATUS.-Henry D. Stover, New York city. Antedated June 2. 1869. 
91,284.-MILLSTONE PICK.-H. P. Straub, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
91,285.-CORDER FOR SEWING MACHINEs. -J. B. Sulgrove, IndianapOlis, Ind. 
91 ,286.-INSTRUMENT FOR PARING HORSES' HOOFS.-Jollil Temple. Van Buren, Ohio. 
91,287.-FIREPLACE HEATER.-J. M. Thatcher, Bergen, N. J .  
91,288.-MACHINE FOR MAKING METALLIC NUTS.-A. S .  Up-' SOll, UnionVille, Conn. 91,289.-MoDE OF CONSTRUCTING HousEs.-Fred. Waltoll, Staines. England. Patent cd in England, Dec. 11, 1868. 
91,290.-JAW lWR BooMs.-Isaac Webster (assignor to Jas. F .  Moses) , Bucksport, Me. 
91,291.-PIPE COUPLING.-F. R. Wegman (assignor to himsalf and F. C. Hydel) Hartford, Conn. 
91,292.-G UIDE FOR SEWING MACHINE.-G. W. Wells, Washington, D. C. 
91,293.-MACHINE FOR CUTTING RAsps.-J. B. West, Geneseo, N. Y. 
91,294.-STEAM GENERATOR.-I. N. Wilfong, Philadelphia, Pa. 
91,2!l5.-HANGING MILLSTONES.-A. W. Winall, Cincinnati, Ohio . 
91,2�6.-COMPOUND FOR CLEANING AND SCOURING WOOD, METAL. ETC.-F . M. Woodbury (assignor to himself and J. P. Bonnell) , New York city. Antedated June 8, 1869. 
91,297.-AuTOMATIC FAN.-David Aaron, San Francisco, Cal. 
91,298 .-MoDE OF PREPARING RENNET FOR USE IN MAKING CHEESE.-L. B. Arnold, Lansing, N. T .  
91,299 .-FIREPLACE .-Thomas F .  Baker, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
91,300.-SWIMMING ApPARATUS.-Frederick Barnett, Paris, France. 
91,301 .-HEATING DRUM.-S. M. Bayard, Ionia, Mich. 
91,302.-CARRIAGE Htm.-H. V. Belding, Oppenheim, N. Y. 
91 ,3013.-CULTIVATOR.-I. A. Benedict, West Springfield, Pa. 
91,304.-ApPARATUS FOR EXTINGUISHING FIRES.-J. 1!'. Boyn-ton, Syracuse, N. Y. 
91,305.-LoOM FOR WEAVING HATS.-Peter Brooks (assignor to himself, and C. O. Crosby) , New Haven, Conn. 
91,1306.-TIRE COOLER.-T. S. Brown, Boston, Mass., and Geo. 

w. Gou'd . Camden, Me. ;Antedated June 9 , 1869. 
91,307.-GRAIN SIEvE.-Loren D. Carpenter, Buffalo Grove, Iowa. 
9,1,308.-FASTENING FOR HAND·REIN.-L. C. Chase, Boston, Mass. 91,309.-VISE AND DRILL COMBINED.-Otis Dean, Richmond, 

Va. 
91,310.-IRON FENCE.-D. I. DeGroat, Newburg, N. Y. 
91,311.-WATER ELEVATOR.-G. W. Dickerson, Prairieton, Ind. 
91,312.-ToOL FOR HOLDING DIAMQ.NDS FOR DRESSING STONE. -John Dickinson, Bay Ridge, N. Y. • 
91,313.-MoDE OF TREATING THE. SPBNT OXIDE OF IRON USED FOR PURIFYING GAS.-S. R. Divine, New York city. 
91,314.-BAOK FOR BRUSHES.-W. U. Dudley, Port Richmond, 

N. Y. 
91,31 5.-HARVESTER RAKE.-J. C. Durborow, Ellicott's City, Md. 
91,316.-STEAM GENERAToR.-Jap. Eaton, Bridgeport, Ill. 
91,317.-HoE AND RAKE .-Augustin Ellis and Oliver Albertson, Salem, Ind . 
91,318.-SEWING MACHINE.-M. J. Ferren (assignor to himself and W. J. Battles) , Stoneham, Mass. 
91,319.-PIPE COUPLING.-J. J. Fifield, East Boston, Mass. 
91,320.-TEA AND COFFE POT.-J. H. Finch, Rochester, N. Y. 
91,321 .-BEEHIVE.-J. E. Finley, Enon, Ohio. 
91,322.-VELOOIPEDE.-D. P. Flint, N u eces county, Texas. 
91,323.-VELoCIPEDE.-D. P. Flint, Nueces county, Texas. 
91,324.-MANUFACTURE OF IRON AND STEEL.-J . Lee Floyd" Philadelphia, Pa. 
91,325.-LAMP.-Jim B. Fuller, Norwich, Conn. 
91 ,326.-SASH-CORD FASTENIMG.-J . J. Gabel, Lebanon, Pa . 
91,327.-MECHANISM FOR DRIVING SEWING MAcHINEs.-Car- · oUne Garcin and U. Adam, Colmar, France. 
91,328.-PLOW.-S. T. Godfrey, Seaville, N. J. 
91,329.-AsH SIFTER.-B. J.  Greely, Boston, Mass. 
91,330.-FRUIT STAND.-Arthur Greenman, East Kendall, N. Y. 
91,331 .-ENVELOPE.-G. P. Hachenberg, Hudson, N. Y.  
91,332.-EXTENSION TABLE.-Floyd Hamblin, Madrid Springs;. N. Y. 
91,333.-COFFEE AND TEA POT.-Gregor Heiss and Martin Schmidt, Houston, Texas. 
91,334.-DIAPER.-J. C. Hempel, Baltimore, Md. 
91,335.-REVOLVING DOUGH MIXER.-Thomas Holmee.; Wil-liamsburgh, N. Y. ' 
91,336.-MILKING STOOL.-E. W. Hopkins, Oneota, N. Y. 
91,337.-STEAM-ENGINE STOP-VALVE.-W. H. Howland, San FranCisco, Cal. 
91,33tl.-WATEU WHEEL.-Rodney Hunt (assignor to himself J. B. "Waite, and D. B. Flint) , Orange ,  Mass . 
91,339.-MANUFACTURE OF RAILWAY RAILS.-J. S. Huntoc, Low'ellville, Ohio . 
91,340.-LINE HOLDER.-C. S. Hutchins, Canton, Conn. 
91,341 .-METHOD OF MAKING SOLID COLLODION.-J. VV. Hyatt, Jr., Albany, N. Y., and 1. S. Hyatt, Rockford, Ill. 
91,342.-BURGLAR-PROOF SAFE.-George H. Ireland, Somerville, Mass. 
91,343.-HoMIMY-MILL BuuR.-Andrew P. Jackson, Memphis, Ind. 
91,344.-FIELD FENCE.-D. W. Keefer, Leechburg, Pa. 
91,345.-GUN CARRIAGE.-J. R. Kelso (assignor to himself and Ernest Quast) , Freedom, Mo. 
91,346.-ApPAUATUS FOR DETACHING HORSES FROM CARRIAGES .-Solomon Kepner (assignor to J .E .  Meister, and J. F. Evans) Pottstown, Pa. 
91,347.-HARvEsTER.-John Kershaw, Kent, Ohio. 
91,348.-MACHINE FOR THREADING BOLTS AND NUTS.-Johll Killeier. West Richfield, Ohio. 
91,349.-BoTTLE STOPPER.-F. Kutscher, New Haven, Conn. 
91,350.-CHILD'S CHAIR AND CARRIAGE.-James Lee, New York city. 
91,351 .-CONVEYER-'· FLIGHT."-John M. Lemon, Polk City, Iowa. 
91,35�. -RoCK DRILL.-Samuel Lewis, Williamsburgh, N. Y. 
91,353.-SAND tlOREEN.- Charles Lockwood, Haverstraw , N.Y. 
91 ,354.-PLow.-Josiah Long, Leavenworth, Ind 
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91,355.-WoOL TABLE.-Jesse Mall�te, Cathaobe, N. Y. 91,441 .-CORNICE FOR' CURTAINs.-Charles Washington Hill, 
91,356.-SPITTOON +FoOTSTOOL.-Charles Marcher, New York 91,U2.":'C!��iiIDGE CASE CHARGER.-A. C.  Hobbs, Bridge-city. 

S G M C" t" Oh' port. Conn. 91,3'7.-COOKING TOVE.- eo. ayer. mcmna 1, 10. 91,443.-ExTENSION SLIDE FOR GAS FIXTURES.-John Hor. 91,358.-BRICK TRUCK.-John Mayer, Rondout, N. Y. ton. New York city. 91,259.-PER¥UTATION LOCK.-John H. Morse (assignor to 91,444.-C, RN HARVESTER.-William B. Hubbard, Arrington himself and Henry W. Wel!s] . Peoria, III. Antedated May 28. 1869. Depot, Va. 91,360.-CHURN;-J. L. Nettleton (assignor to himself and F. 91 ,445.-PLow.-Leavitt Hunt. Weathersfield. Vt. 
91,3c6af.raYd�;'�i�:�i'"�· Crfi�:_T. Campbell Oakman, Pater. 91.446.-0IL FOR CURRIERS' USE.-J. B. Kendall, Boston, as-signor. to himself and J. O. Safford, Salem, Mass. 
91.362'.N·�AG FASTENER.-S . P. Parmly, New Orleans, La. 91,447.-ApPARATUS FOR DISTILLING HYDROCARRONS.-J. J. 
91 ,1!6il.-ANIMAL 'l'RAP.-Hilnry Pattison, Duck Creek, Ill. it.�h�i�i's', "'i��g��;I�i1f: ':'��'1,��rit�t�g��g�: Vi�r'fnt:d��.'iSj!Wl. 
91,364.-MoSAIC COVERING FOR FLooRs.-Shadrach H. Pearce, 91,�·.-ApPARATUS FOR DISTILLING HYDROCARBON OI�S.-Boston. Mass. -:u 91,365.-ApPARATUS FOR DESTROYING Wor MS ON COTTON J. J. Johnston, Allefheny City. assignor to JOhn T. TYleriA . .  Hurst, 

PLANTS.-M. Perl. Houstou. Texas. Antedated Jllne 9, 1869. roe���� . Myers. an David M. Armor, Pittsbnrgh. Pa. An edated Jnne 
91,366.-RAILROAD CAR DUSTER.-Lawrence M. Platt, Chi· 91,449.-METHOD OF MAKING CARPENTERS' �QUARES.-H. K. cago , Ill . . Jones, Kensington, Conn. 
91,367.-FoRK BLANK.-J. C . - Richardson, TIlOn, N. Y. 91,450.-SADIRON HEATER.-A. J.  K�nnedy, St. Louis, Mo. 
91 .3 -;8.-V ALVE AND OPENING FOR STEAM ENGINES.-F. Ro.. 91,451.-0VEN.-D. A. Kennedy, Beloit, Wis., assignor to him· chow. New York ci.!I. self. Wm. Wadsworth, and E. D. Mnrray. 
91,369 .-CABINET !iOOK.-J. B. Sargent, New Haven. Conn. 91,452.-NAIL EXTRACToR.-Wm. Knaus. Otterville, Mo. 
91,370.-MACHlNE FOR ROUNDING WHALEBONE FOR COR· 91,453.-COMBINATION OF ROCKER, SLED, AND SWING.-Geo. SETs.-James A. Sevey, Boston, Mass. Knell, Moorestown, N. J. Antedated June 8. 1869. 
91,371 .-Fmt COLLAR.-R. M. Seldis (assignor to Myer Stern), 91,454.-CHURN DAsHER.-Gottleib Lange, East Saginaw, New York city. . Mich. 
91,il72.-MILK COOLER. - J. C. Sherwood, West Cornwall, 91,455.-RoOFING PAINT.-C. W. Langworthy, Bergen, N. J .  
91,�73�":""MODE OF PURIFYING AND J EODORIZING SEWAGE, 91
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ETc._Wllllam Cameron Slllar. Matheran. Sydenham Hlll . R!'bert G.eorge 9 ,457.-WIND WHEEL.-T . .  ines, ewcast e, n . 
SlIIar, 7 Cintra Park, Upper Norwood, and George Wilham Wlgner. 91,458.-FABRIC FROM FIBROUS SHEETS AND HARD RUBBER. Grove Lane, Camberwell, Ureat Britain. :"::-R. O. Lowrey+.Salem, N. Y. 

91,374.-LIQ,UID METER.-J. Plumer Smith, Cleveland, Ohio. 91,459.-FIRE .lliXTINGUISHER.-S. C. Maine, Boston, Mass. 
91 .375.-FIREPROOF CEILING. - i- amuel P.  Snead, Louis· 91 .460.-SKATE.-M. W. Marshall, Hudson, Mich. 
91,3%�·

KAUTOMATtc GAS REGULATOR FOR BLOW PIPES.- 91.461 .-SAWING MACHINE.-Wm. Martin, Bay City, Mich., 
Joseph H. Snow. Providence, R. I. assignor to himself and H. B. Everett. Washington, D. C. 

91,377.-COM. OUNDS CONTAINING XYLOIDINE.-Daniel Spill, 91,462.-HoRSE FETTER.-A. P. Mason (assignor to himself 
Paradise Terrace. Hackney,England. and Zalmon Hanford) , Gowanda. N. Y .  

91,378.-MoDE O F  PROTECTING INSULATED TELEGRAPH 91,463.-BRIDLE BIT.-A. P. Mason (assignor to himself and Zalfuon Hanford) , Gowanda. N. Y. WIllEs.-Danlel Spill. Paradise Terrace. Hackney. England . 91,464.-CoUL'PER CLE NER.-A. B. Mattoon, Auburn, N. Y. 91.379.-VELOCIPEDE.-Fisher A. Spofford and Matthew G. 91,465.-SAsH FASTENER.-W . .  W. Maughlin, Baltimore, Md. ' Raftlngton, Columbus, Ohio. 
91,380.-SAW GUMMER.-Abraham Staffer and Peter Staffer, 91,466.-MANUFACTURE OF WIDTE LEAD.-F. F. Mayer. New 

Salt Creek. Ind. York cltr· 
91,381 .-FLOUR COOLER.-Abraham Staffer and Peter Staffer, 91,467.-(JHuRN POwER.-David McCurdy, Ottawa, Ohio. 

Salt Creek. Ind . . 91,468.-ROTARY STEAM ENGINE.-Thomas McEwen, Chi· 
91 382.-MuFF.-Myer Stern and R. M. Seldis, New York city. cago. Ill. 
91;383.-STEAM PL w.-Linus Stewart, San Francisco, Cal. 91,469.-=-RoCKING CHAIR.-A. K. McMurray, Utica. N. Y. 
91 .384.-SAWDUST FEEDER FOR FURNACEs.-Samuel. Sykes 91,470.-REVOLVING SHOW CASE.-O. H. Melendy, Delhi, 

(assignor to bimself and Michael Gorland) . Chlppeway Falls. WIS. Iowa. 
{ll,385.-C)J.NTER SQ,uARE. - M. J.  Trowbridge, Cazenovia, 91,471 .-CoRN PLow.-A. D.  Michener and J. W. Steigmeyer, 

N Y Attica, Ohio. 
91.38 -l . ..:....SEEDEtt>-Rohert B. T�stalJ. Norfolk, Va. 91,472.-PLOw.-W. D. Miller, Enon, Ohio. 
91 ,387.-PosT AUGER.-A. Vaughan, Chicago, lll. 91,473.-PoSTAIr-CURRENCY ENVELOPE.-Fisk Mills, Washing. 
91 ,388.-ATTACHMENT OF MAIN SPRING S TO WATCH BAR. ��Yd�Ii:�rtt�:A�'b�rn!� himself, M. P. Norton. Troy. N. Y., and G. H. Pell-

REL�ETC.-Arthur Wadsworth, Newark, N. J. Antedated December 91,474.-DEODORIZING APPARATUS . FOR WATER CLOSETS.-
91,3�J.--':HEAl)..REST FOR CHl:RCH PEws.-John H. Weeden ���flnd�oule, Fordington, and Henry John Glrdlestone, London. 

(assignor to himself and L. G. Arnold) Waterbury, Conn. 91.475.-CoNSTRUCTION OF HOT.WATER BOILERS. _ Anton 91,390 .-TRACE BUCKLE.-Jacob Welker, Attica, N. Y. Milller. Brooklyn, N. Y. . . 
!H,391 .-RoLLING TOBACCO. - John Wettstein, Lynchburg, 91,476.-MACIDNE FOR MAKING RUBBER HOSE, ETc.-John Va. Mnrphy and A. H. Hook, New York City. 
91.392.-CARPET STRETCHER AND N Au,ER.-Elonzo S.  Wheel· 91,477.-METHOD OF COATING HINGES WITH TIN.-H. M. My. er, Westport. Conn. ers, Allegheny City. Pa. 
91,393.-MoDE OF PROTECTING INSULATED TELEGRAPH 91,478.-MACHINE FOR REFITTING CONICAL VALVEs.-lsaiah WIREs .-Edward Orange Wildman Whitehouse. Stoke. Newington, Nutt, New York city. En�land . 91,479.-COMBINED LATCH AND LOCK.-Anton Ochsner, New 91,394.-KNoB LATcH. - Andrew F. Whitting, Greenville, Haven. Conn. - . 
91,�95�":""STEAM GENERATOR.-H. Whittingham, New York 91 '���ian�ANUFACTURE OF PAPER.-John Pickles, Wiga.n, 

city. 91,481 .-MILK COOLER.-M. F. Potter, Kaneville, TIL 91.3IJ6.-W ASIDNG MAcHINE.-Flavius L. Wickham, Pa· 91,482.-HARVEsTER.-Geo. Pye, Boston, Mass. vilion, Ill . 1 4 H 91,3\!7.-'fABLE.LEAF SurpoRT.-Charlas P. Wing, Lyons- 9 , 83.- OPPER CocK.-Peter Regitz, Chicago, Ill. 
ville, m. 91 .484.-:-SEWING MACHINE WORK PLATE.-George RehfuBs, 

91 ,498.-VELOCIPEDE.-J ohn C. Wirtz. New York c· ty. (assignor to the American Buttonhole Over·seamlng & Sewing Machine 
P G H W d C b 'd Co.) ;Philadelphia, Pa. 91.3IJ9.-COB.N LANTER.- eorge • 00 , am n ge 91,485.-EvAPORATING APPARATu8.-Dexter Reynolds, AI. City. Ind. . bany. N. Y. 91,4g0.-PuNcH.-John Wright (assignor to himself and J. W. 91,486.-METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING PILES FOR FORMING Vi ells) . Middleport. Ohio. AxLES. ETc.-PerCIval Roberts. Philadelphia. Pa. 91,401 .-HARVEsTER R�E.-Abram Adams. Boston Sta· 91 ,487.-PoTATo DIGGER.-James Roberts, White Pigeon, tlon, Ky. . . Mich. 91,402.-AP!,ARATUS FOR-TANNING HIDEs.-Henry "V. Adams, 91 488.-BoAT DETACIDNG ApPARATUs.-William S. Ryerson Phlladelplna, Pa. ' ( I t him If A L Tri d Ch I Ch b ) N Y k' 91.403.-DEVICE FOR CARRYING LUMBER FROM THE SAW IN crr.gnOr 0 se , mos . PP. an ar es am ers . ew or 

CIROULAR SAwMILLs .-John H. Adams. Martinsville. Ind. . 
9 1 ,48�.-CORN PLANTER.-H. C. Shafer, Petersburg. Ind. 91 ,404.--:RAL WAY CAR BRAKE.-Arthur M. Allen, New 91 490.-SAsH HOLDER.-Chri�tian Sholl Mount Joy Pa. York CIty. ' . ' , 

91.405.-NEcKTIE.-John Bachelder, Norwich, Conn. 91 ,491 .-AsH SIFTER.-De WItt Stevens. Newark, N. J .  
91,40 ,1.-FASTENING FOR NECKTIE . .:..-John Bachelder, Nor. 91,492.-BEEHIVE.-Solomon Stevens, Terre Coupee, Ind. 

wlch, Conn. 91 ,493.-SMELTING FURNACE. - Charles H. Swain, Brook· 
91,407.-PhoCESS OF CLEANING COTTON AND WOOLEN WASTES Ixnl N. Y. 

FROM OILS, GEEASE. ETo.-Haydn M. Baker. Washington, D .  C. 91,49'±.-PoTATO AND CORN PLANTER.-A. J. Taylor, Man· 
91,40S.-PROCESS FOR CLEANING PLATE PRINTERS' CLOTHS, chester, Ind. . .  ETc.-Haydn M. Baker, Washington. D .  C. 91,495.-BALING PRESS.-H. H. TIft, MystIC, Conn. 
91,409.-CABINli.T l- OR DRESSING BUREAu.-Wm. E. Beames, 91,496.-GAs STOVE.-L. Trowbridge and W. H. Trowbridge, ew York GUy. • New York city. 
91,410.-MACHINE FOR CARVING AND ORNAMENTING WOOD· 91,497.-REVERSIBLE CULTIVATOR.-Seth G. Tufts, Maine-WORK.-Myron T. Boult. Battle Creek. Mich . ville, Ohio. 
91,411 .-FIRE EXTINGUISHER.-J . ./<'. Boynton, Syracuse, N. Y. 91 ,498.-MACIDNE FOR MAKING COVERED CORD.-John Tur· 
91,412.-GRAIN SEPARAToR.-Abram Burkholder, Cornelius ner, Norwich. Conn. 

Burkholder, and Henry K. Burkholder. Clear Spring. Pa. 91,499.-APPARATUS FOR MAKING GAS FROM HYDROCARBONS. 
91 .413.-SAFETY V ALvE.-Charles Burley, Cincinnati, Ohio. -John T. '7.ler. Plttsbur1l" and James J. Johnston, AI�heny Citp' as· 
91,414.-GLUING HOPPER.-JameS W. Campbell and William �\f:'g"If���. 1';t;aii�d1une '�'i��.H. M. Myers, and D. . Armor, IttS· 

J. Miller, New York city. . • • 91,500,-WHIFFLETREE.-Alexander Vail, Henry, TIL 
91,415.-POTA'ro DIGGER.-Horace Carner, Kirtla�d, Chio. 91,501 .-HARVEsTER.-W. J.  Wallis and W. E. Huttmann 91,416.-TELEGRAPH WIRE.-Alanson Cary (aSSIgnor to the Chicago. III. ' 

Amer!can Compound Telegr��h Wire Company) New York City. 91.502.-WINE AND CIDER PREss.-Joseph Weizenecker St. 91,417,-MACHINE FOR MAKING COMPOUND TELEGRAPH Lonls . Mo. ' WIRE,-Alanson Cary (assignor to the American Coinponnd Telegraph 91,503.-PROCESS FOR MAKING AUGERS AND BORING BITS.-Wire Company) . New York city. Cornelius Whitehouse, Bridgetown. near Cannock, England. 91,418.-I�oOP SKIRT.-JohU,F .. ChaB�, Augusta, Me. . 91,504.-PROCESS OF TANNING HIDES.-H. L. Wilcox, Per-91,419.-CARTRIL Glil Box,-F elix. Chilhngworth, Sprmgfield, cival. Iowa. Mass. . 91,505.-BuTCHERS' STEEL.-J. R. Wood (assignor to C. G. 91,420,-CoRN·STALK CUTTER.-Milton Clark, Oakley, TIl. Taft. Jr.) , Providence. R. I. 
91,4a1 .-BR ECH·LOADING FIREARM.-Loughlin Conroy, New 

yc9/tk cltr. 
91,422.-(JUPTAIN FIXTURE.-Henry T. Cooper (assignor � 0 himself and "Vm. Pitman) .New York city. 
91,423.-ApPARATUS FOR MAKING LIGHT FROM HYDROCAR· 

BON LIQUIDS.-E. Hall Covell, New York Citr" . 
91,424,-RAILWAY CAR AXLE.-Daniel M. Cummings. Enfield, N, H" assignor to himself. Francis H. Wells, and Salmon R. Godfrey. 
91,425.-H�RNESS TUG.-J. S. H. D:ckinBon, J ackson, Pa. 
91 ,426.-MoLD FOR CASTING SOLDER.-John Fanning, .Brook. IXll . N. Y., assignor to Thomas Otis Le Roy and Co .. New YOl"k .clty , 
91 .427.-ANlMAL TRAP.-A. C. Flanders, Owatonna. Mmn. 
91,428.-SAw HANDLE.-Joseph Flint,Rochester, N. Y. 
91,429 .-MATCH·BOXING MACHINE.-Nelson B. Forest, Au· burn. N. Y .. 
!l)1,430.-TuRBINE WATER WHEEL.-Theodore M. Fuller, Hainesville. N, J. 
91,'lill.-HARNESS·OPERATING MECHANISM FOR LOOMS .-John F .  Gebhal·t , New Alban.}'. Ind. . 
91,41!2.-DEVICE FOR ltAISING AND KNEADING BREAD.-A. G. Good, Reading. Pa. 
91,433.-LAUNPRY HEATER.-Charles H. Goes, Troy, N. Y. 
91,434.-GuANo DISTRIBUTOR.-JohJ;l. D. Co�well, Gibson, Ga. 
91,435.-MoDE OF ATTACHING RUBBE,R 'l'IRES TO WHEELS.-J, Ashton G�<lene , BroCoklyn, N. Y. 

REISSUES. 
14,517.-GRAIN SEPARATOR.-Dated March 25, 1856 ; reissue 8.502.-C. AUltman, Mansfield, Ohio. a8signee. by mesne ass1p;nments, of . CYllls Roberts anu John Cox. 
70,885.-FANNING MILL, GRAIN AND SEED SEPARATOR.Dated NOT. 12. 1867 ; reissue 8,508. Division A.-Harrison Ogborn, Rich· mond,. Ind. 
70.885.-FANNING MILL.-Dated Nov. 12, 1867 ; reissue 3,504. Division B.-Harrison .Ogborn, Richmond. assignor to Ellis Michael. La' porte, Ind . . 
87,IJ68.-COMPOSITION FOR WELDING IRON AND STEEL.-Dat. ed March 16. 1869 ; reissue 8,505.-J. B. Rand. Caneord , llI". H. 
35.842.-AppARATUS FOR RECOVERING GOLD AND SILVFR FEOM WASTE SOLUTIONs.-Dated July 8. 186 ; l'elSllue No, 1 ,�, dated April 5, 1864 ; reissue No. 3,506 .• The Sh'aw ., WDcox Co., BrIdgeport, Conn., assIgnees,. by mesne assignments,. of Jehyleman Shaw. 
72,697.-GASOLINE HEAD LIGHT.-Dated Dec. 24, 1867 ; reis
. :ren�s,���--;�: at:;�:;;:::.ag}'j�1J���rL1�ht Co" New York City. as· 
38,0�1.-I 'AMP FOR LOCOMOTIVE HEAD'iIGHTs.-Dated March 24, 1868 ; reissne No. 3.508.--James Radley, Alexander McAlister, and R. S. Aikman .. New York etty, assignees, 'Dy mesne assignments, of Peter Budellobach. 

DESIGNS. 91,436.-HoT·AJ;R fURNACE.-Daniel GUlSweUer (assignor to himself and Jacob Hoff\ler) CinCinnati, Ohio.  3 537' TRA M P M C N Y rk • 91,437.-MINIAT1;lRl,l: RINlI: . ..,.-- Cocleli!ll C. Hall, Saratoga , .- DE ARlI:.- . • oDsnegrll, e'\V 0 CIty. 
Springs , N. Y. 3,,538.-LANTERN.-G. H. Denell, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

\l1,438.-VELQ,CIPFJ>E .. =C. A. Ha!,"per, New YOlrk city. 3,539.-TRADE MARK.-J. I. Livingston, Pittsburgh, PIl. 
01 439 S BOA I T L M H 3,,540 to 3,547.-CARPET PATTERN.-E. J. Ney, MiddltlSeX '" .- KIR'!;' ltD AND RONING AB�lO.- . • arvey, connty assign<> .. t<> Dhe LoweN Manllfaetu.ring Co LJ>weU Mass Eight Albany, N. Y. Anted8�ed JUJ;le �. J,869.. . Patent�. .. • • 
Ill,440.-ApPARATUS FOB. SHOV�LIN(l GlitA�N.-'f. D. Hawley, �,548.-FIREPLACE HEATER.-Philip ' Rollhaus Port Chester Detrolt, Mlch. N. Y. " 

[JULY 3, 1869. 
3,549.-STOVE.-J. R. Rose and E. L. Calely (assignors t o  Cox, Whiteman & Cox) . Phlladelphia ... �a. Antedated May 25, 1869. • 
3,550 and 3,551 .-STOVE.-I . .L'I . Ross, Holden, Mass., aSSIgnor to Earle Stove Co. Two Patents. 
3,552 and 3,553.-COOK'S STovE.-I. N. Ross, Holden, Mass., assignor to Earle Stove Co. Two Patents. 
3,554.-STOVE.-Garrettson Smith and Henry Brown (assign. ors to Sharp & Thomson) . Philadelphia. Pa. Antedated May 25, 1869. 

EXTENSIONS. 
MITER MACHINE.-G. W. La Baw, Jersey City, N. J.-Letters Patent No. 12.956. dated May 29. 1855 ; reissue No. S.445. dated May 18 1869. 
MACHINE FOR PUNCHING METAL.-Geo. Fowler, Seymour, Conn., and Sophronia and Maltby Fowler. Wal11ngford. Conn ., administrators of De Urasse Fowler. deceased.-LeUers Patent No. 12.m. dated April 1', 1855. Act of Cangr,!'ss approved March 3, 1869. 
FAUCET.-E. A. Sterry, .N orwich, Conn.-Letters Patent No. 13,047. dated June 12. 1855. 

ll.Iechanical Engravings, Such as embellish the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, are generally superior to 
those of any similar publication. either in this conntry or in Europe. They are prepared by our own artlsts,who have had long experience In this branch Of art. and who work exclusively for us. There is one pertinent fact In connection with the preparation and publication of an UJu8tration In our columns. that needs to be better understood by many inventors and manu. facturers who pursue a short-Sighted policy In brlngin/!." their Improvements to public notice. They often go to a large expense In printing and clrcu. lating handbillS, which few care either to read or preserve. Now, we undertake to say, that the cost of a first-class engraving. done by our own artists and printed in one Issue of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, will amount to less than one·half the snm that wonld have to be expended on a poorer Illustra· tlon. printed In the same nnmber of circnlars,imd on a aheet of paper in size equal to one page of our journal. A printed handbill has no permanent value. Thousands of volumes of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are bound and preserved for future reference-beside, we estimate that every Issue of our paper Is read by no fewer than one hundred thousand persons. Parties who desire to have their Inventions illustrated can address the undersigned,who are also prepared to send artists to make sketches of manufacturing establishments. with a view to their publication In the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN For parl iculars address MUNN & CO., 

37 Yark Row, New York. 

PATENT OFFICES, 
A •••• e.B Mdt I ••• ,.M, 

OF 

M U N N  & C O . , 
No. 3 7  Park Row, New York. 
For a period ot nearly twenty-five years MUNN & Co. have occnpled the position ofleading �ollcltors of American and Enropean Patents, and during this extended experience of nearly a quarter of a century, they have ex· amined not less than fifty thousand alleged new Inventions. and have pros· ecuted upwards of thirty thousand applications Cor patents, and. in addition to this. they have made at the Patent Office over twenty thousand Prelimi nary Examinations into the novelty oflnventlons.wlth a careful report on  the same. 
MUNN & Co. deem It safe to say that nearly one·third of the whole nnmber of applications made for patents during the past fifteen years has passed througb the", Agency. 

CONSULTATIONS AND OPINIONS FREE. 
Those who have made Inventions and desire to consult with ns are cor· dlally Invited to do 80. We shall be happy to see them in person, at our Office, or to adville them by letter. In all cases they may expect from ns an kone8t opinion. For such con8ultation, opinion, and advice. we make no 

ckaf"ge. A pen.and·ink sketch and a description of the Invention shonld be sent. Write plainly, do not use pencil or pale Ink • •  If a SPECIAL SEARCH at tbe Patent Office is required. which embraces 
a personal examination of all patented inventions and a report In writing. a fee of $5 Is charged. This examination is only adVised in doubtflll cases. 

To Apply for a Patent, a model must be fIlrnlshed, not over a foot 
In any lilmension. Send model to Munn & Co . •  37 Park RoW, New Yor'k, by express, charges paid. also a description of the Improvement. and remit $16 to cover first Government fee. revenne and postage stamps. The model should be neatly made of any suitable materials. strongly fast· ened, without glue. and neatly painted. The name of the Inventor should be engraved or painted upon It. When the Invention consists of an Improve· ment upon some other machine, filII working model of the whole machine will not be necessary. Bnt the model mnst be sufficiently perfect to show with clearness. the nature and operation of the Improvement. 

THE GREAT ADVANTAGES 
OF MUNN &; CO.'S A GENCY are that their practice has been ten·fold greater than any other Agency In existence. with the adrtltlonal advantage of having the assistance of the best professional skill in very department. and a Braneh Office at Washington. which watches and supervises all their cases as they pass throngh official examination. If a case Is rejected for any canse, or objections made to a claim. the reaBons are In· qulred into and commnnlcated to the applicant. with sketches and explana. tlons of the references ; and should It appear that the reasons given are In · sufficient, the claims are prosecnted immediately and the rejection set aside and usually 

WITHO UT EXTRA OHA R GE. 
MUNN & Co. are determined to place within the rea,¥, of those who confide to them their business the highest professional skill and experience. 

Caveats are desirable If an Inventor Is not fIllly prepared to apply for Patent. A Caveat affords protection for one year against the Issue of a patent to another for the same invention. Caveat papers shonld be careflllly 
pril:f::ues.-A patent. when discovered to be defective, may be reissued. by the surrender of the original patent and the filing ot amended papers 
This proceeding shonld be taken with /!."I"eat care. 

DestlPls, Trade Marks, and ComposltioDs can be patented for 
8 term of years ; als onew medicines 9r medical compounds. and useflll mix· tures of all kinds. When the invention consists ot a medicine or compound. or 8 new article of manufacture or a new composition. samples of the article must be fIlr· nI.hed, neatly put up. Alao, Bend us a mil statement ot the mgredlents, pro· portions, mOde of preparation, U8es, and merits. 

ElIROPE� PA.TENTS. 
AmeriC8Jl inventors 8hould bear In mind that. as a e;eneral rule 

any invention that Is valuable to the patentee In thi8 country Is worth eqnally as much in England and 80m" other lorelgn countries. Five Patents-American, English. French, Belgian and Pmssian-will secure '''I Inventor exclusive monoply to his discovery among ONE HUlfDRED AYD 
THIRTY MILLIONS of the most intelligent people in the world. The f8ciUle. 
<Yf business and steam communication are such that .. ateMs can be obtained abroad by onr citizens almost as easily as at home. MUNN & Co. have pre· pared and taken a larger number of European patents than any other American Agency. They hlive Agents of great experience In London. Pari. , Berlin. and otber cities. 

For Instrnctions coneernlng F""elgn Patents. Reissues. Interferences , H'nts on Selling Patent.., RIlles aDd Proceedings at the Patent Office, the Pat· em Laws, ete., see "nr Insn-uc1llon Book. Sent free by mail on application. 
Thoee who YelleW .. m�re than one COPCf thereot will oblige by presenting It to· fuebr friend •• Address all communications to 

l'IIUNN "" (10., No. 87 Park Row, New Y 
Ofllce In Wa8hlngton, corner 01 F and 7tb streets. 

© 1869 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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SUBSCRIBERS-who wish to have their' vol
umes bound, can send them to this office. The charge for binding is $1.50 per volume. The amonnt should be remitted in advance, and the volumes will be sent as �won as they are bound. 

Back Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1'00 a line. 

Ins-Ide Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 cent8 a Une. 

Engravings may head advertisements at the same rate per 
line, by measurement, a8 the letter-pre88. 

KNEE-SPRUNG HORSES PERMANENT-ly cured without cost or trouble W. '1'.  BAKER, Sentinel Office, Waterford, N. Y. 
THE NOVELTY IRON WORKS-Foot E. 12th st., and 77 and 83 Liberty st . •  New York, Manufacture the most approved Stationary Steam Engine, witll Variable Cut-off, now in use. . __ ._ -_. _ ... -----------
VINEGAR FABRICATION.--Prof. H. Dus-sauce, Chemist, is ready to furnish the most recent European methods to manufacture vinegar bJ,:.,the slow and quick processes. Address New Lebanoll, J.� . Y. 1* 
FOR SALE at a Bargain, entire, or by State Rights. Pat. No. 90.8.')5, for an Improved Toothpick. 
An Rl1¥i�J�M�'k�¥lbosON��7fJ:�t�Uit�,i�i'gad;;IgNr:ss 

RENEW ! !  RENE W ! !  THE PHRENOLOGI. CAL JOURNAL and SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN sent to one address for $5. Address S. R. WELLS, 889 Broadway, New York. ------ECONOMY ! SPEED ! SAFETY ! Have your old Fuel-wasting Steam Engines altered, and made as Economical as the best by using Davis' Balance Piston Valves. Send for circular. D. P. DAVIS. 26Y, Broadway, New York. 
8team Boilers. ECONOMY OF FUEL, Dry Steam, Rapid Circulation of Water, Accessibility for Cleaning, anll Safety from Destr�';,.tkvC'0�'lF.I'Wf1.'60x & CO., 1 tf eow 44 Cortlandt st., New York. 

FOR SALE, ENTIRE-My Patent for the American Reading Card,the only :practical device for reading in RaHway Cars, etc., and tor the universal disseminatIOn of speCial and condensed advertisements. Salllj11e circular. etc . •  'by mail. 10c. B. SNYDER, Jamesburg, N. J. 
�-----�-� .. ----�--- ------FOR SALE.- • "anders' Patent Mitering Machine, Illustrated in tHe Scientific American of Oct 7, 1868. The Best Machine or the kind in nse. Also, State and County Rights and LlcenJO'ifNr J�!'''A.Ni(.M\;'§����, �r1rutgson st., New York. 
TODD & RAFFERTY, Manufacturers and DEALERS IN MACHINEHY. Works. Paterson, N. J.; Warerooms, 10 Barclay st., N. Y. BOilers. Steam Pumps, Machinists' Tools. Also, Flax, 
�g�tr,!�����i���:;��.f:rl����Cuf-�1r�so���r�ri������ 
Pat. Water-pro of Paper 
j" oofing, Siding, Oei.ling, 
Oarpeting, WaterPipes, 

ETC. c. J. FA.Y & 'SONS, Camden, N. J. 

A JUBILEE NUMBER-SEE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. .July ready. Motley, Morse, Aubel' ; Portraits. Characters, Biographies . •  Music, with words. " Hail Columbia," "Star ;::;pangled Banner," "My countrc:'tis of Thee " �l!;I�ag�.hi�h:tnganBiucfo'�e!in? °if;���t�8��ft�i�i:td� Orltans of the brain, with illustrations. Only 30c. or $3 a 
b���·dW�;�J�:\r�::.e }the ig�����O�'iC!\' Jb�:n��'a�J Scientific American a year for $5. 

COCHRANE'S 
Low-water Steam Port. 

Patented in Europe and America. This Port occupies one cubic foot of space and can be nttached to any steam boiler in thirty minutes. W ARRANTED to give notice of low water in all cases when it exists , whether the boiler is foaming or not. The Port t')pens and allows the escape of' steam whenever low-wa. t�r mark is reached and closes immediately when water is supplied. Manufactured by J . C. COCHRANE, Rochester, N. Y. 

HARTFORD 
Steam Boiler 

INSPECTION & INSURANCE CO . 
CAPITAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500,000. 

ISSUES POLICIES OF INSURANCE. after a careful inspection of the BOilers, coveril1g all loss or damage to 

BoilBrs, BUildin[s, and MachinBry, 
-AHISING FROM-

STEAM BOILER EXPLOSIONS. 
The bnslness of the Com"any Includes all kinds of 

STEAM B OILERS, 
STATIONARY, MARnT� AND I_OCOMOTIVE. 

ote�ilt����r��tboen o('�t�f��(rat th�e plan of the Company's 
nOME OFFICE, in HartCord, Conn. Or at any Agency. 

�: M: �&�f>�vyg:8����;dent. T. H. BABCOCK, Secretary. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS : .J. M. Allen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  President. Lucius J. Hendee . . . . . . . . . . . .  President LEtna ]'ire Ins. Co. F. W. Cheney . . . . .  Ass't Treas. Cheney Bro's Silk Mfg. Co. 

�h�\:s·li�iI:!Ch::::::::::����:.�.����·. ���gf: t���n& gg: 
Ra��k��f�lbf�mev;.·::::.·: :::Pi-e·s't·<t:e��g!� �ftrf:a��: 
R. W_ H. Jarvis . . . . . . . . . . .  Pres't Colt's Fire·Arms Mfg. Co. 
J;:. M. Heed . . . . . . . . . .  Snp't Hartford & N. Hwen Hailroad. 
C. M. Pond . . . . . . . . .  'I'reas. ).Iartford & N. H�ven Railroad. 
'f. 0 .. Enders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sec . .fEtna Life Ins. Co. �everett Brainard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. of Ca,se, Lockwood & Co. Geo. Crompton . . . . . .  Crompton Loom Works, Worcester. 
�a�·l���oil.·.·.·.·.p�:s�r�z�& W6�� ::::'�f;�Y8::��: Hon. E .• D,. Morgan . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  U. S, Senator, �lfew York. New York Offi�e. 

l03 lS.·oQ.dway. 

iJi�S. S. CUNNINGHAM, Agent. 
________ ' , McMUllH.'\.¥, Insvector. 

MODELS, PATTERNS, EXPERI;MJ]JNTAL, and othcr machiner�\ Mpdels for the Pl!tent Office, ouilt to order by ROL,sKE MACHINE CP., N.os. 5:!8, 530, and 53� Water st., near ,Tefferson: Refer to S.CIENTIFIO AMERICAN office. 14 tf 

B A IR D ' S  B O O K S 
For Practical Men. 

LIST NO. 3. 

LATHE CHUCKS-HORTON'S PATENT -from 4 to 36 inches. Also for car wheels. Address E . HOHTON & SON, Windsor Locks, Conn. 17 tt, __________ � ____ �---------------
WROUGHT-Iron Pipe for Steam, Gas, and 

1 5  

FittingS;����r; BrJb'k1}°1�:c1r6H��mEncgt���. ��n 
Camus' Practical Treatise on the Teeth of 16 tf 

:?�:��ft,�������t:st;:,1S��t�r�'h f�fot� �����s�& $300
·
0
--

S-A-L-A-R-y-.-A-d-d-r-e-s-s-U-.-S-.P-ia-n-o-C-o-N-.Y-plates 8vo .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3. 10 52"-____________________ _ 
Chapman's Treatise on Rope Making . . . $1 50. 
Campin's Practical Treatise on Mechanical .En-

����.�l:i.��.' .�i.t.l� .:� . �l.���� . .  ��� . :�� . ��.�� . .  ��.����.l.�i�: 
Campin's Practice of Hand Turning in Wood, Ivory, Shell, etc. IllUsLl'ated 12mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3. 
Capron de Dole and Dussauce's Blues and Car-mines of Indigo. 12mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2 50. 
Carey's Harmony of ' Interests, Agricultural, Manufacturing, and Commercial. 8vo, cloth . . . .  $1 50. 
Carey's Manual of Social Science. 1,2mo.$2 25. 
Carey's Miscellaneous Works. 8vo . • • .  $4 50. 
Carey's Past, Present, and Future. 8vo ... $2 50. 
Carey's Principles of Social Science. 3 vols. ,  8vo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $10. 
Carey's Slave Trade, Domestic and Foreign. 12mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1 5O. 
Carey's Way to Outdo England without Fight-ing Her. Bvo, paper. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1. 
Clough's Contractor's Manual and Builder's Price Book. 24mo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  li5c. 
Colburn's Gas Works of London . . . . . . . .  75c. 
Colburn's Locomotive Engine. 12mo . . . $1 25. 
Colburn & Maw's ';Yater Works of London. Illustrated 8vo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4. 

----e--ili"" The above or any of my Books sent by mall, free of 
��f��::d nt�!iAr���:ia��n lil���'c��::: ����;�I��� BOOKS, 72 pp. 8vo, now ready, complete to June 1, 1869, will be sent, free of postage, to any one who will favor me with his address. HENRY CAREY BAIRD, Industrial Publisher, 406 Walnut st . . Philadelphia. Pa. 

WEBB'S A DDER. 
Only Practical Adding Machine in the World. 

This little Machine gives instantaneous additions where numbers are called off. It carries up the columns of a ledger account, two at a time,with mechanical accuracy. It has the indorsement of all who have seen or used it. New testimonials will be published next week. 
H Wonderful triumph of inventive genius."-SCHUYLER COLFAX. " It discovered an error in my books of tHn 

*��r���\acg���nco: :!��:'�o� 2 Wafi��;r:e��N,� 6f����i�� value in lumber yards. as it can be used as well in wet 
�����e�.a�,g�ypt�� ���ell::�Jg5�s ����:;-JeaIfert t� Tenth Avenue. 

The MachIne is guaranteed to do everything claimed for it. Price, $6, $8, and $10. To those likely to keep a Machine in constant use, the $8 or $10 MaChine is recommended. Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage 
(75 cents) , or by express,.C.O.D., at the c1lstomer's expense. To remit saves return-money charge. Send Mo
ney Order, Registered Letter, or Draft. For circular�, etc . , inclose stamp. State and County Rights for sale. WEBB ADDING MACHINE CO. E. P. DUTTON & CO., Selling Agents n3 Broadway, New York. 

WE INVITE 
Special Attention 

To the following, and shall be glad to furnish 
Cuts and Circulars of Wood-working Machinery and Machinists' Tools of our own manufacture. STEPTOE, McFARLAN & CO. , Cincinnati, Ohio. TOLEDO, OhiO, May 3, 1869. MESSRS. S'!'EPTOE, McFARLAN & CO. : GENTLEMEN : You ask us how the new Planer works 
:��1� ��t���rt��tg��� �:eaOb�t iS����:hlfrii��an�� 
g��d1tri:�h�Stigg:�, :��Sl:�;ig�nnofs�p��;1h�i�h;c��� and keep the timber out of the way. It planes very smooth and even on one side and one edge each operathn, making 
a perfectly sq nare piece in passing twice through the machine. The timber we dressed was 8x14 inches, of various lengths-from 20 to 80 feet. We take oft· the tim. ber guides in a few minutes ; we then have the most powerful surfacer (as we believe) that was ever made. On one occasion we took oil' 1� in., from a board 24 in. wide, at a single cut. You may refer to us for fUrther information. Respecu�w: ��{�il�" co. 

______ 
O_f the Smith Bridge Co., TOled�, Ohio. 

� HINGLE AND HEADING MACHINE-
J Law's Patent. The simplest and best in nse. Shingle Heading and Stave Jointers, Stave Cutters, Equalizers H�:��ng Turners, Pla'¥'iiMg'R td86��tockPort, N. Y.  
For Machinists ' Tools, 
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY, WITH ALL Modern Improvements. Also, Improved Nut and BOlt Machinery. Address R. A. BELDEN & CO., 18 tf New Haven, Conn. 
' p' ORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, COMBIN-ing the maximum of elll.ciency, durability and econ· 
�flel;'��dtfaev:i��tU�gir:,�go�� �Yi�!�cgeiJghrJ u��� All warranted satisfactory or no sale. Descriptive circu-Jar: �rnt on aPtt?a:8�Dfi4r� .. co. Lawrence, Mass 

R BALL & CO., Worcester, Mass., Manu 
• facturers of Woodworth's, DanlePs, and Dimenaon Planers ; Moldi)f' Matchin�, TenQningo, MortiSing; 

���Jnfio�fn�,B1V!�� T�i�\�eB tat���� ::rs' ��:i�tingt other Machmes foiWorking\Vood. Als.o ite best p,.tent Door, Hub, and �ail Car MOFtisin� Machines In tile "�llgHNn �efU�I' o'l-r 1I11'stra.edja��I�tiSTEP. 
18 tf ______________________ _ 

'STEAM HAMMERS, TURN-TABLES, and Foundery Cranes. Address 14;1' GllEENLEAl' & CO., Indianapolis, Ind. 

BOILER FELTING SAVES TWEN'i'Y-five per cent of Fuel. JOHN ASHCROFT, 16 tr 50 John st. New York. 
FOR STEAM ENGINES, BOILERS, SAW 

-1 Mills" Cotton Gin'!>, address the ALBERTSON AND DOUGLA"S MACHIN", CO., New London, Conn. 14 tf 
WANTED-AGENTS-To sell the AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE. Price $25. The simplest, cheapest, and best Knitting Machine ever invented. Will knit 20,000 stitches per minute. Liberal in· 
��6'li��� �o��gJfon;\1��;.�so:-�t�r��iiNM�:'I1JWG 
PRACTICAL, Substantial, Durable, Cheap. Warranted as represented. Hand Slitting Saw Machine; self·feeding; thousands in use; one man with ease rip board 3 in. thick, 13 ft. inch plank, 1 minute. Wm. H. Hg��bManf'r,214 Pearl st.,N.Y. P.O.Box 4245. Agts wanted. 

CAMDEN 
Too l  and Tube Works� 
Bg����rW':nd ��n����!U��dS �ft 'f{���;t [l�n ;o"vbe� TOOLS for :3crewing, Cutting, and Fitting Pipe. �crew. ing Machines for Pipe, of ftve different sizes. Pipe Tongs, 
*�����,:b�81t,�b�:�RI: �rdE:s?a�tJes�ii�it1!�se;e����8 Patent Screwing Stocks, with dies. No. 1 Screws 74', %" 
%, 1( Pipe. Price complete, $10 . No. 2 Screws, 1, 1}4' ,1� 2 Pipe, $20. No. H both screws and cuts off, 2Y,,3, SY,,4,$65. 21 tf BENT, GOODNOW & CO., Boston, Mass . •  Agen�,s for the sale 01 Patents. FOR 
��LE-A variety �A�eVA\�W�I��:11i7htS." Send stamp 
Containing d(ls�:Ipti�ns of each. 12 tf 

CATALOGUES SENT FREE. 
MA THEMA TICAL INSTR UMENTS, 112 jJages. 
�1J Rff1ff�Jlj&f{f,[{tffT}f;JtJjfrj'j;TIO ON,s, 100pp . PHIL OS OPHIClIM.fl'l,S-J'!1{fflllFJ; �<f�ges. 
12 tt 9'24 Chestnut st., Philadelphia, � 

$20 a Day to Male and 
H.�a§�M�lgs�'A6�fN'1fs�e ��rtc�Ua1���": ��1:�YeI 
�a�k����fdnlloi'l���t�� ���I1f�tf;I';;��ie?nf�rn�e� ments, and the seller and user are liable to prosecutIOn and imprisonment. Ful l particulars free. Address W. A. HENDERSON & CO., 18 13 Cleveland, Ohio. 
STOCKS, DIES, AND SCREW PLATES, Horton's and other Chucks. JOHN ASHCIlOFT, 50 .John st .. New York. 16 tf 

WOODBURY'S PATENT 
Planing and Matching and Molding Machines,Gray & Wood's Planers,Self·oiling Saw Ar�.ol�'�o����r wood w

1 9i
rEl�fl �as�������. Y.j Send for Circulars. 67 Sudbury street, Boston. 19 tf 

ASHCROFT'S LOW-W A'fEl:{ Dl!J'l'l!JU'l'O!i will insnre your Boiler against explosion. JOHN A.SHCH()FT .�! Oh�. s.t., New York. 16 tf 

THE ABOVE CUT REPRESEN'rS OUR patent cjrcular saw with movable or inserted teeth, for which we claim the following advantages over all others :-The shanks of our saw teeth are elastic, and exert a uniform distension in the sockets. The stability of the plate is in no way affected by inserting new sets of teeth. Each tooth may be independently adJusted to the cut· tiwol�i\�ets, keys, or other objectionable appliances are employed in connection with the teeth ; they are as simple in construction a8 a nut for a bolt, and as easily ap· piled. In short all the difficulties heretofore experienced in the use of movable teeth for saws. are fully met and obviated by this invention. The Subscribers manufactUre the " W. G. TUTTLE'S PATENT CROSS CU'!' SAWS," .J. H. TUTTLE'S PATENT 
�riI���gH�Oa�s.T����leS:ri"cts b'Oli���' 8;1�����e�1�Jrgtli�� Powpr and Hand Printing Machinery. 

� Our Illustrated Catalogues sent free to al1 , who will please address us. 
R. HOE & CO., Manufacturers, 26 tf 29 and 31 Gold st. , Now York. 

Powe1" HanllfJ1Jer,f;J. 
HOTCHKISS' PAT. Air Spring Hammers ; 
W. H. WA'fEH'S PA'l'. Drop HammerA. These SUPEHIOR TOOLS made ba; JWtl'LES MEHRILL & 80NS, 't rand st., New York. 

B1'idesbury 1llan/'y 00. 
OFFI CE No. 65 NORTH FR ONT STREE7; 

, 
PHILADELPHIA, P A., Manufacture all kinds of Cotton and Woolen Machinery including their new 

8ELF·A CTING JrULES AND L O OjJIS, 
rir��s��dosf��l'F:gt6�?e�t��e·a:/:�Se�l�ji�ft��� ��hm�D� gearin2" madQ to order. 13 tr 

BATENT IMPROVED BAND·SA W MA-
• chines manufactured and sold by FE:ST & PRYI· BlL. 175 & 177 Hester st., N. Y. citro We also offer Band· 

;:iYe�����fp����.rt��:310�08i;g!II�.ro£nt���i�: l���ities 22 26* 
WOODWORTH PLANERS a SPECIALTY -From new patterns of the most approved style and workmanship. Wood-working Machinery generally. Nos. 24 and �6 Central, corner Union street, Worcester, l.\'Iass. Warerooms. 42 Cortlandt street, New York. 16 tf WITHERBY. RUOO & RICHAHDSON. 
BUERK'S WATCHMAN'S TIME DE-TECTOR. - Important for all large Corporations and Manufacturing concerns - capable of controlling with the utmost accuracy the motion of a watchman or 
Eatrolman, as the same reaches different stations of his eat . Send for a Circular.p. O. Box r,il�: ���6;,�Mass. N. B.-This detector Is covered by two U. S. patents. Parties using or selling these instruments without authority from me will be dealt with according to law. 14 1Rlftf 

Tanite 
THE WOOD WORKING l\J[ACHTNES, 

Emery Wheel. Smith's Improved Woodworth Planer & Matcher, Sash and Door, MoldinO', MortiSing, and Tenoning MachineR 
THIS WHEEL CUTS FAST AND DOES Scroll SawsiIsaw il'i.ills, etc . •  at reduced l!crices. Address 

not glaze, gum" heat or smell. For circulars address CVll�LES . SMITH, 135 North 3d st., hiladelphia, Pa. 
'rHE TANITE CO., Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., Pa. 

st�E;::Af:r��N;�s:t�a<1o����J��i¥rt��e��· ' 2::',PJ:� York. Bloomfield, Myers & Co., 11 Dey st . • �ew York. Charles M. Ghriskey. 508 Commerce st., Philadelphia. American Twist Drill Co., Woollsocket, R. 1. Thomas Flint & CO., 29 Federal st., Boston. 
SPECIAL NOTICE.-EvERY 'l'anite Emery Wheel is carefully tested, before being sent from the factory, at a speed about DOUBLE that at which it is guaranteed to run. Customers can rely;with confidence,on the SAFETY as well as upon the cutting properties of these wheels. 
21 tf t:==:::ANTED - AGENTS - $75 to $200 per month, everywhere, male and femal .... to introduce the 

_ GENUINE IMl'ROVED COM· MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, 
������rdp�l�edo�r;ii18�n��w��!�;���� To�������i�� 
��r,:����rif����o�������ft�n:e;��\�!� ���s� �\r��\e:B the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Every second stitch can be cut and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay Agents from $75 to $200 p r month and expen· ses, or a commisfi:on from which twice that amount can be made. Address SECOMB & CO., 

CA uim���g��t·b�����BJ'aa�s.:,�r ;i'o�g��sp�'�ies palming off worthless cast· iron macEines,under the same 
����ic� �t���W::Chi���i����c��i�a:nuine and [6e��lY 

Oak Tanned Belting Manufactured by C. W. Arny,SOl Cherry st., Philadelphia. 19 13 __ �,_________ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
HICKS' DUPLEX CUT-OFF ENGINES. 

CUT OFF AT ANY DESIRED POINT ; exhaust perfectly free during whole stroke. Uneaualed for correctness of principles, economy in opera-ii7��: and pe!j!}i"iiffickr M"f*\'}�"ll?Tu�i�(�s6l�wer 
1 os 1 is tf 8;5 Liberty st" New York. 

Sault's Patent 
FRICTIONLESS LOCOMOTIVE V ALVES, 

H :faSi1������iUl¥i�o�iR';M:�ew Haven. Conn. 
WROUGHT IRON 

Beams and Girders. 
THE Union Irop. Mills, Pitt�b11-rgh, Pa. The attention of EngIneers and Architects is called to 
�g), y��glchd tiJ:gg�h�[g� !e1�1ll�:��e�!!a���ig:lt:�� ftan!ces, which have Broved so ot(ectionable in the old 
��p:'r�a �������u:llnslze�r�t et��J�s �����i�ie�� �!� �e obtained elsewhere. For descriptive Ilthogra»h ad· dress the Union Iron Mills, Pittsbur'th, Pa. 21 H 

w:OODWORTH PLANERS-Iron FrameR l8 to 24 inches wide. $125 to $ 1 50. tf b S. C. HILLS. 12 Platt st., New York. 
Molding Machinery. 

THE MOST VALUABLE MACHINE FOH Plan� Irregular and Straight Work in all branches 
r�� w��ghin�r�tg�,i�,t��rf�tl�����\�� ��!rj�fa��gP�� chme." Our improved gnards make it safe to operate our combination collars save one hundred per cent · and for planinll, molding, and cutting irregular fonH; our Machine is unsurpassed. The right to make and vend these MaChines is owned solely by uS,and we will defeud Purchasers in case lit.ip;ation is forced upon them by 
��i��rti'E.ifgit;�din0J�'l!'l*l'fib'M-s 11o"L'bfJ:i °1'?,'K PLANiNG MACHINE CO .• 424 East 23d st., or Posto/ficc Box 3230 New York City. Silas M. Hamilton, Baltimore Samuel Leggert,New York. 19 tfeow 

PLATINUM H. M. RAYNOR. 
...... • 57 Bond st., N. Y. 19 6eow*tf 

AMERICAN TINNED 
SHEET IRON, 

��!t��� U�!���T�a g;�ge;�� 11ii�rz:���� �Kg�� 6,�t�:�rl and made to order. 
25 eow tf H. W. BUTTERWORTH & SON, 29 and 31 Haydock st., Philadelphia, Pa. 
MERRIOK & SONS, 

Southwark Foundery, 
430 Washington Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., 

MANUFACTURE NASMYTH & STEAM HAMMEHS, DAVY 

CORNISH PUMPING, BLAST, HORIZON 
TAL, VERTICAL, AND OSCIL

LATING ENGINES. 
Gas Macbillery of all description •. 
SUlI'ar Refiueries fitted up complete, with all m O lt ern apparatus. New York Office, 
11 eowtt 62 Broadway. 

MASON'S PAT'T FRICTION CLUTCHES are Manufactured by Volney W.Mason & Co., Prov. idence, R. I. Agents. H, BROOKS & CO .. 123 A. ve. D, New York ; TAPLIN, HICE & CO., Akron, Ohio 10 tfeow 

InfiBpBndBnt s.tBam 
BOILER SUPPLY, O H  

Feed Pump. 
RELIABI,E FOlt HOT OR COLD WATER. Circulars sent free. COPE & CO., No. 118 East 2d st., CinCinnati, Ohio 
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Advertisement8 will be admitted on this page at the rate of 
$1.00 per line. Engravings may head adverti8ements at 
the 8ame rate per line, by measurement, as the letter· 
1J1'e88. 

Ball,Black&Co., 
565  and 567  BROADWAY, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

ENGLISH STERLING 
Silver Ware. 

THE FACILITIES OF BALL, BLACK & 
CO. FOR MANUFACTURING, ENABLE 
THEM TO OFFER A LARGER V ARI
ETY OF PATTERNS, AND AT LOW
ER PRICES THAN ANY OTHER 
HOUSE IN THE TRADE. 
16 0stf 

J F. WERNER. Model Maker & Machinist, 
• 62 Center st. Particular attention given to Work

ing Models, Experimental Machinery, Gear Cutting, etc. 

PARTIES WHO CAN FURNISH MA-
chinery for manufacturing Sewing Machines, and 

tools requisite in this line, are requested to send their 
offers to the address, SEWING MACHINE, Care of Post
ofice Box 5,310, New York. 

Olosing Out Sale. 
SAWS -A Stock of Circular, Mill, 
Saws, Billet WebS� s�:
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Shingle Machines,of the celebrated manufacture of Wm. 
Marriott & Co. ,ior sale at less than manufacturer's prices. 
Stock all first-class, thoroughly warranted. 

JAMES SEABOY, 4� Center st., Cleveland, Ohio. 

THE WOODWARD STEAM-PUMP MAN-
UFACTURING COMPANY, Manufactnrers of the 

Woodward Pat. Improved Safety Steam Pump and Fire 
���i�;s r�ewr;:o:��tir��

d
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i
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Chul'ches,Factories,& Public Building.s,Heated by Steam, 
Low Pressure. \1[.oodwatd Building, 76 and 7S Center st., 
cor. of Worth st. (formerly of 77 BeekmlW st.) , N.Y. All 
����;f�r���
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THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEiS'1'-4,OOO sold 
this year. Agents wanted everywhere. Send for 

sample s
i.A�i31rWli'TfN0JllMACHri:JEe��F,�ocS�

dress 
ChilJopee Falls , Mass. 

1832 SCHENCK MACHINE 1869 
' • WORKS, Matteawan. N. Y. • 

P UNOHING 
AND 

Shearing 

MACHINERY. 
POWER PUNCHING AND SHEARING 

Machines. from $200 to �850. Hand Punching and 
Shearing Machines, from $60 to $200. Power Shearing 
Machjncs, from $200 to $450. Hand Shearing Machines, 
from $100 to $150. Also, a variety of Punching Machines, 
iJii��rri� }facI��r�.
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so large a variety of kinds and sizes to choose from. 
Every machine warranted fully up to our catalogue rep� 
rcsentation. For free catalogue, with cuts, or further 
information, address 

DO'lT MANUFACTURING CO., 
Janesville, Wis. 

WM. D. ANDREWS & BROTHER, 
414 Water st., New York, Manufacture 

Patent Smoke-burning & Superheating Boilers 
that are safe. DRAINAGE and WRECKING PUMPS to 
pass large bodies of Water, Sand,and Gravel. HOISTING 
MACHINES, Fri<:tion Grooved and, Noiseless, or with 
Gearing. OSCILLATING ENGINES from half to two 
hundred and fifty-horse power. All of th�se Machines 
rue Light, Compact, Durable, and Economical. 1 tfos 

Root's Wroll[ht Iron Sectional 

Safety Boiler. 
OVER 100 SOLD-TESTED TO 300 1bs., 

no large sheet�iron shell to explode. Economical 
and Durable. All sizes on hand. Also, Steam Engmes, 
Steam Pumps, etc. Send for Pamphlets and Price Lists. 

JOHN B. HOOT, 
15 130s 95 and 97 Liberty st., New York. 

'WATER WHEELS-
Warren's Turbine is the best made, the most 

economical, durable, and cheapest wheel in the market. 
A. WARREN, Agent American Water Wheel Co .. 

25 120s 81 Exchange st., Boston, Mass. 

J titutific � ltttttcau. 
It is not geum'aUy It:nown 

thaa Genuine Waltham Watches 
are sold i n  Ne'W York at ]ower prices til an 
in an y other part of the country, We 
send single Watches by Express to any 
place, ho,v evtJr ,·en.ote, a t  tile reduced 
prices, and "live give the purchaser t ile 
priv il ege o( examining the l.Vatcb be
fore paying. Silver HlInt i n g  'Vatches, 
$ 1 8 ; Gold Hunting l.Vatcbes, $70. Every 
'Vatch 'W arranted by a specia l  Certi fi
cate. Our descriptive Price List gives 
full inform ation i n  regard to tile differ
ent kinds and our lllanner of scnd ing 
thelll by Express. 'Ve .... ·�.d it to any 
one, post paid, on appIl" ... tioll . '  \Vllen 
you ","rite, p i ease state in "\.Vbat l:»aper 
you ".nv tbis notice. Address in full, 

HOW AnD & CO., Jewelcrs and S.l
versnlitlls, No. 6 1 9  l!iroad1ovay, Ne'W York . 

NESTER'S COMBINED CARPENTER'S 
Tool saves one fourth the labor at Weather Board· 

��Ij;;ar����� *��hfJr�
de. SeI.ld stamp f02:� cg�£'f

u��rw
to 

N. F. BURNHAM'S 
NEW TURBINE 

BUY BARBER'S BIT BRACE. 
25 40s* �IDDER'S P ASTILES-A Sure Relief for 

Asthma. STOWE'LL & CO., Charlestown, Mass. 
5 10*os ..,. 

W ZINSSER & CO., 197 William st.,N.Y., 
• Manuf'rs of Varnishes, Lackers, White Shellac, 

Sealing Wax, Cements, etc., & dealers in Manf'd Articles. 

ONE WRIGHT'S Pat. Cut-off Engine, 60-
Horse Power, neall new, in fine order, for sale 

cheap. 
il'a'!,���,

o
�� J. H. Ft-;n�afn ����1��i���. Y. 

2Q 2*os 

Lucius W. Pond, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

MACHINISTS' TOOLS, 

NEW AND IMPROVED PATTERNS OF 
MillS,

L
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PUllching and Shearing Machines . Dealer in 
IRON & WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY. 

15 tf *0 

Reynolds ' 
Turbine Water Wheels. 
No Complex, Duplex, or Triplex 

complicatio.ns. All liuch are costly, 
Ef��8�iR

l
tJ:::i�k.

c
k�;��i� 
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ley •. Send for Illustrated �amphlet. 
GEORGE TALLCOT, 

98 Liberty st., New York. 

WIRE R OPE. 
Manufactured by 

J O H N  A .  R O E B L I N G ,  
Trenton N. J. 

I�OR Inclined Planes, Standing Ship Rigging, 
...£' Bridges,Ferrie�Stays or Guys on Derricks & Cranes, 
Tiller Ropes, Sash vords of Co

p
per and Iron, Lightning 

fn�
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circular, giving price and other information. 
os 14tf 

INCREASE TWIST DRILLS, FLUTED 
HAND REAMERS, exact to Whitworth's Gage, and 

Beach's Patent Self-centering Chuck, manufactured by 
Morse Twist Drill and MaChine Co., New Bedford, Mass. 

I ostf 
London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4S Cannon street. H KOHNSTAMM, 

• Manufacturer ot 

ULTRAMARINE 
And Importer of English, French, and German' Colors 
Paints, and Artists' Materials, Bronzes, and Metals. No.3 
Tryon Row, New York, opposite City Hall. 16 130s* 

PRA TT'S 

ASTRAL OIL 
For Family Use. 

PATENT SOLID EMERY WHEELS, 
Specially adapted to GrindiI)g Saws, Mllls,and Edge 

Tools. Solid Wheels for Brass Work, warranted not to 
Glaze. Also, Patent Emery Oil and Slip Stones, the best 
article in use for Planer Knives, Carpenters' Tools, and 
tor Finishing Down Iron Work. NORTHAMPTON EM-
ERY WHEEL CO., Leeds, Mass. 18 tf os 

KNAPP &; CO., 
8 and 10 John St., N. Y. 

FREE -Our New Catalogue of Im
J .  p,:oYed STENCIL DIES. More than dIo200 A MONTH is being made with them t11' s. M. SPENCER & CO., Brattleboro Vt. ... 520� 

PATENT AIR TREATMENT, immensely benefits Malt· 
ing,Brewing, Distilling,Winemaking,Baking,the Conserv· 
}��e.
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TRACTION BY ZINC. Grooved Wheel R.R.BRAKE,Cord 
Attachment. Apply to R. d'HEUREUSE, Box 6844, N.Y. 

23 ostf 

THE ROSS MILL IMPROVED AND RE-
modeled-the best Mill in the World. To be seen at 

No . 9 Spruce st., New York. HENRY JACKSON, 
26 4* Consulting Engineer. Send for circular. 

Oharles W. Oopeland, 
S'WJr��'ll1tlg68\'h0c,('b,{����VE�¥J�k�r, 

PLANS AND ESTIMATES PREPARED FOR STEAM 
ENGINES, PUMPING AND �nNING MACHINERY. 

Steamboats, Engines, apd Boilers For Sale. 

PORTABLE SAW MILLS, 
Patent Ground Cylinder Saws, Self.feedin,g Box. board, Shingle, and Stave Machines. Send for pnce list. Ai\,d

�
�SS E. C. STRANGE, Taunton, Mass. 

VELOCIPEDIOLOGY�The Tale of a Trav
eler-A CUriouB Book for Curious People. 400 pages, bound in cleth, and gilt. Sew your buttons on fast be. fore sending for the book, inclosin

u
ostage stam

J!' ad-
gi;:'���,

digir��e���l��hers, T. W. EV ' s & CO., 41 onth 

To Electro-Platers. 
BATTERIES, CHEMICALS, AND MATE-

RIALS; in sets or single, with books of instruction, 
manufactured and sold by THOMAS HALL, Manufactur· 
ing Electrician, 19 Bromfield stre'et, Boston. Mass. Illus� 
trated catalogue sent free on application. 26 8 

PARTNER WANTED.-
The Advertiser, Proprietor 01 one of the Largest Machi.ne Shops and Foundery In the Southern States, now doing a 

§
OOd business, wishes to sell an interest to 
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the be8t testi:1Pri�1h'IMg��'r':''6iIE'WU;;:I�ti., J..pply 
25 3 38 Courtland! st., New York. 

STEAM AND WATER GAGES, STEAM 
Whlstle� Gage Cock� and Engineers' Supplies. 

16 tf JOHN ASHCl<OFT, 50 John St., New York. 

NO CHANGE OF LA"'''PS REQUIRED H BOARDMAN, Lancaster, Pa.-Superior D.L ' .  patent Cork.cutting Machinery, Hard·laid Twine, 
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-Packed in the celebrated Guaranty Pat. Cans. Ask for 
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and r(ilt biI�u��P6�t'(jliARLES PRATT, (Established in 1770.) 
Manufacturers, Packers, and Dealers 

in strictly First�Class Oils, 
Box 3050. 108 Fulton st., ·New York. 

Send for circulars, with testimonials and price lists. -------
B.F. STURTEVANT'S 

-- NEW''''''P-A'TE"NT IMPP/O"iJ£D ."  ,..,..-......"....., 
-,, ' .,....,.... � .....A.....-.� -� PRES SURE BLOWERS 

To INVENTORS of articles in the Hardware 
line

it
nd in metals 

�
enerall

){
all such manufactured 

b
�l��' ALDWIN & 0., 204 arket st., Newark, N. J 

$100 TO $250 Per Month Guaranteed
Sure Pay .-Salaries paid weekly to Agents ev

erywhere, selling our pat. everlasting white wire clothes 
line. Call at or write for particulars to the GIRARD 
WIRE MILLS, 261 North 3d st., Philadelphia, Pa. 24 4* 

HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE.-
The Wonder of the Age.-With Single eye·pointed 

needle. Simple, Cheap, Reliab], , for Family Use. Agents 
Wanted ever:B:r�Jfr:i� i¥':���1}l'k�e�A&d

I'MJl:s
'l::O., 

Bath Maine. 

WANTED - ACTIVE MEN TO SELL 

IRON STEAMERS, HULLS, & LI�HTERS. -
Estimates & Specifications furnished on application. 

HENRY J. DA·VI;,;ON, 77 Liberty st., New York, Agent 

M A N U FA C T O RY & S A I . . ( S  R O O M  
7 2  S U D B U R Y  S T.' B O S T O N .  

THE GENUINE 

PURINGTON'S Patent Alarm Drawer. Great 
inducements to good business men. Address 
24 13 A. S. TURNER, WillimantiC, Conn. 

for Pusey, Jones & Co. 21 tf 

IRON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, 
Drills, and other Machinists' Tools, of Su

/
erior Qual-
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Ooes Screw Wrenches 
WITH A. G. COES' PATENT LOCK FERRULE, ' 

Mannfactured by 
A. G. COEIS & co., 

Successor, to L. & A. G. Coes, 
_Worcester. Mass . 

MANUFACTURERS' AGlL:� CY FOR THE 
Sale of Patents, Rights, and Patented Articles, in 

the New England States. Address 
24 4 C. A. GRIFFIN, Hartford, Conn. 

ROBERT McCAL VEY, Manufacturer of 
HOISTING MAC��� AND D!!.MB :w AITEBS. 

[JULY 3, 1869. 

IIlr Philadelphia Advertising Patrons, who prefer it, can 
have their orders forwarded through T. V. Carpen 
ter, resident Agent, 1506 Poplar st. 

The Harrison Boiler. 
THIS IS THE ONLY REALLY SAFE 

BOILER in the market, and can now be furnished at 
a GREA TL Y RED UOED OOST. Boilers of any size 
ready for delivery. For Circulars, plans, etc., apply to 

HARRISON BOILER WORKS, 
Philadelphia, Pa.; .r. B. H

O
de, Agent, 119 Broadway, New 

�g��h�M:�s. JOHN A. OLEMAN, Agent, 86 IfJ
lrlo�

t., 

Surveying Instruments 
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, Drawing Ma-

terials, etc., etc. TranSits, Levels, Surveyor's Com
passes, a full assortment of Chesterman's Metallic and 
Steel Tape Measures. A priced and Illustrated C�1ta 
logue sent free on applicatlOn. Will. Y. McALLISl'EH, 
23 60S 728 Chcstnnt st., Philadelphia. 

SAWS EVERY DESCRIPTION 
• Guaranteed nnder a forfeiture of 

$1000, to cut the m,.ost lumber with the least expense 

Henry Disston & Son, 
PHILADELPHIA. SpeCial attention 

fi:
aid to our new st.yle 

����r;�� f���1 �������;i�ti�d:l�nd fh; C��'r�e�:dCrS 
22 1308 ________ _ 

Drawing Materials. WHATMAN'S PAPERS.-White and Yel 
low Roll Drawing Paper 40 and 54 inches wide. 

TraCing Muslin, Tracing Paper. },fusUn-backed Drawing 
i;Si� i���

n
i:t!��

h
t
S
r!���g iY�g�fl�.

& 
e�;.����:

s ��l��� 
Catalogues sent free. JAS. W. QUEEN & CO., 
19 ostf 9'�4 Chestnut st., Philadelphia. 

WATER WHEELS.-Valentine's Turbines 
are s�perior to all other wheels. Satisfaction 

guaranteed. VALENTINE & CO., Ft. Edward, N. Y . 

4 1-2, 6 1-2,& 8 1-2-ft. Planers; 10-in. stroke shap. erSj 6, 7. and S�ft.engine lathes, 1S-in.swing; screw ma
chin��,�1c.,m'f'd by TWiss,Pratt & Hayes,New Haven,Ct. 

SILICATE OF SODA, IN ITS VARIOUS 
forms, manufactured as a speCialty, by Philadelphia 

Quartz Co., 783 South 2d st., Philadelphia, Pa. 25 13 

RICHARDSON, MERIAM & CO., 
Manufacturers of the latest improved Patent Dan 

iels' aAi Woodworth Planing Machines, Matching, Sash 
and molding, Tenoning, MortiSing, Boring" Shaping Ver
tical and Circular Re-sawing Machines, ;:;aw Mills, Saw 
�?n��
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other kinds of Wood·working �aChinery. Catalo.Q;ues 
and price lists sent on application. Manufactory, Wor· 
cester. Mass. Warehouse, 107 Liberty st.,New York. 17 tl 

McNab & Harlin, 
MANUFACTURERS OF BRASS COCKS, 
. Wrought Iron Pipe and Fittings for Steam, Water 

and Gas. 
GETTY'S PATENT PROVING PUMP AND GAG1l:. 

GETTY'S PATENT PIPE CUTTER. 

r8
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for Illustrated Catalogue 
8�

r!o��esi��� ew York. 

Artisans and Builder's 
ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE 
Stairt�r��:;

C
G'�;ra�,

d
G!J��g��J

r
g�m�t!�;gA(I�;n� 

ments of every description, New and Improved Stable 
Furniture, etc., etc. 

SPARKS, STILLMAN, DOWDELL & CO., 
Foundery 2028 N. Tenth st. Wareroom 807 Chestnut Rt 
Philadelphia. 18 13* 

HAIR AND WOOL FELT for sale by the 
iI�WIit

O
��'�i �1�8'� ��7tit��� �r.�yg�YOrk. 

18 tf 

PAPER BAG Machines For Sale. Address 
4 26* B. S. BINNEY, 64 Kilby st., Boston. 

AMERICAN TURBINE WATER WHEEL. 
Stout, Mills & Temple's Patents. 

'I'his celebrated iron·co.:tsed wheel is MORE DURAMLE AND 
ECONOMI

.
CAL

. 
than an� ot�er, and is WARRANTED to give 

satisfactIOn In every case, OR MONEY REFUNDED. For 11-
ustrpted circular address 

FULTON MANUFACTURING CO., 
15 26 Fnlton. N .  Y. 

Excelsior Lubricator. PATENTED AUG. 25th, 1868.':'-'For Cylin
ders of Engines. A very Superior and Durable arti· 

cle manufa'£��rth
b�alley Brass w�r�S:l;'�h¥ei�m, Pa. 

Descriptive circular and price list sent on application 
13 tf 

PARKER'S POWER PRESSES. 

THESE PRESSES are what are universally 
witho���
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bined with delicacy of adjustment of the Punch. We 
have just received 

A G OLD MEDAL 
From the New Hampshire Art and Mechanics' Associ· 
ation, it being the FIRST PREMIUM awarded on Presses, 
and was given us over 

STILES' POWER PRESS. 
IlY' Notice is hereby given that ALL PRESSES having an 

Eccentric Disk on the Crank Shaft. are direct infringe· 
ments of our Patent, April 13, 1858, reissued Feb. 9th, 1869, I and all :parties are hereby cautioned 

�
ainst buying or 

using saId Presses Without
p.A�Yr

e
�R

i
�R�THERS, 

West Meriden, Conn. 11 26* 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that all per-
sons 

K
urChaSing our Presses will be protected against 
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patent Having be.e� bought up and reissued since we 
commenced suit a�ainst tfiem, in the vain hope 01' defeat,· 
ing our rtghts. 'I rial will be had in April, when. our 
Counsel assures us, our patent will be triul1lphantly sus
tained. Meantime all parties are hereby can1!toned against 
f��
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the punch. Our Presses have been exhIbited at, and re· 
celved the highest Prizes from, all the FIRST-CLASS 
FAIRS in tbe country during the last five years. 

MIMletown, Conn. • N. C. STILE::;. 
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